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Summary 

 

In this dissertation, cash holding level are analysed with 2004 - 

2013 data from all firms in 13 industries from Bureau Van Dyke 

Fame database. The main hypothesis is that cash holding level 

should be positively related to the risk level. There are two 

dependent variables used for measuring cash holding level, cash to 

asset ratio and cash to sales ratio. Using cash sales ratio, the 

hypothesis is supported. There are mixed evidence of trade off, 

pecking order and agency theory in the results. Income smoothing 

practice and low level of cash distribution is implied by the results. 

There sales risk is also more sensitive with cash sales ratio compare 

to cash asset ratio.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Corporate Cash holding  

 

Corporate cash management has become an increasingly important 

topic from researchers and practitioners. There are many areas of 

practices involving strategic, tactical and operational decision in 

managing cashes (Srinivasan and Kim, 1986).Corporate cash 

holding including not only the cash in the bank, but also the low 

premium assets that can be liquidated easily (Opler et al., 1999). 

   

The topics are mainly focused on the determinants that affect cash 

holding level (Opler et al., 1999), the motivation of cash holding 

level (Han and Qiu, 2007), from both developed countries (Ozkan 

and Ozkan, 2004), to developing countries (Ogundipe et al., 2012). 

Understanding the reason why firm have different cash holding level 

is important. From shareholders point of view, firm with high level 

of cash holding is looked to be safer (Acharya et al., 2011), but the 

cash holding is also costly to shareholders since they do not 

generate income.  From manager’s point of view, with high level of 

cash holding in hand, manager have more power to control what 

the firm can spend the money on or use the cash for their own 

benefit (Harford, 1999; Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003).  Therefore 

a high level of cash holding is not necessarily a good decision for 

shareholders but is always a better choice for managers. Hence the 

cash holding level can cause agency and shareholder conflicts. 

On the other hand, from economic point of view, some firms can 

improve firm’s value by holding more cash. This is a trade-off 

theory which suggested that firm should have an optimal cash level, 

so to reduce the financial distress costs and the cost of raising 

external debt (Baskin, 1987, Ferreira and Vilela, 2004). There is 

also the pecking order theory, which firms are anticipating the profit 
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made and the investments need, if the firm has more cash than 

they requires, they would reduce the cash holding level and 

distribute those to shareholders, otherwise they would first spend 

the cash for investment then ask for debt and equity financing 

(Myers and Majluf, 1984).  The third is agency theory where the 

firms’ value will be reduce if there are high level cash holding as 

manager use these to gain personal benefit or investing in poor 

projects (Hartford, 1999; Dittmar et al., 2003) 

From operational points of view, firms also have different motives 

for holding cash. The transaction motive suggested that firm hold 

more cash for future payments instead of selling assets and raising 

external fund, as these are expansive for the firm (Bates et al., 

2009). There is also precautionary motive, where firms are 

expected to hold more cash if there is more risk in future returns 

(Opler et al., 1999). Thirdly, there is also the tax motive where 

shareholders are beneficial for not having dividend paid since they 

are charged twice in tax (Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003). 

Economic and industrial conditions are also found to be affecting the 

firm’s cash holding level. Firms are financially constrained in poor 

economic conditions, as raise cash is more difficult, therefore having 

higher level of cash flow actually adds value to the firm (Moyen and 

Boileau, 2010).  Similarly, firms also following the industrial trends 

in cash holding level for competitive and liquidity purposes (D’Mello 

et al., 2009). 

In this research, there are mixed evidence of agency theory, 

pecking order theory and trade off theory across different 

determinants listed as above. The precautionary motives are least 

evident in macroeconomic and firm level characteristic. In industrial 

level factors, the pecking order theory is presented. There is also 
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some trade-off theories present as firms are not release cash to 

shareholders.  

1.2 Sales risks and cash holding level 

 

In this paper several sales risks directly related factors are also 

added to the analysis. Sales risks are less researched in previous 

literature when related to the cash holding level. In theory that firm 

is aiming to stabilise earning and sales incomes to give shareholder 

confidence in the firm’s performance (Stulz, 1996). But the firm 

always has some type of sale risks in term of unpredictable sale 

revenues, payments risks from buyers, inventory risk and costs 

raise in the production (Michalaski, 2008). Therefore the firms have 

to manage the volatility in the sales earning since the firm needs 

the income from sales to make payments to debtors and expenses; 

otherwise firms will be in liquidity problem. On the other hand, if 

firm having problem with making income, then the firm will have to 

borrow or issues equity, both activities are costly (Richards and 

Laughlin, 1980). Therefore increase in sales risk would be one of 

the factors that increase the cash holding level of the firm. However, 

it is also difficult for firm to keep high level of cash holding if the 

income is low.  

From management point of view, there is an incentive to hide away 

these sales risks by smoothing the income and earning (Jayaraman, 

2008). In the previous researches, there are evidence of firm with 

smoothed income have better external credit rating, and valued 

higher by shareholders and reduce the costs of borrowing 

(Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995). This is the earning is more 

predictable when they are smoothed for external shareholder 

without having any information in the firm, therefore reduce the 

information value of firm insiders. Secondly, the lender treated 

firms with smoothed earning as a sign of ability of making 
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continuous payments and can lend based on this history (Dichev 

and Tang, 2008).  

To the cash holding point of view, earning and income smoothing 

can be costly to the firm and reduce the available cash flows (Goel 

and Thakor, 2003). With smoothing using accounting accruals, 

there are no real cost to the firm but the adjustment level is limited 

with strict accounting policies. Another option is to make real 

changes to the firm’s operations, typically from making discounts to 

goods before the end of period and therefore increase the earning in 

the current period and reduce the income of the next period 

(Roychowdhury, 2003). But the firm suffers a loss in profit and 

relatively increase in the production costs, therefore the cash 

holding level could be lower for the next period as the firm needs to 

spend more to recover the stocks. And typically these firms would 

either have high level of cash flows but lower level of sales volatility, 

or a low level of cash flow corresponded to income smoothed 

periods and high level of cash flow corresponded to a normal period. 

In this dissertation, we found that sales risks are in a mixed of 

positive and negative relations with the cash holding level. Negative 

relationships means the higher the volatility in sales income, the 

lower cash holding level for the firm. And firms with lower sales risk 

tend to accumulate cash in hand. This is some evidence of earning 

smooth effects since these sales volatility is not transferred to 

earning volatility. We further found firms are cautions about the 

credit risks in the sell risks with higher level of cash holding but 

then tends to allow income to accumulate. So there are some 

evidences of active cash holding management in anticipation of the 

risks of income and sales.  
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1.3 Dissertation Structure 

 

The main objectives of this dissertation are two folds. First, the 

previously identified significant determinants to cash holding levels 

are investigated, these are around firm level statistic, industrial 

conditions and macroeconomic environment. Second, which is the 

primary objective, the influence of sales risks to cash holding levels 

are investigated by using the variables in first objective as control 

variables.  

There are five sections in this dissertation. The next one reviews 

some of the existing literature for theories and empirical evidence 

around the determinants of cash flows and the sales risks. Then the 

identified determinants to use will be summarised in this section. 

The third section will describe the data that will be used in this 

dissertation with statistics. There will be one main hypotheses 

identified centred on sales risks. Modelling and diagnostic methods 

are identified here. The fourth section analyse the results from 

variables models and their implication to the hypothesis. Part of 

that section will also attempt to contribute some managerial 

recommendations based on the results examined. Last section 

concludes the finding and adding some recommendation for future 

researches.  
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2 Literature review 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The literature review will focus on previous research and findings on 

determinants of cash flows with focus on the impact of sales risk. 

The two sections explains the three central cash holding models, 

pecking order, trade off and agency cost, and some relevant 

evidence. The third and fourth section examined the sales risks in 

terms of operation and earning management, with some evidence 

of how it affects the cash holding level. The last section summarised 

the list of factors affect cash holding level.   

2.2 Theory of corporate cash holding 

2.2.1 Cash holding models 

 

Corporate has two incentives to holding liquid assets (Opler et al., 

1999). Firstly, these liquid assets can cover payments needed 

without incur any transaction costs or liquidating fixed assets to 

raise cash. Secondly, firm can capture the investment opportunities 

and financing their operation activities when borrowing is not 

available or available at a very high premium. These form the two 

main motives of cash holding, reducing the transaction costs and 

preparing for situation of limited cash sources (Keynes, 1936). On 

the first motive, because organisation constantly incurs outgoing 

costs such as debtor payments, employee’s salary, rent and other 

operational costs, each would require cash payments. If these cash 

payments have to be met with sources outside of organisation, 

there certainly would be additional premium that organisations need 

to pay. Secondly, because all of these cash outgoing are critical to 

the continuous operation of organisation or maintaining 

relationships with buyers and customers. If organisation does not 
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have enough cash, it always carries liquidity risks and heavily 

relying on the health of external credit market (Keynes, 1936). The 

third motive is the speculative motive for cash holding. Firm may 

consider that there is a raise in the future interest, therefore it is 

better to lend at future time to gain extra income. These are often 

less focused in the firm as only a large amount of cash can create 

significant benefit.  

The other theory of trade off model directly relates the firm’s 

income (Opler et al., 1999). In Modigliani and Miller’s capital 

structure indifference theory, the firm’s doesn’t care about the mix 

of debt and equity. In the similar way, the cash can also be 

interchangeable with debt; therefore there isn’t any optimal level of 

cash holding (Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003). The firm would 

naturally accumulate cash if cash flow from sale is high, and 

conversely would naturally accumulate debt if cash flow from sale is 

low. But this level of raising debt would be limited whereas if there 

is no investment opportunity the cash flow would increase 

indefinitely. But in real world, there are various levels of transaction 

costs and tax system that would unbalance the trade-off model 

since raising debt and sell assets are inherently expansive for firm.  

The pecking-order theory can also explain part of the cash holding 

level. Firm prefers to spend resources with the least cost first, 

hence generally firm will be expensing cash first then liquid asset, 

then less liquid asset than external financing. These costs can be 

transactional costs and adverse selection costs which are the costs 

rose by information asymmetry between investors and managers. 

Brown and Petersen (2011) analysed the R&D smoothing effects of 

corporate cash holding. Firm often require a consistence cash inflow 

to fund R&D activities and needs to prepare for overrun of the 

budget. However majorities of the firm would have unpredictable 

cash inflows from sales, then at the cash shortage, it is expansive 
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to raise fund externally and costly to put R&D project on hold. 

Therefore with pecking order theory, the firm would likely to 

accumulate a cash stock act as a buffer to smooth out the R&D 

spending.  If R&D spending is modelled with cycles of peak and 

trough, then the change of cash holding would be negatively 

correlated with the R&D spending (Brown and Petersen, 2011).  

There are other operational motives of cash flows that directly affect 

the cash holding level.  In the analysis of spin offs (D’Mello et al., 

2009), the cash holding decisions are usually made together with 

leverage policies and heavily influenced by the type of operations of 

the company.  This follows closely with the transaction theory where 

firms tends to change their cash holding levels depended on the 

change of the short and long term cash outflow in the firm (Beltz 

and Frank, 1996). In transaction theory, the corporate is interested 

in lowering the transaction costs of the funding, therefore the term 

structure of interests and discount in interest rate from large 

borrowing both affect the level of cash holding. Firm that have 

higher level cash flows would tend to focus on keeping a target cash 

level to prevent firm in liquidity problem (Garcia-Teruel and 

Martinez-Solano, 2008).  

Overall, corporate uses cash holding level to manage various types 

of risk exposures in the firm. There are both corporate internal risks 

and external environment risks.  Belts and Frank (1996) specified 

the firm have three risks directly related to internal cash flow, first 

is R&D expenditure risks, second is the variability of sales and 

assets and third is the value risk of the corporate assets in the 

financial markets. The increase in the firm’s cash holding level is 

fitted with the transaction theory of cash flow. Externally, there are 

volatility of the interest rate and unpredicted instability of the 

financial markets. The cash holding level increases with volatility 

and probability of the instability of the financial markets as a 
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precautionary approach and does not necessary associated with the 

change in the money demand (Belts an Frank, 1996).  

2.2.2 Costs and Benefits 

 

From above theories, there are several main benefits of cash 

holding. First, there is saving on transaction costs (Schwetzler and 

Reimund, 2003). Firm normally incurs infrequent large amount of 

fixed costs and frequent small amount of variable costs. But raising 

cash externally is often costly given the information asymmetry and 

other transaction barriers, therefore firms rarely use external 

financing. And often these financing is in large amount to spread 

the transaction costs. But often firms can be hit with unexpected 

cash demand; hence keeping liquid asset is beneficial in reducing 

transaction costs in these circumstances (Schewetzler and Reimund, 

2003). The implication is that firm’s cash holding level is always 

increases with the external transaction costs. Because firm fears 

that if there is not enough liquid assets, then it has to resort to fire 

sale of illiquid assets at a discount, which means a reduction in the 

shareholder’s wealth.  Therefore the level of cash holding also 

directly increases with the firm’s distress level, which correlates 

with debt level and threat of acquisition.  

Secondly, this reduces the exposure of the firm to the asymmetric 

information in the market. There are two problems for the company. 

First in equity financing, because outsider does not under the firm’s 

value therefore there is always a heavy discount in the price even 

when the share is actually overpriced in the market (Myer, 1984). 

Second competitors can extract information about the firm when 

firm enter the financial market for funding (Campell, 1979).  Hence 

external financing activities increase the costs of investment and 

reduce the competitive advantage, cash holding level would then 

increase with the level of information asymmetry.  
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Thirdly, corporation gains strategy advantage with flexibility in cash 

holding when the market has many investment opportunities 

(Baskin, 1987).  There are two main advantages of cash holding. 

First large cash hold can create entry barrier for competitors to 

enter the market, since the firm can have price advantages if 

required to drive the competitors out. Second, when there are 

investment opportunities, the firms with cheaper funding can offer 

higher price and have more immediate cash availability to capture 

the opportunities. Hence growth firms and firm in low technological 

entry barriers tends to accumulate high level of cash holding. But 

there is also counter argument that high growth firm usually 

spending more therefore always short of cash, only mature firm 

tends to accumulate high level of cash to seek acquisition 

opportunities.  

However cash holding also incur costs to the organisation (Opler et 

al., 1999). First, holding cash is expansive because it doesn’t 

generate income and cash is always devaluating. In Kim et al. 

(1998)’s model, the cash holding primarily used to cover the 

shortfall between different financial periods. Each firm has different 

income cycle between getting cash inflow and cash outflow. 

Therefore also firm has foregone the interest could be earned on 

the cash held; these are offset by the reduction in agency costs and 

tax saving in the interests.  There is also a trade-off between the 

current investment and future investment. When firms believe that 

the future investment have higher return than the current 

investment, the firm is willing to hold cash to wait for the future 

investment opportunities to arrive. But there are times where the 

firm can misjudge the NPV of different investments and end up 

invest on a less profitable project due to pressure from loss in 

interest.    
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Secondly, there are ranges of agency costs associated with holding 

cash. Agent always prefer holding more cash than necessary since 

cash provide agency more power in terms of spending and reduce 

their employment risk.  Hence there is a conflict between agency 

and shareholder in terms of holding cash (Opler et al., 1999). There 

are several models behind the adverse effects in agency model. 

Managers often has higher discretion on investment with high level 

of cash holding since by information asymmetry, outside 

shareholders could not distinguish between value adding or value 

destroying investment. Therefore if managers want to pursue 

personal gain, they would hold higher amount of cash and waiting 

for investment opportunities that goes to manager’s favour 

(Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003). Evidence suggested that there is 

a positive correlation between high level of cash holding and value 

destroying activities (Harford, 1999). Managers also use cash flow 

to defend take over activities therefore not providing shareholders 

with best income from investing the cash. Conversely managers 

also have difficulties of selling unprofitable business when there is a 

high level of cash holding.  

Schwetzler and Reimund (2003) found that firm tends to 

underperform with excessive cash holding. This resonates with the 

agency hypothesis that when firms’ have accumulated large cash 

holding with high level income, the managers tends to invest in 

projects that is less profitable under shareholder’s pressure. The 

performance of these projects is often less than the projects would 

be selected by firms with lower cash holding.  

2.2.3 Alternative Models 

 

Although cash holding does reduce the level of firm’s risk, the 

decision of cash holding is not always beneficial to the shareholder 

and some can be viewed as CEO pursuing self-interested goals, and 
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there can be negative impact on the firm’s value (Tong, 2006).  

There is closely linked to the value CEO’s stock options and the 

volatility of the stock return. It is in CEO’s incentive to reduce the 

effect of stock volatility on option value, since increase in cash 

holding can reduce the risks exposed by the firm, therefore lower  

the exposure of the optional value to the stock volatility (Tong, 

2006). Managers who are more concerned with personal gain in the 

stock options are opted to hold more cash as risk-free investment, 

which then are the detrimental to the firm’s value.  This scenario is 

especially significant for countries with poor shareholder protection 

(Dittmar et al., 2003).  Since there are little law enforcement to 

protect shareholder’s right for the corporation, managers are more 

likely to hold extra cash rather than distribute these to shareholders.  

As the central argument of the requirement of cash holding lies on 

the availability of alternative financing when required, various 

literatures have contributed to identifying the type of firms that are 

sensitive to cash holding level. Subramaniam et al. (2011) identified 

that diversified firm require much less cash holding than focused 

firm. First, there are more cashes available from other areas of the 

firm which can support cash outflow in a particular areas, therefore 

reduce the needs of holding internal cash. Second, these types 

firms are more likely to find a buyer to pay right price for assets 

given the varieties of the assets owned by the firm. Thirdly, 

because each segment are competing against each other within the 

firm, therefore managers are more likely to invest cash on hand 

rather than holding it, then these firms are more prone to the risk 

of overinvestment. The agency costs of cash holding is very high , 

therefore the central management of firm would be more likely to 

deploy cash to segment that requires rather than ask the segment 

to hold the cash. This is consistent as using cash holding as a 

hedging for the future financing risks, diversified firms use different 
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operating activities as hedging against future cash shortages in a 

particular segments (Denis and Silbilkov, 2010).   

2.3 Empirical evidence of cash holding  

2.3.1 As Buffer  

 

Evidences have shown that cash holding has strong correlation to 

the cash flows of the firm. Opler et al. (1999) found corporate cash 

holding is negatively correlated with the operating cash flow. With 

low sales income that firms tends to keep more cash in the firm as 

buffer for outgoings.  Financial constraint is one of the important 

conditions to consider for cash holding as buffer. Brown and 

Petersen (2011) shown that using time series analysis that firms 

with financial constraints are likely to hold more cash to buffering 

the increasing in R&D costs. Han and Qiu (2007) also shown that 

when financial constraint firm has high level of cash flow volatility, it 

would increase cash holding level according. However if the firm is 

financial unconstraint which means they can raise cash funding at 

need, then there is no evidence of using extra cash holding as 

buffer (Han and Qiu, 2007). 

Therefore the maturity and the conditions of the financial market is 

important as part of the control variable for analysing cash flow as 

buffer. An immature financial market or financial market that is in 

credit crunch would transfer a normally financial unconstraint frim 

to a financial constraint firm. Therefore cash holding is expected to 

increase in an unfavourable financial market.  This is supported by 

the analysis of the boom and bust in the financial market 

between1998-2002 where firm’s cash holding level have dampened 

the effect (Brown and Petersen, 2011). There is also an after effect 

in cash holding level after financial crisis, as shown by Beltz and 

Frank (1996), the cash holding level is doubled after the market 

crash in 1987. Similarly, the change in the financing costs such as 
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taxes and issuing costs can also create incentive for firm to increase 

cash level as a precaution to external financial shock (Moyen and 

Boileau, 2011). Although this self-insurance is less robust 

explanation for cash flow increment.   

Level of leverage and the amount of short term debt also affects the 

cash flow level (Garcia-Teruel and Martinez-Solano, 2008). The 

level of cash holding is higher for firms with high level of debt and 

higher proportion of short term debt, especially for firms with 

financial constraints. In particularly, the private firm is most likely 

to prepare for cash payment on debt rather than rolling the debt 

further on with other short term debt or long term debt like public 

firm.  

The effect of buffering is lessened when there is a high level of 

asset liquidity in the firm where other non-cash asset can be easily 

converted into cash. In the similar argument, when the real-asset 

liquidity is high for an industry, then the corporate cash holding 

level is generally low for firms in this industry compare to other 

industry (Huang, 2010).  Because if firm can sell the industrial 

specific asset to other firms with smaller loss then the firm would 

have less incentive to hold cash hedging against future cash 

outflows. Similarly this reduces the level of financial distress of the 

firm. Although there is a risk of relying on the transferability and 

liquidity of the asset, however because of the cost of holding cash 

flow, the firm would be more likely to hold these resalable assets 

than holding cash (Huang, 2010).  

The other evidence is the correlation of the firm’s saving in 

proportion to the cash flows. Alemida et al. (2004) found that the 

saving and cash flow is significantly correlated for financially 

constrained firm but it is not significant for unconstrained firms.  

The sample is largely applied to manufacturing firms who often 
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have consistent cash outflows therefore a high demand for liquidity.  

Moyen and Boileau (2010) supported this motion proving that cash 

saving increased with liquidity motive to mitigate the increased 

volatility of cash requirement using data from 1971 to 2006. Firm 

was identified to less likely to change their capital structure and 

investment policy due to cash constraints, the cash holding level 

has increased two folders during these periods to reduce the 

impacts of liquidity problem 

2.3.2 Agency costs 

 

One of the proxies for agency costs is the ownership structure of 

the firm, as Ozkan and Ozkan (2004) found that firm with high level 

of equity tends to keep lower cash holding as investors are 

demanding cash to be distributed or reinvested, while firm with high 

debt level tends to increase the cash flow holding since creditors 

demand the firms to keep above a liquidity level. Tong (2006) found 

managerial risk aversion is highly related to the cash holding level.  

With CEO stock option, stock return and interest rate as input with 

data from 1993-200 in UK firms excluding financial firms, cash 

holding level increases when CEO’s stock option is at more risk 

(Tong, 2006).     

Agency costs of corporate cash holding are also found to be 

depended on the ownership of the firm (Lau and Block, 2012).  

When shareholder’s protection is adequate or the concentration of 

the firm’s ownership is high, the shareholders have more bargaining 

power over the manager, the cash holding level is low as cash are 

distributed (Ferreira and Vilela, 2004). Family shareholders also 

tend to hold high cash level that is costly to external shareholder, 

but Lau and Block (2012) found that agency costs of holding cash at 

family firm is high due to adverse selection in the US firm, firm 

value also decreases with cash holding. On the other hand, if firm is 
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managed by founder then the agency costs of hold cash is much 

lower as founder are likely to use cash effectively instead for their 

own benefit (Lau and Block, 2012), firm value also increases with 

cash holding. 

There are also evidence suggested when firm have agency problem 

the cash holding level can be high since the manager has more 

power to control the firm’s cash flow. Bopkin (2012) use Ghana 

Stock Exchange as data source, found the better corporate 

disclosure and transparency would led to lower cash holding as 

raising fund is easier.  

The severity of the agency problem in cash holding is highly related 

to the shareholder’s protection. Kalcheva and Lins (2007) use 5000 

firms across 31 countries found that firm with shareholder 

protection would have adequate cash holding, and without 

protection the firm would have high cash holding level than normal. 

However, Ginglinger and Saddour (2007) rejected this hypothesis 

and found that the firm’ cash holding level is not affected by the 

governance quality, and firm with strong shareholder’s right actually 

hold more cash. But this result is only based on the French firm, 

where the better shareholders rights actually give shareholder’s 

more confidence in the manager and give up more discretionary 

power. Such in switzland, the cash holding level increase with 

concentrated ownership wile minority shareholders are less likely to 

be protected (Jani et al., 2004). 

2.4 Sales Risk: earning volatility and smoothing 

 

The direct sales risk is related to uncertainty in the future sales 

revenue, which mostly represented as the volatility in cash flow or 

predicted downward trend in cash flow (Han and Qiu, 2007). Firm’s 

earning and income are directly affected by the volatility of the cash 
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flow from the project invested, and the focus of risk management in 

the firm is most likely to be reducing the variance of the volatility 

and therefore stabilising the earning and income (Stulz, 1996). 

Therefore corporate would engage in number of hedging activities 

and diversifications to reduce the risk exposed to the volatility of 

the cash flows, which are vastly contributed by the literatures as 

income smoothing or dividend smoothing. Stulz (1996) argued that 

although shareholders do not benefit from the reduction of the 

firm’s risks since shareholders tends to see investment in firm as 

risky investment, but firm is benefited from the reduction of 

outgoing resources, and have better shareholder relationships and 

perceived with low risk by the market (Goel and Thakor, 2003).  

The earnings volatility represented several risks for the firm. First 

investors pay less to the firm with high earning volatility (Goel and 

Thakor, 2003). Shareholders suffer from adverse selection costs 

when they trading with informed investors inside firm. The cost of 

getting information is part of costs of buying shares; a high earning 

volatility would make this private information more valuable, so the 

shareholders are only willing to pay lower price for firms with high 

earning volatility (Goel and Thakor, 2003).  This will reduce the firm 

shares liquidity therefore increase the costs of funding.  Secondly, 

the perceived bankruptcy risk is high for firms with high earning 

volatility; therefore the borrowing costs would increase (Trueman 

and Titman, 1988). Thirdly, from shareholder’s perspective, high 

volatility of earning would normally mean a high volatility in 

expected dividend. Therefore for shareholders that using dividend 

as income stream, they will be more likely to reject firm with high 

volatility of earning (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995).  This borrowing 

cost would be translated into high transaction costs when seeking 

external funding.  Both of these two aspects have shown the 

increase of cost of raising funds, therefore if firm cannot manage 
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the earning volatility effectively, the firm would be become more 

financially constrained. So it is especially important for firm that is 

highly levered, if firm does not show consistent earnings because of 

some badly managed projects, the firm will also loss opportunity to 

invest in a good project in the future (Stulz, 1996).  Therefore firm 

has incentive to represent a smoothed earning trends to show their 

financial and income stability.  

A high earning volatility is not favoured by the manager. Fudenberg 

and Tirole (1995) argued that since manager’s retaining decision 

are made based on the current performance. The risk of being fired 

is greater for firms with high earning volatility, since there is higher 

chance the firm will be heavy losses. Therefore it is in manager’s 

incentive to keep the earning smoothed so that managers can 

leverage gain from one period to loss of the other period. For 

similar reason as shares liquidity, when managers have higher 

number of share options, the high earning volatility reduce the 

liquidity of shares therefore it is hard to sell shares in the market 

(Hunt et al., 2000).  Firms are covered by analyst, if the earning 

volatility is high, analyst will find it hard to predict the future 

earning of the firms, and therefore there will be fewer 

recommendations in the market or the recommendation is always 

incorrect (Dichev and Tang, 2008). There will make a bad 

reputation for the manager, and shareholders will suffer from low 

liquidity hence put the manager’s position at risk. Therefore 

manager has incentive to keep firm income smoothed since their 

expected length of time in the position will increase (Fudenberg and 

Tirole, 1995).  

 

Firm has two ways to smoothing the income, an artificial 

adjustment suing accounting principle or a real smoothing which 

involving adjustment real cash flow of the firms (Goel and Thakor, 
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2003). An artificial adjustment of the income does not involve 

actual movement of cash. The account is adjusted using different 

way of accounting method, such as altering time of sales and 

mixing between expenses and capital account. In real smoothing, 

managers change the operations to adjust the actual cash flows, 

these may involving change the frequency of ordering, offering 

sales at end of accounting period and change the time of 

maintenance (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995).  These changes in 

operations will affect the cash flow level of the firm resulted in an 

unexpected fluctuation in the cash level. And also these operations 

will incur economic costs to the firm, but from manager’s 

perspective and firm’s external images, this costs are often 

outweigh the personal loss of manager or financing costs of the firm.  

The paper will focus the effects of second way of smoothing income 

or dividend. From managers’ perspective of extending their tenure, 

they will save in the good time for future bad time and increase 

earning at bad time. Therefore the cash holding level is expected to 

be high in good time and low in bad time since these cash are likely 

to be translated into earning or paying dividend above earning 

(Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995). The expectation of the earning is 

important since manager want to shift earning from good period to 

a bad period. Therefore manager may spend cash for investment or 

reduce the current cash income to defer the earning to later in 

order to have higher capacity to manipulate future incomes.   

Jayaraman (2008) identified two types of regime between earnings 

and cash flow management.  A firm is smooth if the earnings 

volatility is lower than cash flow volatility, or is volatile if the 

earnings volatility is higher than cash flow volatility. In the smooth 

regime, the manager is using earnings stability as a market signal 

to inform the investors that the company is a highly valued (Chaney 

and Lewis, 1995).  In the volatile regime, the firm is opportunistic 
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with earning report corresponding to financing or taxing incentives 

(Turner, 2001).  The stock price is likely to be inflated when firm 

has higher than expected earnings, as the equity financing is 

cheaper the cash inflow is likely to increase. On the other hand if 

the firm want to avoid paying taxes, they could recognise losses in 

this period, to offset the profit, therefore reduce the cash outflows. 

Both would smooth the operational cash flows.  A particular 

measure is to use the difference between variance of earnings and 

variance of cash flow. Although firm’s value is lower with both 

increased cash flow volatility and earnings volatility (Allayannis and 

Weston, 2003), but the earning volatility is much more significant 

given the focus of investor, analyst and manager’s focus. Therefore 

if the firm’s market to book ratio is high and earning is smoothed 

then the firm’s cash flow volatility is likely to be high.  

This brings another model of cash holding level related directly to 

the expected operating cash flows (Richards and Laughlin, 1980). 

The firm goes through a cycle of liquidity from expensing operating 

and inventory costs to receiving sales cash inflow. If the firm allows 

trade credit to be used, then there is an expected cash flow upon 

collection as account receivable. In general, the firm with loose 

credit policy usually have higher proportion of account receivable 

compare to current cash flows, the size of receivable is also larger 

than firm with tight credit policy (Richards and Laughlin, 1980).  

However because these debtors tend to have low credit rating, 

therefore the average time take to collect these receivable will be 

longer and less predictable, implies the cash conversion cycle is 

longer.  On the other side of equation, firm can delayed the 

payment for purchasing the production materials, this is the account 

payable. If the account repayable turn is longer, these will reduce 

the current cash outflows but increase the future cash outflows. The 

third factor is the inventory turnover, firm with short inventory 
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turnover means that firm can turn raw materials into sales quicker, 

hence a potentially shorter  cash conversion cycle.  Organisation 

can afford to have lower cash holding if the account receivable term 

is shorter than the account payable period, then firm can afford to 

have lower level cash holding since part of the future expected cash 

outflow is covered by the cash inflow.  On the other hand, if the 

firms’ cash payable term is short compare to account receivable and 

inventory turnover is longer, then the firm would need to keep a 

high level of cash holding in order to cover the payments (Richards 

and Laughlin, 1980).   

There is the trade-off between credit risk and sales risks. Firm can 

reduce the sale risks by allowing buyer to use trade credit. This can 

increase the sales volume and shift from the current cash flow to 

future cash flows (Michalaski, 2008), therefore the firm would not 

require as high level of cash holding. However these trade 

receivables are also risky asset since the buyers could default the 

cash payments, therefore the organisation is exposed to the credit 

risk in cash flows. Without the trade credits, the firm may face a 

long stock turn over period and high cash conversion cycle, both of 

these would reduce the total cash inflow to the firm and increase 

the cash flow volatility.   

If the goal of organisation is to maximise firm’s value, Michalaski 

(2008) found that increase in trade receivable can decreased the 

firm’s value since the networking capital and costs of account 

management would both increase. But if the accounts receivables 

are properly managed, the firm’s value can increase. This means if 

organisation has ways to reduce the trade receivable risks therefore 

limited the default and increase the stability of the sales cash flow 

also, this allows the firms to have low cash flow volatility by 

allocating cash through different sales periods.    
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For firms with greater volatility in their sales revenues and couples 

with the uncertainty in cash inflow timing and economic conditions, 

there will be more liquidity problem and cash flow management 

would be more difficult. The firm can mitigate the problem with 

maintaining high level of cash flow; however it would be difficulty to 

raise borrowing capacity to accumulating cash flow if the earning 

volatility is high, and therefore the cash flow volatility is likely to 

high for these firms and directly related to cash conversion cycle, 

inventory turnover and account receivable and payable level.   

Another factor affects the earning related cash flow effect is 

dividend pay-out. Shareholders expects continuous dividends in the 

firm that follows the long term growth of the firm, and firms tends 

to keep a stable dividend to share ratio since it is a firm’s internal 

decision by manager (Chen et al., 2010). However the firm’s growth 

often goes through different phases especially for young firms, and 

the sales revenues are likely to volatile and not matched to the 

expected dividend pay-out (Chen et al., 2010). Therefore firms 

have to manage cash flow to satisfy dividend smoothing. If firm is 

aiming at a stable dividend policy then the cash holding level would 

be naturally low when the earning is poor and vice versa. Firm with 

high level sales volatility would have consistently high level of cash 

holding to cover unexpected losses and maintaining expected level 

of dividend. Chen et al., (2010) use the ratio between standard 

deviation of the dividend growth to the earnings growth to identify if 

firm is following a smoothed dividend pay-ratio, if the ratio is low 

then the firm’s dividend is smoothed since there is a low variation in 

the dividend.  

2.5 Empirical evidence of sales risks  

 

Previous literatures have supported the theory where low sales risk 

reduce the cash holding level and a high sales risk increase the cash 
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holding level. In the US and UK market, firm with high level of cash 

flows would keep a higher level of cash as internal fund for future 

projects (Ozkan and Ozkan, 2004). However Kim et al. (1998) 

argued that when firm a consistent level of cash flows, the cash flow 

level has would be lower as these cash flows are treated as cash 

substitute.  

The managerial incentive to smooth income is also supported with 

various analysis use discretionary accruals as independent variable 

(Defond and Park, 1997; Fudenberg and Tirole, 1995). Defond and 

Park (1997) found that the change in total accrual is negatively 

related to the expected future earnings by manager using data from 

20 industries. The total accrual is measured as net earning less than 

the operating cash flows, therefore if the expected future earning is 

high and the current performance is poor, then the total accrual is 

low as manager shifts from future earning to the current earning. 

There will be a negative impact to the cash flow. Conversely, there 

will be a positive impact to the cash flow if expected future earning 

is low as manager is saving up earning accrual to be realised in the 

future. Fudenberg and Tirole (1995) also founded that if volatility of 

the future earning is higher than risk adverse manager will increase 

cash as expected future earning is biased toward negative.   

The earnings volatility is significantly affecting the firm’s value while 

cash flow has impact.  Allayannis and Weston (2003) examined the 

firms from 1986-2000 using Compustat data, found that earning 

volatility is significantly negative in affecting the firm’s value and 

cash flow volatility is not significant. Therefore firm will often 

sacrifice the cash flow stability in return for the earning stability. 

The small firm and firm with less leverage are also shown to be 

more affected in this area; therefore the expected cash flow 

volatility is even higher for these types of firms (Allayannis and 

Weston, 2003).   
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There are distinct positive relationships between cash holding level 

and income smoothing in analysis of Tehran Stock Exchange 

(Mohammadi et al., 2012). With simple regressions over 70 firms 

between 2005 and 2010, the cash holding level would increase with 

degree of income smoothing, however the change of cash holding 

and change of smoothing level are not related.  Therefore the cash 

may not be used directly in corresponding to the income smoothing 

level.   

There are also evidences that firm use real activity that affects the 

operational cash flow to influence the earning level with data from 

all firms in Computstat between 1986 and 2001 (Roychowdhury, 

2003). These are mainly reflected in term of the low cash flow from 

operations and relatively high production costs, since the firm tends 

to engage in high discounted sales towards end of period in order to 

increase reported earnings. Firm may also reduce the expense to 

report better earnings. Because these activities have true costs, 

therefore firm would only engage in real activities with there is real 

benefit.  

2.6 Determinants of corporate cash holding 

  

This section summarised the factors that affect the corporate cash 

holding. 

- Size of firm  

In Vogel and Maddala’s (1967) research, corporate cash holding is 

much lower for large firm; reflect both in the lower cash-to-asset 

ratio and cash-to-sales ratio. This was explained as by ease in 

access to the credit market because these firms tend to have higher 

credit rating therefore much lower in transaction costs and less 

incentive to put aside precautionary cash.  A similar result is 

confirmed by D’Mello et al. (2009), the smaller firm tends to hold 
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more cash because of expansive transactional costs. Another proxy 

for size of the firm is the total sales of the firm (Garcia-Teruel and 

Martinez-Solano, 2008). There are evidences where size is 

positively correlated to cash holding in some emerging countries 

(Megginson et al., 2010; Afza and Adnan, 2007), and negatively 

correlation in developed countries (Hoffmann, 2006; Saddour, 

2006).   

- Age of the firm 

Young firm tends to have higher transaction costs with less access 

to financial market. Therefore young firm tends to hold relatively 

higher level of cash compare to more mature firms (Brown and 

Petersen, 2011).    

- Growth of the firm  

Garcia-Teruel and Martinez-Solano (2008) found that high level of 

growth of firm affect negatively to the cash flow level.  However the 

small and high growth firm also have high level of cash holding 

since they require high level of investment but are likely to be 

financially constraint. In Rettl (2011), firms were found to 

accumulate cash in anticipation of future expected investment 

opportunities. When investment opportunity is gone, the firm will 

reduce the cash and return to shareholders.  

- Non-cash working capital  

Availability of other liquid asset also reduces the incentive for firm 

to hold more cash. D’Mello et al. (2009) and Garcia-Teruel and 

Martinez-Solano (2008) found that firm with high level of non-cash 

working capital tends to hold less cash.  There is a negative 

relationship between net working capital and cash holdings 

(Ogundipe et al. ,2012) 

- Capital expenditure 
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Capital expenditure is usually negatively correlated with cash 

holding level. This capital usually turned into asset and used as 

collateral, so the firm can borrow at a low cost (Xi, 2011).  This is 

from the view point of pecking order theory, with trade off theory, 

the higher level of cash expenditure would resulted in high level of 

cash holding in order to avoid transaction costs (Jani et al., 2004)  

- Investment 

From pecking order theory, firm prefer internal financing than 

external financing. In evidence, firms with high level of investments 

would have high level of cash holdings, especially when the sales 

income not likely to cover the costs.  One example is the research 

and development expenses, firms with high R&D expenses tend to 

accumulate more cash avoiding external markets (D’Mello et al., 

2009).  Because any investments would require a disclosure of 

information to investors, hence if investment is likely to cause high 

level of information asymmetry, the adverse selection costs of the 

raising cash would be high. Since investors would require a higher 

return than normal to cover unexpected loss.  Therefore activities 

such as R&D would cause a high level of cash holding.  

- Market to Book Ratio 

Denis and Sibilkov (2010) found a positive relationship between 

firm’s value and cash holding for financially constrained firms. 

Market to book ratio is a good approximate for the firm’s relative 

value since the higher the market value, the more perceive values 

to be generated by the firm in the future. This positive correlations 

is not always significant (D’Mello et al., 2009), since firm’s value 

can be affected by other variables therefore firm may be also have 

low values if cash was not going to be used for productive purposes.   

- Firm’s debt level – debt to asset ratio 
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In the classic transaction costs model, there is always an optimal 

level of cash to hold with a fixed amount of debt (Keynes, 1936).  

Because there is always a fixed cost related for accessing the credit 

market or selling the assets, therefore firms would use external 

resource until the internal fund is depleted. Hence the higher the 

level of debt the higher level of the cash holding is expected for the 

firm.   The firm’s debt level can be a proxy for the firm’s financial 

distress level, but this is also the supported by literature. D’Mello et 

al., (2009) found that cash holding level is not related to the 

financial distress costs, but solely to the ability to raise external 

debt. The general finding is that firm with higher debt level tends to 

have higher level of cash flow since the capacity of raising external 

debt is low (Ferreira and Vilela, 2004; Ogundipe et al. ,2012), both 

in emerging and developed countries.   

- Dividend 

Dividend pay-out and shares repurchase is directly related to the 

cash holding level. If dividend pay-out ratio is high then there are 

less cash being hold in the firm for reinvestment or as buffer. The 

dividend pay-out level is a managerial decision and is often 

associated with the type of firm and type of shareholders in the firm. 

If the firm has a stable dividend pay-out ratio, then the cash flow 

level would be affected directly by the earning level. However if the 

firm smooth the dividend level according to future cash flow rate, 

then the cash flow would not be affected by the earning level 

directly but the relative level of the earning and expected dividend. 

The cash flow is higher at year when earning is poor and vice versa.  

- Cash flow volatility and cash flow level 

Firm usually holds high level of cash with high cash flow volatility to 

mitigate possibility of cash shortage (Jayaraman, 2008). And the 

high cash flow level has also resulted in a high level of cash holding 
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since firms tends to save up cash for future investment (Ferreira 

and Vilela, 2004; Ogundipe et al. ,2012) 

- Industry trends  

Cash holding level varies dramatically by industry (Chudson, 1945). 

Opler et al. (1999) found that firms that accumulate excessive cash 

are more likely to use for covering future loss, therefore biased 

towards the precautionary side of trade off theory. The industrial 

trend can be approximated by the industry average cash, this 

indicates that firms tend to cover similar amount of cash close to 

other competitors in order to maintain similar competitive levels 

(D’Mello et al., 2009). Subramaniam et al. (2011) also found that 

some industries can have as much as ten times more cash than 

other industries.  The industrial wide of asset liquidity is also proven 

to be important in affecting the cash holding levels; firms in 

industries that have high levels of asset liquidity usually have lower 

cash liquidity. Also the more competitive the industry the higher 

level of cash holding required since the firm can cover itself the in 

the event of price war.   

- Return on asset 

The trade-off theory predicting that return on asset is low with  high 

cash holding level since cash generate near to no returns and 

pecking order theory predict that return on asset is high with high 

level of cash holding since funding is cheaper.  

- Cash conversion cycle 

Cash conversion cycle is positively related to the cash holding level, 

firm that have long cash conversion cycle would have high level of 

cash holding due to precautionary approach. However these firms 

are also difficult to accumulating cash flow since their cash flow 

volatility is normally higher.   
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- Transaction costs  

A high level of external transaction costs would increase the level of 

cash holding as examined in transaction costs theory. These are 

costs are equity financing costs, taxes and interest rate. These are 

directly related to the firm’s credit rating, the higher the credit 

rating the lower the transaction costs.  

- Firm’s marginal tax rate  

There is a tax incentive for not holding the liquid asset (Opler et al., 

1999). Income from these liquid asset is taxed twice at corporate 

level and at personal level, therefore shareholder much prefer share 

repurchase from the firm as they are only taxed as capital gain. 

Hence the higher the marginal tax rate, the lower the cash holding 

level is expected. This relationship is depended on the tax system. F 

In German, there is a trade-off between paying corporate tax with 

excessive cash holding and dividend tax paid to the shareholder 

(Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003).   

- Ownership structure  

Guney (2005) found that legal structure and ownership structure 

has significant influence in determining the cash holding level. With 

higher equity proportion, the investors tend to ask manager to 

either release cash to repurchase the shares or use those in 

investment opportunities. With higher debt proportion, creditors 

usually ask managers to keep higher cash holding to reduce the 

likelihood of default.  

- Firm’s diversification 

Firm’s diversification increases the source of cash and act as a 

hedging for future financing options. Subramanianm et al. (2011) 

use the correlations between segments’ growth performance to 

evaluate the level of hedging from the diversification. A simplified 
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measure would be that the higher number of segments of the 

industries used by the firm, the higher level of hedging hence lower 

cash holding required.   

- Managerial risk aversion 

In Tong (2006)’s analysis that agencies risk aversion is important in 

determine the corporate cash holding level. The value of the 

remuneration is central to determine the managerial incentive to be 

risk averse.  As the higher the remuneration value the higher 

likelihood of the risk aversion behaviour, thus the higher cash 

holding level.   Additional, if the CEO’s ownership is high in the firm, 

the CEO has more incentives to lower the firm’s risk by holding 

more cash.   

- Prior cash holding level 

Cash holding level is also highly auto-correlated investigated by 

Denis and Sibilkov (2010).  Financially constrained firms with 

persistent low level of cash holding often have shown declining of 

cash inflows and insufficient external financing due to high level of 

costs. This is a vicious circle for these firms often accompanied with 

high level of out spending such as R&D.      

- Macroeconomic conditions 

Almeida et al. (2004) showed that firms tend to accumulate more 

cash flow in the adverse financial conditions. Also if the 

macroeconomic volatility is high, the firm is likely to increase the 

cash holding as well (Baum et al., 2006).  

- Agency costs of cash holding 

Firm with high agency costs tends to have low cash holding as it is 

more expense, however manager could also use this to holding cash 

at firm therefore a high cash holding level. The agency costs are 
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approximated with the stock options by the manger and disclosure 

of the firm’s information represented by the number of items 

disclosed (Bopkin, 2012).   

- Type of firms 

Saddour (2004) have shown that relationship between size, liquidty 

assets and investment are differ with the type of firm. From data 

collected in French, growth firm tends to have high level of cash 

flow with small size and low level of liquid asset, the mature firm 

would have low level of cash flow when size is small and liquid asset 

is low.  
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3 Data and Methodologies 
 

3.1 Data Collection  

 

Firm and industrial Data are collected using FAME database 

provided by Bureau Van Dyke, the macroeconomic data is collected 

from Worldbank. Bank and financial industry is not included in the 

sample due to its operating nature is much closed to cash. 

Government controlled firms are also excluded from the sample. All 

of the remaining sectors are selected including most of the major 

manufacturing and service sectors. There are total 52711 

companies selected from 13  sectors which have around 502662 

data points, these data are from the 2004 to 2013 and there are 

some companies have missing data in some of the variables or the 

full years.  OECD data are collected from the similar years.  The 13 

industries are shown as below with their dummy variables.  

 

Figure 1 Industrial definitions 

 

 

Dummy Variables Industry

CHEM Chemicals, rubber, plastics, non-metallic products

CONS Construction

FOOD Food, beverages, tobacco

UTIL Gas, Water, Electricity

HOTEL Hotels & restaurants

MANU Machinery, equipment, furniture, recycling

METAL Metals & metal products

POST Post and telecommunications

PUB Publishing, printing

TEXT Textiles, wearing apparel, leather

TRANS Transport

RETAIL Wholesale & retail trade

WOOD Wood, cork, paper
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Figure 2 Variables Explanation 

Because not all firms have reported total assets and sales, therefore 

the final valid counts of data points are 247378 for cash asset ratio 

and 198112 for cash sale ratio. The top 2% and bottom 2% of the 

data based on the values of dependent variables are removed to 

Variables Explanation
CASH_SALE Cash to sale ratio
DIV_GROWTH Dividend Growth
EXP_OP_CF Expected Operating Cash Flow
EXP_SALES Expected Sales
PAY_TO Payable Turnover
DIV_PAY Dividend Paid
INV_TO Inventory Turnover
RECEIV_TO Receivable Turnover
CASH_CONV_CYC Cash Conversion Cycle
CASH_FLOW_VOL Cash Flow Volatility
EARN_VOL Earning Volatility
GROWTH_VOL Sales Growth Volatility
PRD_COST_VOL Product Cost Volatility
PROFIT_VOL Profit Volatility
TOTAL_ACCR Total Accrual 
SIZE1 Log of total asset
SIZE2 Log of total sale
AGE Years of firm in operation
SALE_GROWTH Sales growth
OP_CASH_GROWTH Operational cash flow growth
DOA Debt to asset ratio
MTB Mark to book ratio
DIVERSE Number of subsidiaries
OP_CASH Operating cash flow
CE Captial expenditure
INV Investment and R&D
NON_CASH_WC Non cash working captial
TAX Corporate tax rate
RENUM Renumeration
IND_LIQ Industrial Liquidity
CONC Conceration Ratio
GDP Gross Domestic Product
REAL_INT Real Interest
DEBT Countries Debt Level
ECO_INV Economic Investment
IND_AVG Industrial Average Cash Holding
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reduce any problem with outlier in statistics, therefore cash asset 

data has 237486 observations and cash sales ratio has 190189.  

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics of all the variables excluding 

dummy variables. 

For the dependent variable, cash asset has a positive skewness and 

kurtosis is less than 3, hence the cash asset follows a normal 

distribution without fat tail. The majority of the variables are not 

normal, except the TOTAL_ACCR, SIZE1, SIZE2, OP_CASH and INV. 

This is expected since these variables are most commonly 

represented in the financial data and are more accurately reported, 

other variable such as CASH_FLOW_VOL and GROWTH_VOL are all 

subjected to some form of fat tails. Because they are influenced by 

wide economic performances and therefore have a high level of 

negative or positive skewness and its value is also more volatile.   

The variables with more than 25% of missing values are excluded 

from the data because their missing values would invalid other 

variable in the observation. These variables are DIV_GROWH, 

DIV_PAY, CE, RENUM and NON_CASH_WC. For the first two 

variables, since they are only valid in the public companies and the 

data could also be missing from the database. The cash expenditure 

and working capital is also most likely missing since most likely they 

are not reported separately. Remuneration is also more likely to be 

presented in the public firm and also not directly represented in the 

financial statement. Therefore these variables are excluded from 

control variables set.  
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The descriptive statistic for cash sale data is in the Appendix 7. 

CASH_SALE is also positively skewed and but with a high kurtosis at 

Variables N Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

CASH_ASSET 237486 .3673 .28380 1.264 1.405

DIV_GROWTH 1019 1.7853 12.04391 13.529 211.105

EXP_OP_CF 124114 .0082 .15952 -16.426 4168.418

EXP_SALES 196395 .0916 .88905 40.842 2684.893

PAY_TO 183171 118.7129 9139.46839 298.290 103941.629

DIV_PAY 1292 -5.0117 442.88983 -7.201 464.160

INV_TO 161375 47.6436 107.19170 4.667 26.031

RECEIV_TO 175007 28.7911 83.06656 6.614 52.292

CASH_CONV_CYC 151997 65.5235 222.30150 89.993 13822.149

CASH_FLOW_VOL 99510 -.3760 158.42064 -154.313 31129.377

EARN_VOL
173537 -78.8353 9949.65323 32.636 13654.870

GROWTH_VOL 154558 -2.8479 1391.13144 -387.679 151767.357

PRD_COST_VOL 157107 6.1621 1170.13246 338.661 124091.492

PROFIT_VOL 189569 .5993 280.31293 150.422 60179.058

TOTAL_ACCR 196792 2.4672 .88218 .257 .831

SIZE1 237486 3.9006 .68417 .807 2.374

SIZE2 190178 4.1431 .70117 .270 2.330

AGE
237392 24.1289 21.25872 1.699 3.375

SALE_GROWTH 169473 .1196 .52293 8.053 101.149

OP_CASH_GROWTH 96081 35.5033 8677.70813 173.809 39914.067

DOA 221658 .0625 .23738 3.058 320.188

MTB 237243 .6612 .61544 95.062 15940.408

DIVERSE 237486 2.0445 13.57487 27.579 1100.572

OP_CASH 88637 2.9443 .70959 .544 3.139

CE
10536 2.0547 1.00895 -.218 .119

INV 91220 2.1024 1.70933 -.703 .935

NON_CASH_WC 27870 3.0848 .86154 .153 .987

TAX 197972 .0763 43.05046 -358.584 151068.449

RENUM 2007 8.9093 93.65722 13.246 190.623

IND_LIQ 237486 .87120620342 .030569196147 .310 -.605

CONC 237486 .33571985978 .153395899657 2.120 6.385

GDP 237486 .01512225444 .024446202800 -1.238 .296

REAL_INT 237486 .00894640010 .017319885472 -.643 -.849

DEBT 237486 .17979854739 .032006769442 .063 -.799

ECO_INV 237486 3.69701871880 .542886821868 -.057 -1.549

IND_AVG 237486 4.2838 .22350 .419 1.076

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics for Cash Asset Ratio Data
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18.61, therefore CASH_SALE is not normally distributed. This may 

create a problem when running this using OLS model. The variables 

excluded because high level of missing are also same as in the cash 

asset data.  The two sets of data have very similar characteristic 

which means there are many cases overlapped. 

3.2 Variables and Hypothesis 

 

The dependent variables are cash holding level. There are two 

measures of cash holding level. CASH_ASSET represent the ratio of 

cash and cash equivalent to the total asset of the firm less cash 

(Ferreira and Vilela, 2004; Ogundipe, 2012). CASH_SALE represent 

the ratio of cash and cash equivalent to the total sales of the firm. 

For some industries that are not asset intensive, the sale is a better 

measure for corporate size.  Cash level is not directly represented in 

the dataset, the sum of bank deposit, bank overdraft and short 

term loans and overdraft.  

The primary analysed variables are sales risk variables. Relating to 

the precautionary approach and trade off theory reviewed in the 

previous section that firm would increase cash holding level to 

enable income smoothing and reducing future transaction costs. 

When sales risks are low, firm is like to follow pecking order theory 

to distribute or invest excess cash. Our main hypothesis is that: 

Cash holding level increases with sales risks and decreases 

when future income risk is lowered.  

The sales risks are measured in different ways. First is to measure 

directly with volatility and forecasting in sales and cash flows. There 

are eight variables related to this measure. The earnings volatility 

represented with EARN_VOL which is the continuous 5 years 

standard deviation of the firm’s net income over net income. This is 

assuming that firms’ volatility is influence with the recent years of 
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trend. Second is the growth volatility represented by GROWTH_VOL, 

this is the continuous 5 years standard deviation of the firm’s year 

on year growth rates.  This means if the firm has uneven revenue 

growth it is likely the firm’s revenue is not stable. Third is the 

volatility of the gross profitability, PROFIT_VOL, if the firm’s has 

considering variation in volatility, then the firm may have in some 

period engaged in fire sale to make sure earning is made in the 

period, calculated in the same way as earning. Fourth is the 

volatility of production costs, PRD_COST_VOL, again this is to do 

with the real cash adjustment in the sales, calculated in the same 

way as earning. Last one is CASH_FLOW_VOL measured by the 

previous 5 years volatility over the cash flow level. Cash holding 

level is expected to be positive relate to these four volatility 

measures.  

Fifth is the log of expected sales represented with EXP_SALES, 

these are calculated with 5 years of moving average of the sales if 

manager is expecting a trend of the sales. Sixth is the log of 

expected net operating cash flow, this is also using moving average 

of the cash flow to represent, EXP_OP_CF. Both of these variables 

are adjusted in unit of million. Third is the growth of the firm, which 

is calculated as the year on year growth percentage in sales, 

SALE_GROWTH and the year on year growth of the operating cash 

flow, OP_CASH_GROWTH. Cash holding level is  expected to reduce 

with these four variables.   

There are also measures not directly related to the sales but related 

to the payment cycles of the sales. First the receivable turnover 

ratio which is net credit sales divided by account receivables, 

RECEIV_TO. Second is the inventory turnover ratio which is the 

sales divided by inventory of the year, INV_TO. Third is the payable 

turn ratio, which is the total purchase order, divided by accounts 

payables, PAY_TO. The total purchase is calculated as the ending 
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inventory plus cost of goods sold minus the beginning inventory.  

Fourth is a combination of the three ratios which is the cash 

conversion ratio that is calculated as 360/RECEIV_TO plus 

360/INV_TO minus 360/PAY_TO, CASH_CONV_CYC.  Cash holding 

level is expected to negative related to receivable turnover, 

inventory turnover and cash conversion cycle, positively related to 

payable turnover.  

The third part of the sales risks is to control for the accounting level 

of changes, since these change in accrual shouldn’t affect the actual 

cash flows however it is difficult to distinguish between accounting 

accrual and the change in real activities. The total accrual is 

included in here, measured as net earning less the operating cash 

flows, this is accrual is divided by the net assets to adjust as the 

total accrual ratio in the earning, TOT_ACCR. High accrual means 

the firm is not engaging much of the real activity to achieve 

smoothing. Cash holding level is expected to be low with high level 

of accrual.  

Because there are many different level of relationship represented 

that affects cash holding level.  I have used several control 

variables that are identified in the literature reviews to adjust for 

those. There are type of control variables used, the firm level 

variables, the industrial level variables and the macroeconomic 

variables. 

First is to introduce the firm specific variable. Size is measured with 

log of the total asset, SIZE1 and the log of the total sales SIZE2. 

Firms in different industry tend to have different indicator for size, 

expected to be negatively related to cash holding level. Second is 

the age of the firm, which is the number of year since it is first 

established, AGE, expected to be negatively related to cash holding 

level. Third is the firm’s debt level, measured as debt to asset ratio, 
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DOA, a higher level of DOA implies a high level of financial distress 

which means the liquidity demand is higher and also representing 

the firm’s ownership structure. Cash holding level is expected to 

positive with DOA. Fourth is the Return on Asset, ROA, a high level 

of return indicates that cash is used effectively, so negatively 

related to Cash holding level. Fifth is the market to book ratio, MTB, 

this is a proxy of the firm’s value, calculated as accounting value of 

asset less the equity plus the market value of equity over the 

accounting value of asset. Increase cash holding is expected 

increase firms’ value if financially constrained.  Sixth is the firm’s 

diversification, DIVERSE, which is the number of subsidiaries the 

firm has, cash holding level is expected to be lower for diversified 

firm. Seventh is the log of net operating cash flow, OP_CASH which 

determine the level of cash inflow. Cash holding level is expected to 

be negative related to operating cash flow. Last is the firm’s 

marginal tax rate, TAX, this is one minus ratio EBIT and earning.  

Several dummy variables are created for controlling the effects of 

firm type which are GLOBAL and PRIVATE.  

Second is to control the industrial level variables that were found in 

the literature which are significant to cash holding level. Industrial 

wide asset liquidity (IND_LIQ) is measured as the ratio of the firms 

with debt rating to the total number of firms in the industry. This is 

calculated in the randomly selected samples. Although Huang (2010) 

has also suggested using number and values of transaction as proxy 

however these information are not readily available in the database 

therefore they are not used. Cash holding level is expected to lower 

with high level of industrial liquidity.  Second is the industrial 

average cash, again this is measured as the log of average cash in 

the randomly selected sample, IND_AVG. Cash holding level is 

expected to be positive related to industrial average cash. Third is 

measuring the competitive level of the industry, which we use the 
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four firm concentration ratio, CONC, it is expected to be negatively 

related to cash holding level.  For each industry we use a dummy 

variable represented each type of industries are also used to cover 

any additional industrial specific effects. 

The macroeconomic variables cover the external financial conditions 

since cash holding level normally reflects the health of 

macroeconomic environment. First is the year on year GDP growth 

rate of UK, GDP, which is the proxy for the overall financial health. 

Following the pecking order theory, a good economic environment 

would reduce the cash holding level. Second is the real interest rate, 

which is the risk free interest less the inflation rate, REAL_INT, a 

proxy for the financial cost. Firm would increase the cash holding if 

the financial cost is high based on transaction motives. Third is the 

log of overall outstanding debt in the economy as ratio to GDP, 

DEBT, this represents the capacity of the lending. Fourth is the 

overall investment in the economy as ratio to GDP, ECO_INV, and a 

high level of investment means the society may be over invested. 

Cash holding level is expected to increase with DEBT as 

precautionary motive but negatively related to investment in 

pecking order theory.  

3.3 Models and tests 

 

There are several advantages of using this type of panel data for 

analysis compare to cross-sectional or time series data alone. First, 

there are more degree of freedom and variability (Hsiao, 2007). 

Second, there are more hypotheses can be tested with this 

complicated form of data, since human behaviour are both influence 

by their historical knowledge and current status. Thirdly, even if 

there are some omitted variables, the panel data should have large 

enough set of data to cover. Hsiao (2007) suggested that effects of 

omitted variable are reduced as the dataset can either be recovered 
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with additional connections between variables or able to isolate 

some individual effects bypassing the missing variables. Fourthly, 

the computation and statistical interference are simplified since 

there are more choice of doing analysis and transformation. 

To analyse this type of panel data, there are many modelling 

techniques. Wooldridge (2002) specified that there are linear and 

non-linear models. In our example, there may be some non-linear 

relationship; however it is simpler to follow linear model examples 

that are shown by previous researches. 

We will use two approaches here, one is OLS estimation that 

frequently used by literatures reviewed in the previous section, the 

other is random and fixed effects model as recommended in Baltagi 

(2008) and Hsiao (2003) for differentiating time variant and time 

invariant effects. In Opler et al. (1999), a method called Fama-

MacBeth regression which first to regress in the cross-sectional level 

so that serial correlation between the years not considered, and 

treating each as independent. In this research, it is assumed the 

time serial correlation between data is 0 in OLS regression. 

Ogundipe et al. (2012) have also investigated cash holding using 

OLS regression without considering the serial correlation. 

Mohammadi et al. (2012) have used the OLS regression over 5 

years model to estimate the relationship of cash holding.  

 

In order to consider for some potential variation between the years, 

the random and fixed effects model with diagnostic tests is one of 

the suitable methods in panel data analysis (Hsiao, 2007). The 

assumption of fixed effects that regard of the different between 

different years, the effects should be same so there is one common 

relationship size. For random effects, it is assumed that coefficient 

estimated could be different to different characteristics of accounts, 
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so there is not a common effect to be used across different type of 

samples.  

 

From the above, there are two set of models techniques are 

planned to use here. One is the ordinary least square (OLS) 

methods. Because we have a large set data, therefore it is likely 

these variables are normally distributed. SPSS is also better at 

handling missing values with OLS. The main statistical tests for 

assumptions are heteroskedasticity tests, collinearity tests and 

testing for normality of the dependent and independent variables.  

The model equation is as below 

CASH_ASSET(or CASH_SALE)  = C + a1*EXP_OP_CF + 

a2*EXP_SALES + a3* PAY_TO a4*INV_TO + a5*RECEIV_TO + 

a6*CASH_CONV_CYC + a7*CASH_FLOW_VOL + a8*EARN_VOL + 

a9*GROWTH_VOL + a10*PRD_COST_VOL+ a11*PROFIT_VOL + 

a12*TOTAL_ACCR + a13*SIZE1 + a14*SIZE2 + a15*AGE + 

a16*SALE_GROWTH + a17*OP_CASH_GROWTH + a18*DOA + 

a19*MTB + a20*DIVERSE + a21*OP_CASH + a22*TAX + 

a23*GLOBAL + a24*PRIVATE + a25*IND_LIQ + a26*CONC + 

a27*GDP + a28*REAL_INT + a29*DEBT + a30*ECO_INV 

+a31*IND_AVG + Industrial Dummy     eq(1) 

Where C is constant and a1-a31 are coefficients.  

The second model are random effects model and fixed effects model, 

these are better at explaining if the variables are come from the 

firm specific effects or are affects by some other random factors. 

Using the year as time variables, the model is specified with 

variables in eq(1) to form matrix, the industrial and firm dummy 

variables are removed. The fixed effects model focused on variables 

that changes over time, the covariance is calculated to adjust for 
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errors in predictors, assuming that time-invariant characteristics are 

not correlated with other error terms.  

CASH_ASSET/CASH_SALE(it) = B*X(it) + C + U(it)  eq(2) 

Where B is coefficient, X(it) represent the list of variables across 

time, C is constant and U(it) is the error term 

For random effects the assumption is that the difference between 

the cases does have some affects to the coefficient, so which means 

that individual companies are actually different, so they will affect 

the cash flow level. The random effects model is  

CASH_ASSET/CASH_SALE(it) = B*X(it) + C + U(it) + T(it)      eq(3) 

Where U(it) is now the between-group error and T(it) is within the 

group error. The Hausman test is used to estimate that if the results 

are random or not. A further 11 regressions are run to understand 

the individual impacts of the different measures sales risks using 

cash asset model under the selected method based on Hausman 

Test. And only the significant control variables are included.  

Because there are many variables being used in the model, 

therefore it is likely some of these variables are missing. Howell 

(2007) suggested that there are three types of traditional treatment, 

list-wise deletion delete the case with any missing value, pairwise 

deletion delete variable that is missing but not the other one and 

last replacement with mean data. List-wise deletion is safer, but a 

lot of data can be deleted from the sample. The data can be kept 

with pairwise deletion but the model is likely to be incorrect since it 

is biased towards the variables with more values. Howell (2007a) 

also suggested that a better method is data imputation which works 

out the missing values based on the relationship with other 

variables in the same cases. Two methods of treating missing will 
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be used here, one is the pairwise deletion and the other is 

imputation methods in SPSS.  

Another problem is the model misspecification, where the model 

could be over fitted or some important variables are missing from 

the model. The plot of residual is used to check if there are other 

missing variables (Baltagi, 2008). The over fitting problem can be 

identified with split the sample to two, one is used to build model 

and the other is to test if the model is still correct. Given the 

complexity of the model, we will not use this approach here. 
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4 Results and Analysis 
 

4.1 Introduction 

 

In this section, the output of two models will be analysed. The OLS 

model from the original data with cash asset and cash sale ratio as 

dependent variables are analysed in the next section. The OLS 

model also run against the imputed data calculated from correlation 

to validate the added data that replaced missing value. On fixed and 

random effects model, because there are so many missing values in 

the original data, there are no valid observations. So the fixed and 

random effects models are performed against the imputed data, 

and with Hausman and Breusch Pagan test to validate the results. 

The last two sections discuss the results from sales risk variables 

and control variables and some of the limitations of this test.  

4.2 OLS Model 

 

4.2.1 Firm Level analysis 

 

The first regression model used only the firm level data without 

industrial level and country level data as control variables. The t-

statistic testing is used to analyse the level of significance of each 

variables. Because backwards model estimation is used therefore 

only the variables with less than10% significance are included in the 

equation, this is to make sure the estimated relationship is accurate. 

This is to examine how much variation in the cash holding level is 

explained by the internal firm’s characteristics.  

Table2 represents the model results and the model summary is 

represented in the Appendix 8. The SPSS standard outputs have 

included the following analysis to the variables. The unstandardized 
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coefficient represents estimates under the current values in the 

model and the related standard errors associated with the estimate. 

From this a student t-test and related significant values are 

provided. The standardised coefficient is estimated by making all 

independent and dependent variables into the same scale. This is 

beneficial to check between variable to see which one has more 

effect, but potentially affected by the data range and the normality 

of the data, therefore it is not accurate. A 95% confidence interval 

for the estimates is also provided, if the signs are the same, 

meaning that the variable is not significant. Correlation analyse 

represents the correlations with the dependent variables and it is 

closely related to standardised beta value.  

The R-square value is quite low at 0.058, which means that firm 

level data can only explain 6% of the variation in the firm level data, 

and there are 53237 cases remaining after pairwise deletion. With 

ANOVA analysis, that F-statistic is significant at 5% level, therefore 

the model is valid but the explanatory power is low.  

First, none of the volatility sales measures are significant, therefore 

the relative cash asset holding level is not related to the level 

changes observed in the sales and cash flow changes. Both the 

expected sales and expected cash flow are significant at 10% level. 

EXP_OP_CF is not significant at 5% level. The cash holding level is 

negatively related to the EXP_OP_CF, with 1 million increased in the 

operational cash inflow, the cash holding level would be lower by 

1.76%.  And with 1 million increased in the EXP_SALES, the cash 

holding level would increase around 0.4%. This result supports the 

pecking order theory since firm are likely to spend more in firm 

money first as expected future cash flow is high. The effects on the 

sales are weak, since sale is not always directly related to the 

income.  
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All cash conversion related variables are significant, but judging 

from the size of coefficient, their explanatory power is weak and 

there is a contradictory result. Firm’s cash holding increases with 

both the receivable turn over and payable turnover, which 

suggested that firm who have loose credit policies may also have 

require their suppliers to have loose credit policies. So the cash 

holding level is high given both ends of payments are unpredictable.  

Cash holding level increase with longer conversion cycle, suggested 

firm tends to have precautionary approach which fitting with the 

trade-off theory.  

Moving on to the firm level control variables, SIZE1 and SIZE2 are 

both negatively correlated which confirmed with previous literatures 

reviewed where firm’s cash holding level tends to be lower with 

larger firm.  The cash holding level is lower by 2.5% with 10 folds 

increase in the firm asset level and lower by 3.5% with 10 folds 

increase in the sales level. There are close correlation between 

asset and sales, and the level of sales is more directly influencing of 

the cash holding level.  
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .514 .009 56.083 0.000 .496 .532

EXP_OP_CF -1.760E-08 .000 -.010 -1.892 .059 .000 .000 -.029 -.008 -.008 .647 1.546

EXP_SALES 3.929E-09 .000 .012 2.284 .022 .000 .000 -.026 .010 .010 .609 1.642

PAY_TO 3.181E-07 .000 .010 2.434 .015 .000 .000 .011 .011 .010 .999 1.001

RECEIV_TO 9.740E-05 .000 .029 6.764 .000 .000 .000 .027 .029 .028 .996 1.004

CASH_CONV_CYC 7.539E-05 .000 .059 13.837 .000 .000 .000 .057 .060 .058 .971 1.029

SIZE1 -.025 .004 -.061 -6.835 .000 -.033 -.018 -.085 -.030 -.029 .220 4.552

SIZE2 -.035 .003 -.086 -11.108 .000 -.041 -.029 -.097 -.048 -.047 .298 3.360

AGE -.001 .000 -.042 -9.344 .000 -.001 .000 -.089 -.040 -.039 .889 1.125

SALE_GROWTH .012 .002 .022 5.125 .000 .007 .016 .035 .022 .022 .978 1.023

DOA -.047 .005 -.040 -8.740 .000 -.058 -.037 -.063 -.038 -.037 .863 1.159

MTB .077 .002 .166 37.965 0.000 .073 .081 .185 .162 .160 .922 1.085

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.034 -7.035 .000 -.001 -.001 -.050 -.030 -.030 .775 1.291

OP_CASH .027 .003 .068 8.964 .000 .021 .033 -.043 .039 .038 .310 3.224

GLOBAL -.021 .005 -.029 -4.308 .000 -.031 -.012 .012 -.019 -.018 .395 2.530

PRIVATE -.073 .006 -.081 -12.231 .000 -.084 -.061 -.049 -.053 -.051 .399 2.505

10

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Table 2 Cash Asset Ratio Firm Level Model

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .815 .015 55.717 0.000 .786 .844

EXP_OP_CF 0.085-         .000 -.030 -6.629 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.029 -.023 .619 1.614

EXP_SALES 0.017         .000 .029 6.240 .000 .000 .000 -.017 .027 .022 .580 1.724

INV_TO .000 .000 .029 8.222 .000 .000 .000 .022 .036 .029 .968 1.033

RECEIV_TO .000 .000 .046 12.988 .000 .000 .000 .042 .056 .046 .993 1.007

CASH_CONV_CYC .000 .000 .104 28.482 .000 .000 .000 .203 .123 .100 .932 1.073

CASH_FLOW_VOL 8.602E-05 .000 .020 5.572 .000 .000 .000 .001 .024 .020 .960 1.042

PROFIT_VOL .000 .000 -.017 -4.923 .000 .000 .000 .004 -.021 -.017 .998 1.002

TOTAL_ACCR .007 .003 .012 1.964 .050 .000 .014 .007 .009 .007 .356 2.806

SIZE1 .640 .006 .895 99.358 0.000 .628 .653 .105 .396 .350 .153 6.535

SIZE2 -.792 .006 -1.044 -140.070 0.000 -.803 -.781 -.185 -.519 -.494 .223 4.474

AGE -.001 .000 -.031 -8.174 .000 -.001 -.001 -.044 -.035 -.029 .884 1.131

SALE_GROWTH .012 .004 .012 3.397 .001 .005 .019 .002 .015 .012 .978 1.023

DOA -.234 .007 -.126 -32.334 .000 -.248 -.220 -.133 -.139 -.114 .822 1.216

MTB .000 .000 -.014 -3.702 .000 .000 .000 .006 -.016 -.013 .872 1.147

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.034 -8.359 .000 -.001 -.001 -.013 -.036 -.029 .766 1.305

OP_CASH .090 .005 .130 19.379 .000 .081 .099 .073 .084 .068 .278 3.603

GLOBAL -.023 .007 -.016 -3.077 .002 -.037 -.008 .029 -.013 -.011 .473 2.114

PRIVATE -.078 .009 -.042 -8.306 .000 -.097 -.060 -.048 -.036 -.029 .480 2.085

7

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

Table 3 Cash Sale Ratio Firm Level Model

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Cash holding level is negatively related with AGE but of a smaller 

ratio, a 0.1% decrease in cash holding level is expected with one 

year in operation. When firm have seen continuous sales growth, 

the cash holding level also increase. This is expected according to 

trade-off model as firm is not likely to spend cash since raising cash 

is expensive. OP_CASH_GROWTH is not significant. Both of these 

two hypotheses support the trade-off theory since it is more difficult 

for young firm to raise cash. 

A high DOA ratio has negative impacts on the cash holding level; 

this is in contrast with some of previous literatures where firm are 

likely to hold more cash if there is more debt. This results follows 

the pecking order theory since firm would only raising debt if there 

is no internal funds, so these firms with high level debt is expected 

to have low level of cash (D’Mello et al., 2009). 

A high market to book ratio indicates that the firm would have high 

cash holding level in this model, this agrees with the Denis and 

Sibilkov (2010), where  a positive relationship is expected. These 

growth firms instead of spending cash, they acquire more capital 

from the market for future investment purposes. The ROA is not 

significant in this model. Firm’s diversification does not have high 

level of negative impacts, an increase in one subsidiary only reduce 

the cash level by 0.1%. The result confirmed with the previous 

analysis where firm tends to hold less cash given there are multiple 

incomes from different area of business (Subramanianm et al., 

2011).  

OP_CASH have positive relationship with cash holding level, an 

increase in 10 folds of cash increase the holding level by 2.7%, this 

result follows the trade-off theory since a high level of cash income 

would result in high level of cash holding as it is expansive for firm 

to raise cash from external finance (Opler et al., 1999).  
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In term of firm type, the GLOBAL and PRIVATE firms all have lower 

cash levels than other types of firms. But there are different theory 

supports this, the GLOBAL firms tends to be larger and therefore 

likely to holds less cash. For PRIVATE firms, although external 

finance is more difficult, but they are more likely to distribute cash 

to shareholders or use for investment since it is also more 

expansive for these firms to hold cash that don’t generate revenue.  

The explanatory power is higher for CASH_SALE ratio and more 

variables are significant with R-square at 34% and F-statistics being 

higher also significant. Compare to CASH_Asset model, the 

relationship with EXP_OP_CF and EXP_SALES still holds but with 

lesser effects. The three out of four cash conversion cycle related 

variables are significant, INV_TO, RECEIV_TO and 

CASH_CONV_CYC, however it appears to be the influence is minimal. 

CASH_FLOW_VOL is significant and at positive, but the coefficient is 

also small. The results follows the trade-off theory where if the firm 

is likely to save up cash if they are not sure about future revenue.  

There is also a small influence on accrual level of the firm as 

expected by earning management theory. A 10 fold increase in 

accrual level would increase the cash sale level by 0.7%. This is due 

to that firm is using more accounting adjustment to make earning 

management; therefore the cash reserve is not affected.  

The firm’s asset level is not having a positive impact to the cash 

holding level relative to sales. There is 64% of more cash holding is 

observed for 10 fold increase in firm size. One possible explanation 

is that large firms may tends to have relatively lower sale to asset 

ratio and they are better at operation, therefore majority of the 

sales would be converted into cash, and they will also have more 

cash available for other activities where small firms are likely to 

spend the cash out. So that the cash level relative to sale is always 
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higher for large firm size. The Sale size is self-explanatory since as 

sale increases, the cash to sale ratio will be smaller.  

SALE_GROWTH is positively related to the cash holding level, this 

again follow the trade-off theory since high growth firm are likely to 

save up cash for future investment rather than distribute to 

shareholders.  The remaining variables, DOA, MTB, DIVERSE, 

OP_CASH, GLOBAL and PRIVATE are following similar conclusions as 

presented in cash asset ratio model.  

 

Figure 3: Histogram of Residual of Cash Asset Ratio firm level 
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Figure 4: PP-plot of Residual of Cash Asset Ratio firm level 

 

 

Figure 5: Residual VS Predicted Value in Cash Asset Ratio firm 

level 
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The model validity is also worth testing since OLS model is not 

suitable for all panel data. First is to look at collinearity, variables 

with high level of collinearity can affect the significance of other 

variables. In table 1 and 2, All VIF score is less than 3 and tolerance 

is greater than 0.1, therefore no collinearity is presented in any of 

model. Second is to look at heteroskedasticity, the residual is 

negatively skewed and appear to have a fat tail in the positive end 

in Figure 3 for cash asset model, therefore the residual is probably 

not random. The PP plot also suggested that the model estimated is 

not normal, therefore the results may be biased. But in term of 

model misspecification, there is a clear pattern shown in figure 5, 

therefore the problem is to do with normality of the variables but 

less likely to do misspecification. In the similar analysis for cash sale 

model as figure show in Appendix 9, that the residual is more 

normally distributed but it is still not normal based on the P-P plot. 

As the scatter plot shows a pattern of wider spread in the residual 

against the predicted value, this means there is a potential mis-

specification of the model.  

4.2.2 Industrial and Country level 

 

Using OLS equation 1 and 2 as basis, the industrial model and 

macroeconomic models are added in steps to test if the relationship 

changes with the firm level variables and if there are more variables 

become significant.  First is to look at the cash asset ratio industrial 

level model (Appendix 8). The R-square is improved by 1% 

compare to firm level model, and F-statistics is still significant. The 

two forecasting variables EXP_OP_CF and EXP_SASLES are not 

significant anymore and the PROFIT_VOL is now having a negative 

relationship with cash holding level, but it is only significant at 10% 

level. Other variables returns coefficient of the similar order and 

same signs as in the firm level model. The IND_LIQ is negatively 
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related to the cash holding level, this confirms the finding of Huang 

(2010). Cash holding level also positively related to the industrial 

average cash, IND_AVG, that an increase in 10 fold of industrial 

cash would increase the holding level by 2.5%. Firm’s concentration 

is not significant.  

Moving on to the industrial dummy variables, TRANS, RETAIL, TEXT 

and POST are not significant and at least one of them is excluded 

for collinearity problem. All of the remaining industry variables have 

negative correlation with the cash holding level. Except HOTEL 

which is a service industrial, all of the others are manufacturing 

industry. While in the non-significant industries, only TEXT is a 

manufacturing industry. Therefore, cash holding level is likely to be 

low for manufacturing industry in this period. Comparing the 

coefficients, WOOD and UTIL industry are most negatively affected. 

Comparing the industrial level model for cash sale ratio (Appendix 

9), the explanatory power increased by 0.8% and the model is still 

valid at F-statistics. All firm level variables remain as the same. 

IND_AVG follows the same positive coefficient as in the industrial 

level cash asset model, but the IND_LIQ is no longer significant, the 

CONC is now negatively related to the sales level. This confirms the 

finding of D’Mello et al.( 2009), since the higher the concentration 

ratio the lower the competition, then there is less incentive for firm 

to keep cash level.  

All of the significant industrial dummy variables has positive 

coefficient. CHEM, WOOD, MANU, METAL are not significant. All of 

the four service industries, HOTEL, TRANS, RETAIL and POST are 

significant, this suggested that service industries normally has 

higher cash holding than manufacturing industry per previous 

results. This is because they have less fixed assets and they have 

more turn over in cash for buying products, for manufacturing 
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industries their cash outflow is normally stable and they have more 

fixed assets to use when borrowing. POST and UTIL also have a 

significant high level of positive proportion in this. Considering both 

results, UTIL may have lower sales relative to their asset level. 

While POST may require higher level of cash to keep operations, 

because telecommunication industrial tends to have more asset in 

lease.  

The four country level variables are added to make the full 

regression model. In cash asset model (Appendix 8), all of the 

previous identified significant variables have shown the similar order 

and same sign. GDP is not significant while other three are 

significant. REAL_INT is positive related with cash holding level, this 

confirms with trade-off theory. Because a high real interest rate 

level reduce the firm’s ability to borrow, so they become more 

financially constrained, therefore the firm is likely to hold more cash. 

Increase in DEBT level reduce the CASH_ASSET level, this is 

different to expected in the trade off theory but confirms with 

pecking order theory, since firm would only borrow if there is no 

internal funds, therefore DEBT level can only go up if the internal 

cash fund level is low.  When economic investment increases, the 

cash holding level also increases. This means in the UK, the firm 

wold have more cash available when the overall investment in the 

society is high.  

For the cash sale model, there are no significant country level 

variables; there is some difference in the estimation due to the 

regression process being different. Hence the country level variables 

only affects firm asset related cash holding level but does not affect 

sales since majority of the variation are explained at firm and 

industrial level.   
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4.2.3 Imputed data Regression 

 

Regression models are also run against the imputed data in order to 

test for the consistency of those added values in the model 

(Appendix 9 and Appendix 10). The estimated coefficients of these 

regressions are compared against the original data, if the values are 

close and of the same signs, then the predicted values in those 

additional values are correct. First the backward regression is run 

against the full range of variables used in the original data model.  

The R^2 values are closer to one suggested that the imputation has 

made the data overall more correlated, therefore a few of the 

variables have failed the collinearity tests, with VIF >10.  So to 

improve the test results by deleting any variables with VIF >9, the 

variables CASH_CONV_CYC, MANU, TRANS, RETAIL, ECO_INV, 

IND_AVG, MTB, TAX and OP_CASH are deleted from the cash sale 

ratio model. There is no problem with collinearity cash asset model.  

First is to look at the tests for model validation (Appendix 10). In 

histogram, the residual are shaped with symmetrical distribution 

and it is more normal from the PP-plot, although it still remains with 

the similar shape as the original model. There is also no model 

specification problem as the predicted value evenly spread out in 

scatter plot with predicted value.  Compare with the full model with 

original data on CASH_ASSET, majority of the variables are present 

with similar order and same signs. There are further input of 

EXP_SALES, INV_TO and TAX, but the coefficient is small. This 

concludes that imputed model has filled the new values following 

the original data trend. 

Second is to look at test validation for CASH_SALE (Appendix 11). 

Compare to the model from original data, that the residual is still 

symmetric and have the same characteristic in the PP-Plot. The 

scatter plot shows a better pattern between residual and predicted 
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values, therefore the previous problem of misspecification 

disappears. Except the variables that we have removed due to 

collinearity, the remaining variables have shown similar trends as in 

the original model. The differences are for coefficient of FOOD and 

METAL, instead of having positive value, has now become negative.  

4.3 Random and fixed effects Model 

 

The fixed effects (FE) model is used to control for the time-invariant 

variables and random effects (RE) model take those into accounts. 

Assuming that the type of firm, diversity of the firm’s business and 

the industry of the firm are not correlated with other time-varying 

firm variables, the FE model is favoured. Otherwise, if they are 

related, then the RE model is favour. There are three models for 

each of dependent variables, CASH_ASSET and CASH_SALE. By 

checking the Hausman tests across all six models (Appendix 1-6), 

all the probability is less than 0.05, therefore we rejected the 

hypothesis that errors are correlated with variables therefore the FE 

model is favoured. The correlation is around 25-29% for 

CASH_SALE FE model and around 0.5%-0.7% in CASH_ASSET FE 

model.  Because of in FE model that all time invariant variables are 

removed, so DIVERSE, GLOBAL, PRIVATE and industrial dummy 

variables are all omitted in the independent variables list.  

Also looking at the Breusch and Pagan Test that we rejected the 

hypothesis that there is no difference across different companies. 

So according to this test, the OLS models have some limitations. 

From Rho value across the FE test results, the difference between 

the companies explains around 70% in the variance.  

First is to focus on the CASH_SALE Model. In the firm level model, 

both EXP_OP_CF and EXP_SALES are positive related to CASH_SALE. 

Firm are more closely following trade-off theory that they like to 
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keep accumulating cash reserve. CASH_CONV_CYC is positively 

related to holding level, again shows the precautionary approach in 

cash management when there is high collection risks. PROFIT_VOL, 

GROWTH_VOL and PRD_COST_VOL are all significant, but 

GROWTH_VOL has relative small effect in CASH_SALE. The other 

two are negatively related to holding level at 5% significance. This 

confirms with the theory of real smoothing activity in the firm (Goel 

and Thakor, 2003). The firm are likely to have high volatility in 

profit and costs when trying to use sales to boost earning for a 

certain period, so the profit will go down and costs will go up. 

TOTAL_ACCR is negatively related to CASH_SALE contrary to the 

OLS result, implies that firm may only use accounting methods 

when there is a problem with true cash holding level.   

Looking at other firm control variables, SIZE1 and SIZE2 follow the 

same trends as in OLS model.  AGE shows a positive signs instead 

of negative in OLS model. Relate to the literature that older firm 

only have higher level of cash holding than young firm in financial 

constrained situation, since they can deliberately save up cash with 

funding from external sources.  MTB and OP_CASH are positive as 

expected by hypothesis 21 and 23. DOA is negative as reflected by 

OLS model. Other variables are not significant.  

In firm level CASH_ASSET FE model. EXP_OP_CF and EXP_SALES 

are no longer significant compare to OLS model. The three turn over 

ratios are significant. The results shows evidence of pecking theory 

where firms that are expected to hold more cash if the inventory 

turnover is fast receiving days is short for future investments, and 

reduce the cash holding if there are more frequent payments needs 

to be make to creditors. An increase in EARN_VOL and 

CASH_FLOW_VOL increase the cash holding level, this means the 

firm is risk averse. TOTAL_ACCR is negative in same way as in 

CASH_SALE FE model. For other control variables, SIZE1, SIZE2, 
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DOA, OP_CASH_GROWTH, MTB and OP_CASH all follow the same 

sign as in CASH_SALE FE model.  

Next is to analyse the industrial level and country variables. In the 

CASH_SALE industrial FE model, CONC and IND_AVG are following 

the same results in OLS model, where firm’s cash holding level 

decreases with less competition and follows the industrial cash 

holding trends.  In CASH_ASSET industrial FE model, IND_LIQ and 

IND_AVG also follows the OLS model, with higher level of liquidity in 

the industry reduce the cash holding level.  GDP and ECO_INV are 

now significant in CASH_SALE FE model as oppose none is 

significant in OLS model. GDP is positive related to CASH_SALE. 

Hence that firm’s cash level tends to be low when they economic is 

in down turn so that they will first dissipate internal firm’s cash then 

raising external debt.  The result of ECO_INV is similar to the 

CASH_ASSET OLS model. The country variables results in 

CASH_ASSET FE model is similar to corresponded OLS model, 

where GDP is insignificant, REAL_INT and ECO_INV is positively 

related and DEBT is negatively related.  

4.3.1 Individual Sales risk tests 

 

In order remove some over fitting and noise around the insignificant 

variables and interaction between sales risks. The significant control 

variables are chosen to and each sales risk variable is modelled 

individually with those variables to validate the results we have 

seen from the main tests (Appendix 12 and 13). Only a few changes 

are observed where payable turnover is now insignificant against 

cash asset ratio and growth volatility become positive with sales. 

And the overall result confirms our main hypothesis where the cash 

holding ratio is positively related to the risk in sale income and cash 

flow. The two exceptions been the profit volatility and prod cost 

volatility, which are two variables directly related to the earning 
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smoothing as identified by Roychowdhury (2003). Firms however 

have high level cash holding with ExP_SALES and EXP_OP_CF, 

means that managers are not spending excess cash in the firm.   
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4.4 Discussion 

 

4.4.1 Model comparison 

 

 

Table 4 Overall results summary 

Table 4 summarised the results across the four models across the 

hypothesis.  The results from FE model is more convincing given the 

estimate have not assumed that correlation is zero between the 

errors and variables, and also taking into accounts of variance 

between the industrial firms. However many variables have agreed 

outcomes between the models, suggested for the purpose of this 

study that both OLS and FE models are acceptable methods of 

investigation.  

CASH_ASSET CASH_SALE CASH_ASSET CASH_SALE

CASH ASSET 

Individual 

Test

CASH SALE 

Individual 

Test

EARN_VOL Positive NS NS Positive NS Positive NS

GROWTH_VOL Positive NS NS NS Negative NS Positive

PROFIT_VOL Positive Negative Positive NS Negative NS Negative

CASH_FLOW_VOL Positive NS Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

PRD_COST_VOL Positive NS NS NS Negative NS Negative

EXP_SALES Negative NS Positive NS Positive NS Positive

EXP_OP_CF Negative NS Negative NS Positive NS Positive

RECEIV_TO Negative Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

INV_TO Negative NS Positive Positive NS Positive NS

PAY_TO Negative Positive NS Negative Negative NS Negative

CASH_CONV_CYC Negative Positive Positive NS Positive NS Positive

TOTAL_ACCR Negative NS Positive Negative Negative

SALE_GROWTH Negative Positive Positive NS NS

OP_CASH_GROWTH Negative NS NS Negative Positive

SIZE1 Negative Negative Positive Positive Positive

SIZE2 Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative

AGE Negative Negative Negative NS NS

DOA Positive Negative Negative Negative Negative

ROA Negative NS NS NS NS

MTB Negative Positive Negative Positive Positive

OP_CASH Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

IND_LIQ Negative NS Negative Negative NS

IND_AVG Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive

CONC Positive NS Negative NS Negative

GDP Negative NS NS NS Positive

REAL_INT Positive Positive NS Positive NS

DEBT Positive Negative NS Negative NS

ECO_INV Positive Positive NS Positive Positive

FE Model

NA

Notes: NS - Not Significant, NA - not available

Sales risk

Control 

variables
NA

OLS Model

Hypothesis Variable

Expected 

Relationship
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There are several cautions needs to be taken from the above results. 

First, there are quite a few missing values in the data even we have 

deleted out those with high proportion of missing values. This 

represented some form of inaccuracy in regression estimate with 

pairwise deletion and with the imputed data used in FE model. 

Secondly, the explanatory power of the OLS and FE models are 

generally low, therefore a lot of firm specific factors or other factor 

that are not considered could be influencing the cash holding level. 

Thirdly, the cash and cash equivalent is calculated using estimation 

of three variables based on the literatures, therefore potentially 

more errors in reporting can affects these dependent variables.  

Some of the results have followed the trade-off theory where firm is 

likely to hold more cash because external financing is difficult, this 

is shown in sales risks but not debt related variable, since the 

results are more related to pecking order theory. Precautionary 

holding is when the risk is directly related to raising external cash 

such as interest rate, age of the firm or sales risks. This is also 

present when the firm has high level of income and they are less 

likely to distribute cash to shareholders or paid off debt, since the 

cash holding are positively related to income related variables. On 

the other hands, when looking at ratio that determine the current 

health of firm, such as debt to asset ratio and expected growth, 

firms are generally short of cash if debt level is high or there are a 

lot of investment demands for growing firm. This suggested that 

firm generally engage in precautionary cash holding only form 

internal firm’s sales and operational risk but not financial risk and 

only raise debt if it has to.  

4.4.2 Sales Risk 

 

The results from sales risks measure suggested that firms may not 

engage in activity management of the cash holding according to this 
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risk level and there are some evidences of earning management. 

And in some cases the cash holding level should be interpreted as a 

cause to the behaviour in the sales risk measure.  

For earning management, it appears that when firm have higher 

earnings volatility, the manager would actively engage in increasing 

cash holding level as shown in Goel and Thakor (2003). Firms are 

also shown to engage in smoothing use real operation and 

accounting methods.  With negative relation to the accrual level, 

when firm favours the accounting methods, their cash holding would 

have been quite low. Therefore firm is more likely to engage in real 

activity to managing the cost of sales and profit. This shown with 

negative relation to the volatility of profit and cost of goods sold. 

Although it is not sure if this is due to revenue being inherently 

volatile, so passively firm would have low cash holding level, or firm 

is actively using price reduction activity to boost sales in certain 

periods, so that cash is reduce with the additional costs incurred. 

Only one of the models has shown significant negative relationship 

with growth volatility, these firms may not have the ability to 

accumulating high enough cash flow to cushion for the growth 

volatility since its borrowing capacity is lower. One possibility is that 

the firm’s volatility is not observable from inside of the firm; 

therefore manager may not use this information to managing cash 

holding level. Again this is also shown that the firm’s cash variation 

with sales level is more explainable by cash to sales ratio and cash 

to asset has effects.  

Considering the results with expected future income, apart from one 

model has shown negative results, there are three others have 

shown positive significance. This confirms the Schwetzler and 

Reimund (2003) theory, where firm’s debt and cash level are 

naturally following the income trends. Based on the way these 

expected fields are calculated, high expected sales would means 
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high historical sales, therefore the firm would increase the cash 

holding if there is no incentive to distribute them.  

On to the operational sales risks, the results had shown mixed 

theories that are strongly supported across the models. Firms 

appear to be cautions if their cash conversion cycle is long, so that 

firms would be saving up more cash if the investment is turn around 

slower in the firm. However considering the turn over ratios, firms 

cash level increase when they have tighter credit policy, so 

receivable turnover is high, also increase with when inventory 

turnover is high, accordingly that if payable turnover is low, means 

the firm will have longer time to hold cash after made purchasing 

decisions. All these three ratios fit with the pecking order theory 

that but also means the results contradicts with the cash conversion 

cycle. One possible statistical problem is that these cash conversion 

value is depended on the three turnover ratio, so there is some 

undetected correlation problem. So the model is over fitted that the 

positive and negative effects cancel each out. These variables are 

also not strong predictors compare to the other variables, so the 

sign could be due to error is not correctly determined.  

Overall the influence of the sales risks onto the cash holding level 

only contributed to a small proportion of the variation in cash 

holding level. One problem could be the estimation of volatility is 

not accurate given there is only 10 years of data. On the other hand, 

these variables are normally considered by firm’s analysts and 

shareholders but less to the manager themselves in time. They are 

only affecting the financing ability after it has happened frequently 

in the past, therefore probably the historical volatility would be 

more relevant to the current financing situation. Secondly, not all 

firms have ability to actively managing cash holding level as it is 

constrained with spending and financing options. Even if the 

manager would like to hedge the sales risks with more cash holding, 
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the firm may not have ability to keep cash holding at desired level.  

Thirdly, because of all the data is collected from accounting report, 

therefore if the manager is engaging in earning smoothing, then the 

forecasted sales, earning and operation cash flows would not be 

accurately reflecting the firm’s situation. But the accounting in the 

balance sheet is usually more accurate, so there is some mismatch 

between the calculations of these variables therefore resulted in a 

lot of coefficient being insignificant.  

4.4.3 Control variables 

 

The control variables have more significant influence in the cash 

holding level compare to sales risk variables. Firm’s size, debt to 

asset and market to book ratio have noticeably the biggest impact. 

But contrary to existing literatures that large firm would have lower 

cash holding level three out of the four models suggest the opposite. 

This is potentially due to the timing in the data sample. The 

sampling years are coincided with the financial crisis in 2007-2009, 

therefore the financing aspects of the firm is more difficult and 

many large firms have increase cash holding to reduce the funding 

risks where smaller firms are more difficult to get funding externally 

which cause the cash holding level to be lower (D’Mello et al. ,2009). 

At the same time, the income from sales has reduced during the 

financial crisis, therefore although small firms are financially they 

could not make up the loss in cash holding (Alemida et al., 2004).   

The holding level is however consistently negative related to the 

sales level. As firm increase the sales level the relative cash holding 

will be reduced in the same year. This is more applicable to the 

growth firms; since their cash would continuously being invested to 

increase future growth therefore the cash holding level is always 

lower. For firms with stable income, they will be less investment 
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opportunities so their relative cash level would increase even sales 

stays the same (Opler et al., 1999).  

For debt to asset ratio, the four models have consistently shown 

negative impacts to the cash holding level. This is contrary to the 

trade-off theory where firms would have precautionary cash holding 

to reduce the costs of financing. This is potentially due to the cash 

holding is very expansive when interest rate is high, therefore firm 

would only engage in borrowing when interest rate is low and when 

internal cash is already exhausted. Hence firm with financial 

difficulties are unlikely to have a high cash holding level. This 

results conflict with finding of Ferreira and Vilela (2004) and 

Ogundipe et al. (2012), again this is probably due to the financial 

crisis happened in the sample periods. So although firm’s debt stays 

the same but the cash holding level would be lower.  

Confirming the previous finding on market to book ratio, that 

coefficients are consistently positive (Denis and Sibilkov, 2010), 

therefore the cash holding does add value to the firm. This was 

under the assumption that the firms are financially constrained, 

which majority of the samples are due to the sampling period and 

the types of company. Firms with high level of cash holding are 

deemed to be safe in crisis therefore consequently would be valued 

higher by shareholders.  

The model also had shown some aspect of trade off theory and 

agency theory. The firm increase its holding when the operational 

cash flow is high, therefore instead of investing or return to 

shareholder, the managers tends to increase the cash holding level. 

Firms are shown not to obtain additional cash when operational 

cash flow is low. Hence the firms in the sample are not aiming for 

an optimal cash holding level to maximising the firm’s value but 

instead the manager would passively managing the cash holding 
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level. Because the Breusch and Pagan Test show that the using OLS 

may be inappropriate, the estimate on time invariant variables is 

considered to be less correct, therefore results of firm’s 

diversification, type of firms and industrial type are not conclusive.  

The selected industrial and macroeconomic variables are all shown 

to have significant impacts on the cash holding level, and the 

inclusion of these controls have also improved the significance of 

firm level variables. One of the strongest variables is the industrial 

average cash. Although this information is not visible to the firm, 

however through competition, firms with similar operation type will 

need to have similar level of cash to maintain competitiveness. On 

the other hand, firms also held less cash if the selling and buying 

assets are easier and industries are less competitive. These finding 

have confirmed with results from Subramaniam et al. (2011) and 

D’Mello et al. (2009).  

Macroeconomic seemed to be only influential to cash to asset level 

while sales are more affected by industrial and firm level variables. 

This shows different sensitivity to the denominator for dependent 

variables.  Because firms’ size are unlikely to change with firm’s 

performance but asset value are affected heavily by economic 

variables. On the whole, the cash level follows the similar trends 

with economics. At boom, when debt level is low and investment is 

high, firm are likely to have high level of cash holding since more 

cash are available. At bust, when interest rate is high, firm would 

also holding high level of cash since borrowing is more expansive. 

The UK firm seems to only engage in active cash management at 

difficult economic conditions and passively manage cash if there is 

more money in the economy.  
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4.4.4 Limitations 

 

There are several important limitations for the analysis. First, OLS 

model and FE model have either low explanatory power and or high 

Rho values; therefore the relationship identified is weak. Second, 

regression method is best controlled with problem found with the 

data. Thirdly, the imputed data is only an estimate of what missing 

values could be, so it is not accurate. Fourthly, the cash sale ratio 

and cash asset ratio are not directly comparable so the relationship 

can be different with other independent variables.  

4.5 Managerial Implication 

 

4.5.1 Cash holding policies 

 

It is inconclusive to see if companies are follow trade-off theory or 

pecking order theory when managing cash holding level. There are 

some evidences that firms are treating positive and negative 

impacts differently at cash holding management. If manager 

recognize there is risk in cash flow, the manager would engage in 

active cash management to increase the cash holding level. But if 

the influence to cash flow is positive, the results indicated that 

managers do not engage in active management but rather let cash 

accumulates. From agency theory that it is in the manager’s interest 

to have high cash holding level since this give manager more power 

to spend. There are some evidence in this results which indicated 

this do exist in the UK.  

Therefore there are two shortcoming identified from this results in 

cash management policies. First, managers are not treating all risks 

the same way and biased to unflavoured expectations, therefore not 

following any optimal cash level target. There is a tendency that 

managers would only focus on the spending in the operational cash 
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flows, the current earning risks and the fund risks, but less care 

about risk rise with financing and investing cash outflows. And also 

the managers like to holding cash in hand. Manager should be 

focusing on the cash outflows from debt repayment and investment 

opportunities since maintaining a good liquid position would help 

when firm is in financing trouble. And high level of cash holding 

would allow firms to capture investment opportunities, to increase 

future cash inflows from sales. The practice of earning management 

often related to increasing costs hence lower cash holding, therefore 

manager should try to make up earning in the early period if the 

sales are not forecasted to be high. This will reduce the sudden 

negative impacts to the cash holding level.  

Second, managers seems do not using forecast and risk in cash 

enough to proactively managing cash but rather let economic and 

firm’s operation to decide the firm’s cash holding level.  Firms in the 

samples seemed to be unable to held higher level of cash when the 

conditions are adverse to the firm, especially to the macroeconomic 

conditions and operational cashes. On the other hand, managers 

are not reducing the cash level when there is growth in sales and 

cash inflows. This implies that either manager is taking opportunity 

to hold more cash when they can and not care about if the firm will 

be in trouble in the future or that manager does not consider the 

negative sales forecast to be risk to the current liquidity situation 

and not increase the cash level appropriately. A better practice is for 

manager to forecast the sales and cash inflow in the future, and 

built up the cash holding level when needed. Manager can also 

actively invest additional cash in the firm when they are generating 

low returns as cash inflow is higher than cash outflows. 
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4.5.2 Shareholders and managers 

 

Cash holding level finding do not favour the shareholders where 

firms do not hold enough cash when there is high level of risk and 

holding too much cash when the performance is positive. In the UK 

the shareholder protection is high compare to several studies 

reviewed in the literature; therefore distributing cash is not an 

important issue. This means that the UK shareholders are happy for 

firms to hold more cash when the earnings and cash flow are high 

and less likely to put more cash in if the firm is in trouble. This 

means that shareholders in the UK are not actively influencing the 

firm’s decisions, but only passively manage those. Part of this is due 

to the UK company has a separate system for management, the 

board and directors managers the company and shareholders have 

right to vote on decision in general meeting (Gov.uk, 2013). This 

separation made shareholder less aware of the companies’ situation 

which can give managers more opportunities to manage the 

company for their own interest.  

Therefore we can see that the managers are holding more cash 

even if the future sales and cash flows are positive, so that 

shareholders should start to have more influence in the firm’s cash 

management since shareholders value would be damaged if the 

firms are not release earnings and dividends. This is the downside 

of this system since the shareholders are relying on the board to 

monitor director’s behaviour, this could create moral hazard 

problem (Schwetzler and Reimund, 2003; Opler et al., 1999). 

4.5.3 Income smoothing 

 

There are no dividend data to support for dividend smoothing effect, 

but the fact that earning and growth volatility is not very significant 

means that managers could be engaged in income smoothing 
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activities in this sample, or else firms cash level are depended on 

manager’s discretions. But the gross profit, operational cash flow 

and production costs are significantly related, means that cash flow 

in some degrees are affected by the companies’ upper layer 

performance, but they are not reflected in the earning level. The 

total accrual level also implies that are earning management for 

some firms in the sample.  

We can see from the results that real earning management have 

negative impacts based on the cash sale ratio analysis using FE 

model. Although from external shareholders, a stable earning level 

is favoured, but this also means managers are moving the earning 

around at expenses of shareholders. And it is often the firms that 

are having sales problem engage in earning management and 

hoping that the loss in the cash holding can be recovered in the 

next period. This hides away the risks of the firm and the firm’s 

asset not used in the right income generating activities. 

Shareholders therefore should not use earning stability as a single 

measure for a good firm, but using some better accounting 

measures such as revenue to track the firm’s performance. This 

may reduce manager’s costly incentive to smoothing earning use 

existing cash holding and can accurately reports the firm’s risks to 

the market.  

The involvement of financial crisis could provide a separate 

explanation to the result. Since the start of sampling is before the 

financial crisis and the more recent data is towards the end of 

financial crisis, so that growth and profit volatilities are high. At the 

same time cash holding level is lowered after the financial crisis, 

since the volatility is calculated within 5 years range, therefore it 

appears to be that the past high volatility in earning is reducing the 

cash holding level. 
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5 Conclusions  

5.1 Conclusions 

 

In this dissertation, cash holding level are analysed with 2004 - 

2013 data from all firms in 13 industries from Bureau Van Dyke 

Fame database, the banking government related industrial are 

excluded, we left with 7 manufacturing industries and 6 service 

industry. There are two dependent variables used for measuring 

cash holding level, cash to asset ratio and cash to sales ratio. The 

main investigation is around whether the sales risks affect cash 

holding level and additional tests are run against if the significant 

variables identified by previous literature are still valid. There are 

two main sales risk areas focused on, one is the volatility in the 

earning, sales, profit and cash flow, the volatility measure is an 

approximate for the expected risk with forecasted income. The 

second is the risks related with cash conversion cycle in the sale 

process which are payable, receivable and inventory turnover ratio. 

We have attempted to use three different models to test this set of 

panel data, which are Ordinary Least Square regression, fixed 

effects model and random effects model.  Through diagnostic and 

comparison between the statistics, the fixed effect model appears to 

be the most robust model, while OLS still have some form of 

validity and random effects model is rejected. 

The main hypothesis is that cash holding level should be positively 

related to the risk level, suggested with precautionary motives and 

trade-off theory. This also means firm should reduce the level of 

cash if the expected income is high in the future and risk is low. The 

results have implied that firm is precautionary with volatility in the 

sales, earnings and cash, but they are also holding cash even if the 

expected sales are positive. There are also evidences of earning 
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management, where firms would use real activity to move earning 

between the financial periods with a reduction in the cash holding 

level as cost. In term of cash conversions, firm appears to be 

cautions when cash conversion time is long. But from the results of 

turnover ratio measured, firm’s cash holding level also move in the 

same direction as incomes. This means that if the firm is likely to 

receive cash in short time after sales and if the products are 

produced faster, the firm also likely to accumulate more cash in the 

firm. There sales risk is also more sensitive with cash sales ratio 

compare to cash asset ratio where cash asset ratio is only affected 

by earnings and cash flow risk. Majority of the control variables 

confirms the previous findings, but UK’s firms are appeared to be 

less active in managing external environment risks since firms are 

cash holding also follows the direction of industrial and 

macroeconomic conditions. In particular the cah holding level is 

positively relate to GDP and negatively related to DEBT. 

Overall UK’s firm treating the cash holding different in term of 

adverse and positive environment, the firm would like to hold more 

cash regard of the risks. If the risks is high , then the firm would 

hold more cash as a precautionary motive. But if the risk is low the 

firm would also accumulate more cash from operation without 

distributing to shareholder, shows the evidence of pecking order. 

One note is that sampling period is across financial crisis therefore 

firms may have increase the cash holding level and equally some 

firms would also find it more difficult to raise cash. Some 

managerial implication is that firms should anticipating more the 

forecasted future cash level and use the existing cash more wisely. 

The UK’s shareholder and directors’ structure could also be one of 

the reasons letting manager hold more cash than needed. The 

manager should also focus less on the income smoothing but 

focused on reducing the actual sales risk to reduce the cash flow 
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activities. The other danger is that UK’s firm seems to be only 

borrowing when they are short off cash and this could reduce the 

firm’s ability to raise cash when crisis has already happened.  

5.2 Future Research Recommendations 

 

There are several areas where data is not complete, which has 

made analysis impossible. First, there are limited share trading 

related information regarding to those firms, therefore an interest 

area would be to find if there is any relationship between the 

trading status of the firm in the year and cash holding level. This is 

to see if a high volatility in the share price would increase the firm’s 

cash holding since shareholders may see the firm being unstable; 

therefore the cost of equity financing is high. Dividend information 

with longer time series data with older firm can also show if the 

expectation of stable dividend income is adding to the cash holding 

level. 

This research also has not split the firms into financially constrained 

and unconstrained firm to do a different test. Also the testes in 

random effects suggested that there is no random effects existed in 

the data. However from many previously literatures that firms with 

different financial constraints will have different cash holding policy 

and levels. Therefore it is beneficial to first understand how to split 

firms with different access to finance then analyse the cash holding 

level. 

Because half of the data also covers the period of financial crisis 

during 2008 and 2009, therefore it is possibly that these data can 

affects the cash holding level differently. It would beneficial to 

analyse firms that are in these two periods to under the severe 

financial constraints.  
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Appendixes 

Appendix 1 Cash Sale Ratio (Imputed data) firm level Model  

Fixed Effects 

 

Breusch Pagan Tests 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149365) =     7.64       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .70648753   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27133879

       sigma_u    .42096973

                                                                                

         _cons     1.109169   .0190225    58.31   0.000     1.071886    1.146453

       OP_CASH     .0230185   .0016425    14.01   0.000     .0197993    .0262377

           MTB     .0008254   .0000638    12.95   0.000     .0007004    .0009503

           DOA    -.1290638   .0032621   -39.56   0.000    -.1354574   -.1226701

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.82e-07   7.35e-08     3.84   0.000     1.38e-07    4.27e-07

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0004838   .0014389    -0.34   0.737    -.0033039    .0023364

           AGE     .0035287   .0003108    11.35   0.000     .0029196    .0041379

         SIZE2    -1.089265   .0053293  -204.39   0.000     -1.09971   -1.078819

         SIZE1     .9191791   .0059881   153.50   0.000     .9074424    .9309157

    TOTAL_ACCR     -.017132   .0021094    -8.12   0.000    -.0212664   -.0129976

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000304   6.94e-06    -4.39   0.000     -.000044   -.0000168

  PRD_COST_VOL    -.0000123   5.91e-06    -2.08   0.038    -.0000239   -6.93e-07

    GROWTH_VOL    -3.63e-06   7.46e-07    -4.87   0.000    -5.09e-06   -2.17e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.22e-07   7.98e-08     1.53   0.126    -3.43e-08    2.78e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000312   3.82e-06     8.17   0.000     .0000237    .0000387

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000693   3.64e-06    19.03   0.000     .0000622    .0000765

     RECEIV_TO      .000084    .000011     7.67   0.000     .0000626    .0001055

        INV_TO     1.31e-06   9.92e-06     0.13   0.895    -.0000181    .0000207

        PAY_TO    -4.19e-07   8.65e-08    -4.84   0.000    -5.88e-07   -2.49e-07

     EXP_SALES      .007285   .0026686     2.73   0.006     .0020546    .0125154

     EXP_OP_CF     .0230564   .0085506     2.70   0.007     .0062974    .0398155

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2910                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(20,149365)       =   2547.56

       overall = 0.2948                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3280                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2544                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  1.2e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .1275915       .3571996

                       e     .0736242       .2713378

               CASH_SALE     .2662805       .5160237

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_SALE[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects
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Random Effects 

 

 

Hausman Test 

 

 

 

                                                                                

           rho    .63488775   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27133778

       sigma_u    .35780428

                                                                                

         _cons     .9694108   .0109718    88.35   0.000     .9479064    .9909151

           TAX    -.0000819   .0000471    -1.74   0.082    -.0001743    .0000104

       OP_CASH     .0259422   .0015904    16.31   0.000      .022825    .0290594

           MTB     .0008369   .0000576    14.54   0.000     .0007241    .0009497

           DOA     -.150227   .0030409   -49.40   0.000     -.156187   -.1442669

OP_CASH_GROWTH     3.41e-07   7.10e-08     4.81   0.000     2.02e-07    4.80e-07

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0037021   .0013537    -2.73   0.006    -.0063553   -.0010489

           AGE    -.0010448   .0000894   -11.69   0.000    -.0012201   -.0008696

         SIZE2    -.9549971   .0039516  -241.68   0.000     -.962742   -.9472522

         SIZE1     .8366301   .0041377   202.20   0.000     .8285204    .8447398

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0129173   .0018672    -6.92   0.000     -.016577   -.0092575

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000394   6.37e-06    -6.19   0.000    -.0000519   -.0000269

  PRD_COST_VOL    -.0000159   5.42e-06    -2.93   0.003    -.0000265   -5.28e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -5.05e-06   7.09e-07    -7.13   0.000    -6.44e-06   -3.66e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.57e-07   7.64e-08     2.06   0.039     7.63e-09    3.07e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000177   .0000106     1.68   0.093    -2.94e-06    .0000384

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000846   3.32e-06    25.49   0.000     .0000781    .0000911

     RECEIV_TO     .0001278   .0000102    12.52   0.000     .0001078    .0001478

        INV_TO     .0000302   8.92e-06     3.39   0.001     .0000127    .0000477

        PAY_TO    -3.74e-07   8.38e-08    -4.47   0.000    -5.39e-07   -2.10e-07

     EXP_SALES     .0110082   .0020127     5.47   0.000     .0070632    .0149531

     EXP_OP_CF     .0194586   .0081409     2.39   0.017     .0035028    .0354145

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(21)      =  71810.16

       overall = 0.3240                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3615                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2521                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    190189

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =     2365.26

                 chi2(14) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
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Appendix 2 Cash Sale Ratio (Imputed data) Industry level 

Model  

Fixed Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149361) =     7.58       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69996312   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27129319

       sigma_u    .41437081

                                                                                

         _cons     .8581948   .0745699    11.51   0.000     .7120393     1.00435

       IND_AVG     .0664113   .0111069     5.98   0.000     .0446419    .0881806

          CONC    -.0372958   .0110748    -3.37   0.001    -.0590022   -.0155894

       IND_LIQ     .0190518   .0540056     0.35   0.724     -.086798    .1249016

           TAX    -.0000715   .0000483    -1.48   0.139    -.0001663    .0000233

       OP_CASH     .0229311   .0016423    13.96   0.000     .0197122    .0261501

           MTB     .0008317   .0000638    13.04   0.000     .0007066    .0009567

           DOA    -.1283468   .0032643   -39.32   0.000    -.1347447   -.1219489

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.85e-07   7.35e-08     3.88   0.000     1.41e-07    4.30e-07

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0004535   .0014387    -0.32   0.753    -.0032733    .0023662

           AGE     .0021357   .0005153     4.14   0.000     .0011257    .0031457

         SIZE2    -1.088804   .0053314  -204.22   0.000    -1.099253   -1.078355

         SIZE1      .917834   .0059915   153.19   0.000     .9060907    .9295772

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0173005   .0021093    -8.20   0.000    -.0214348   -.0131663

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000307   6.94e-06    -4.42   0.000    -.0000443   -.0000171

  PRD_COST_VOL    -.0000124   5.91e-06    -2.10   0.036     -.000024   -8.23e-07

    GROWTH_VOL    -3.66e-06   7.46e-07    -4.91   0.000    -5.12e-06   -2.20e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.25e-07   7.98e-08     1.56   0.118    -3.16e-08    2.81e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000162   .0000109     1.49   0.135    -5.06e-06    .0000375

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000699   3.66e-06    19.08   0.000     .0000627    .0000771

     RECEIV_TO      .000084    .000011     7.66   0.000     .0000625    .0001055

        INV_TO     5.37e-07   9.92e-06     0.05   0.957    -.0000189      .00002

        PAY_TO    -4.19e-07   8.65e-08    -4.84   0.000    -5.89e-07   -2.50e-07

     EXP_SALES     .0072386   .0026691     2.71   0.007     .0020072    .0124699

     EXP_OP_CF     .0246981   .0086226     2.86   0.004     .0077979    .0415983

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2690                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(24,149361)       =   2125.94

       overall = 0.3072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3418                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2546                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Random Model 

 

 

 

                                                                                

           rho    .62982991   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27129319

       sigma_u    .35387499

                                                                                

         _cons     .4944036   .0503792     9.81   0.000     .3956622     .593145

        RETAIL     .1434844   .0158449     9.06   0.000     .1124289    .1745399

         TRANS     .1111619   .0169083     6.57   0.000     .0780222    .1443017

          TEXT     .1185138   .0220291     5.38   0.000     .0753377      .16169

           PUB     .0591811   .0186545     3.17   0.002      .022619    .0957432

          POST     .1728839   .0209633     8.25   0.000     .1317965    .2139713

         METAL     .0393642   .0173817     2.26   0.024     .0052968    .0734316

          MANU     .0394876   .0164471     2.40   0.016     .0072518    .0717235

         HOTEL     .0500345   .0173451     2.88   0.004     .0160387    .0840302

          UTIL     .1689485   .0234374     7.21   0.000      .123012    .2148851

          FOOD     .0694358   .0185253     3.75   0.000     .0331269    .1057447

          CONS     .1536863   .0165825     9.27   0.000     .1211851    .1861875

          CHEM     .0189692   .0171237     1.11   0.268    -.0145926     .052531

       IND_AVG     .0844233   .0076017    11.11   0.000     .0695242    .0993223

          CONC    -.0386742   .0107867    -3.59   0.000    -.0598157   -.0175328

       IND_LIQ     .0999448   .0403656     2.48   0.013     .0208297    .1790599

       PRIVATE    -.1035763   .0084504   -12.26   0.000    -.1201388   -.0870138

        GLOBAL    -.0415942   .0062088    -6.70   0.000    -.0537633   -.0294251

           TAX     -.000087   .0000471    -1.85   0.064    -.0001792    5.23e-06

       OP_CASH     .0263912   .0015901    16.60   0.000     .0232747    .0295077

       DIVERSE      -.00059   .0001631    -3.62   0.000    -.0009098   -.0002703

           MTB     .0008059   .0000577    13.97   0.000     .0006928    .0009189

           DOA    -.1489227   .0030376   -49.03   0.000    -.1548763   -.1429691

OP_CASH_GROWTH     3.51e-07   7.09e-08     4.95   0.000     2.12e-07    4.90e-07

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0031063   .0013538    -2.29   0.022    -.0057596    -.000453

           AGE    -.0009447   .0000916   -10.32   0.000    -.0011242   -.0007653

         SIZE2    -.9663199   .0040774  -236.99   0.000    -.9743115   -.9583284

         SIZE1     .8427942   .0042481   198.39   0.000     .8344681    .8511203

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0120386   .0018777    -6.41   0.000    -.0157188   -.0083584

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000393   6.35e-06    -6.18   0.000    -.0000517   -.0000268

  PRD_COST_VOL     -.000017   5.41e-06    -3.14   0.002    -.0000276   -6.38e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -4.94e-06   7.08e-07    -6.98   0.000    -6.33e-06   -3.55e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.45e-07   7.63e-08     1.90   0.057    -4.32e-09    2.95e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000175   .0000105     1.66   0.097    -3.16e-06    .0000382

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000831   3.32e-06    25.05   0.000     .0000766    .0000896

     RECEIV_TO     .0001185   .0000102    11.60   0.000     .0000984    .0001385

        INV_TO     .0000159   9.17e-06     1.73   0.084    -2.11e-06    .0000338

        PAY_TO    -3.67e-07   8.37e-08    -4.38   0.000    -5.31e-07   -2.03e-07

     EXP_SALES     .0117152   .0020556     5.70   0.000     .0076863    .0157442

     EXP_OP_CF     .0209382   .0081476     2.57   0.010     .0049692    .0369072

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(39)      =  73444.63

       overall = 0.3342                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3723                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2533                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    190189
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Breusch and Pagan Test 

 

Hausman test 

 

 

 

 

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  1.2e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .1252275        .353875

                       e        .0736       .2712932

               CASH_SALE     .2662805       .5160237

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_SALE[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =     1978.11

                 chi2(12) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

     IND_AVG      .0664113     .0844233        -.018012         .008098

        CONC     -.0372958    -.0386742        .0013785        .0025099

     IND_LIQ      .0190518     .0999448        -.080893        .0358779

         TAX     -.0000715     -.000087        .0000155        .0000111

     OP_CASH      .0229311     .0263912       -.0034601         .000411

         MTB      .0008317     .0008059        .0000258        .0000273

         DOA     -.1283468    -.1489227        .0205759        .0011951

OP_CASH_GR~H      2.85e-07     3.51e-07       -6.55e-08        1.93e-08

 SALE_GROWTH     -.0004535    -.0031063        .0026528        .0004869

         AGE      .0021357    -.0009447        .0030804        .0005071

       SIZE2     -1.088804    -.9663199       -.1224841        .0034349

       SIZE1       .917834     .8427942        .0750398        .0042252

  TOTAL_ACCR     -.0173005    -.0120386       -.0052619        .0009611

  PROFIT_VOL     -.0000307    -.0000393        8.61e-06        2.79e-06

PRD_COST_VOL     -.0000124     -.000017        4.58e-06        2.38e-06

  GROWTH_VOL     -3.66e-06    -4.94e-06        1.28e-06        2.35e-07

    EARN_VOL      1.25e-07     1.45e-07       -2.05e-08        2.32e-08

CASH_FLOW_~L      .0000162     .0000175       -1.28e-06        2.62e-06

CASH_CONV_~C      .0000699     .0000831       -.0000133        1.55e-06

   RECEIV_TO       .000084     .0001185       -.0000345        3.97e-06

      INV_TO      5.37e-07     .0000159       -.0000153        3.77e-06

      PAY_TO     -4.19e-07    -3.67e-07       -5.23e-08        2.19e-08

   EXP_SALES      7.24e-09     1.17e-08       -4.48e-09        1.70e-09

   EXP_OP_CF      2.47e-08     2.09e-08        3.76e-09        2.82e-09

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     
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Appendix 3 Cash Sale Ratio (Imputed data) All level Model  

Fixed Model 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149357) =     7.58       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69572566   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27127731

       sigma_u    .41020393

                                                                                

         _cons     .8886202   .0917419     9.69   0.000     .7088079    1.068433

       ECO_INV     .0171147   .0048742     3.51   0.000     .0075613    .0266681

          DEBT     .0286788   .0659435     0.43   0.664    -.1005691    .1579268

      REAL_INT     .0929351   .0654846     1.42   0.156    -.0354135    .2212837

           GDP     .1513432   .0479018     3.16   0.002     .0574566    .2452298

       IND_AVG     .0461135    .012111     3.81   0.000     .0223761    .0698508

          CONC    -.0357122   .0113599    -3.14   0.002    -.0579774    -.013447

       IND_LIQ     .0603942   .0771562     0.78   0.434    -.0908305    .2116189

           TAX    -.0000725   .0000483    -1.50   0.134    -.0001673    .0000222

       OP_CASH     .0228076   .0016433    13.88   0.000     .0195867    .0260286

           MTB     .0008333   .0000638    13.06   0.000     .0007082    .0009583

           DOA    -.1278305   .0032665   -39.13   0.000    -.1342328   -.1214281

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.87e-07   7.35e-08     3.91   0.000     1.43e-07    4.31e-07

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0001988   .0014409    -0.14   0.890    -.0030229    .0026253

           AGE     .0002751   .0008603     0.32   0.749     -.001411    .0019613

         SIZE2    -1.089382   .0053346  -204.21   0.000    -1.099838   -1.078926

         SIZE1     .9168704   .0059956   152.92   0.000     .9051191    .9286218

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0173134   .0021093    -8.21   0.000    -.0214476   -.0131792

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000307   6.94e-06    -4.43   0.000    -.0000443   -.0000172

  PRD_COST_VOL    -.0000126   5.91e-06    -2.13   0.033    -.0000242   -1.02e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -3.67e-06   7.46e-07    -4.92   0.000    -5.13e-06   -2.21e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.26e-07   7.98e-08     1.59   0.113    -2.99e-08    2.83e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000158   .0000109     1.46   0.145    -5.48e-06    .0000371

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000698   3.66e-06    19.06   0.000     .0000626     .000077

     RECEIV_TO     .0000834    .000011     7.61   0.000     .0000619    .0001049

        INV_TO     6.12e-08   9.92e-06     0.01   0.995    -.0000194    .0000195

        PAY_TO    -4.18e-07   8.65e-08    -4.84   0.000    -5.88e-07   -2.49e-07

     EXP_SALES     .0071553   .0026692     2.68   0.007     .0019236    .0123869

     EXP_OP_CF      .024601    .008623     2.85   0.004     .0077001    .0415019

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2566                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(28,149357)       =   1823.21

       overall = 0.3151                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3509                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2547                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Random Model 

 

 

                                                                                

           rho     .6296224   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27127731

       sigma_u    .35369686

                                                                                

         _cons     .6424254   .0891349     7.21   0.000     .4677243    .8171265

       ECO_INV      .016021   .0042896     3.73   0.000     .0076135    .0244285

          DEBT    -.0141952   .0615387    -0.23   0.818    -.1348088    .1064184

      REAL_INT     .0890825   .0618705     1.44   0.150    -.0321815    .2103465

           GDP     .1294068   .0458805     2.82   0.005     .0394828    .2193309

        RETAIL     .1478782   .0159479     9.27   0.000      .116621    .1791355

         TRANS     .1197623   .0170689     7.02   0.000      .086308    .1532167

          TEXT     .1088672   .0221393     4.92   0.000     .0654749    .1522595

           PUB     .0693093   .0189539     3.66   0.000     .0321603    .1064583

          POST      .199287   .0217794     9.15   0.000     .1566002    .2419738

         METAL     .0324914   .0175136     1.86   0.064    -.0018346    .0668173

          MANU      .039639   .0165716     2.39   0.017     .0071593    .0721187

         HOTEL     .0504984   .0173647     2.91   0.004     .0164643    .0845326

          UTIL     .1968513   .0242544     8.12   0.000     .1493136     .244389

          FOOD      .086948   .0188985     4.60   0.000     .0499076    .1239883

          CONS     .1471443   .0167266     8.80   0.000     .1143607     .179928

          CHEM     .0310666   .0173103     1.79   0.073    -.0028609     .064994

       IND_AVG      .044194   .0117555     3.76   0.000     .0211536    .0672344

          CONC    -.0396005   .0111103    -3.56   0.000    -.0613763   -.0178248

       IND_LIQ     .0620723   .0751366     0.83   0.409    -.0851927    .2093374

       PRIVATE    -.1053078   .0084587   -12.45   0.000    -.1218864   -.0887291

        GLOBAL    -.0428708   .0062149    -6.90   0.000    -.0550518   -.0306898

           TAX    -.0000884   .0000471    -1.88   0.060    -.0001806    3.81e-06

       OP_CASH     .0263348   .0015911    16.55   0.000     .0232163    .0294534

       DIVERSE    -.0005728   .0001631    -3.51   0.000    -.0008926   -.0002531

           MTB     .0008072   .0000577    14.00   0.000     .0006941    .0009202

           DOA    -.1486209   .0030389   -48.91   0.000    -.1545771   -.1426647

OP_CASH_GROWTH     3.53e-07   7.09e-08     4.98   0.000     2.14e-07    4.92e-07

   SALE_GROWTH     -.002804   .0013564    -2.07   0.039    -.0054626   -.0001455

           AGE    -.0009817   .0000921   -10.66   0.000    -.0011622   -.0008012

         SIZE2    -.9666976   .0040788  -237.00   0.000     -.974692   -.9587033

         SIZE1      .842337    .004249   198.24   0.000     .8340091    .8506649

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0120361   .0018776    -6.41   0.000    -.0157162   -.0083561

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000394   6.35e-06    -6.20   0.000    -.0000518   -.0000269

  PRD_COST_VOL     -.000017   5.41e-06    -3.15   0.002    -.0000276   -6.43e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -4.95e-06   7.08e-07    -7.00   0.000    -6.34e-06   -3.56e-06

      EARN_VOL     1.45e-07   7.63e-08     1.91   0.057    -4.16e-09    2.95e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000171   .0000105     1.62   0.105    -3.58e-06    .0000377

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000831   3.32e-06    25.05   0.000     .0000766    .0000896

     RECEIV_TO      .000118   .0000102    11.55   0.000      .000098    .0001381

        INV_TO     .0000152   9.17e-06     1.66   0.098    -2.79e-06    .0000332

        PAY_TO    -3.66e-07   8.37e-08    -4.38   0.000    -5.30e-07   -2.02e-07

     EXP_SALES     .0116877   .0020554     5.69   0.000     .0076591    .0157162

     EXP_OP_CF     .0209998   .0081478     2.58   0.010     .0050304    .0369692

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(43)      =  73483.18

       overall = 0.3341                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3722                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2534                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    190189
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Breusch and Pagan Test 

 

Hausman Test 

  

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  1.2e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .1251015       .3536969

                       e     .0735914       .2712773

               CASH_SALE     .2662805       .5160237

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_SALE[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =     2019.31

                 chi2(16) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

     ECO_INV      .0171147      .016021        .0010937        .0023146

        DEBT      .0286788    -.0141952        .0428741        .0236968

    REAL_INT      .0929351     .0890825        .0038527        .0214541

         GDP      .1513432     .1294068        .0219364        .0137683

     IND_AVG      .0461135      .044194        .0019195        .0029129

        CONC     -.0357122    -.0396005        .0038883        .0023684

     IND_LIQ      .0603942     .0620723       -.0016782        .0175379

         TAX     -.0000725    -.0000884        .0000159        .0000111

     OP_CASH      .0228076     .0263348       -.0035272         .000411

         MTB      .0008333     .0008072        .0000261        .0000273

         DOA     -.1278305    -.1486209        .0207904         .001198

OP_CASH_GR~H      2.87e-07     3.53e-07       -6.60e-08        1.93e-08

 SALE_GROWTH     -.0001988     -.002804        .0026052        .0004861

         AGE      .0002751    -.0009817        .0012569        .0008553

       SIZE2     -1.089382    -.9666976       -.1226841        .0034383

       SIZE1      .9168704      .842337        .0745334        .0042301

  TOTAL_ACCR     -.0173134    -.0120361       -.0052773        .0009611

  PROFIT_VOL     -.0000307    -.0000394        8.64e-06        2.79e-06

PRD_COST_VOL     -.0000126     -.000017        4.42e-06        2.38e-06

  GROWTH_VOL     -3.67e-06    -4.95e-06        1.28e-06        2.35e-07

    EARN_VOL      1.26e-07     1.45e-07       -1.90e-08        2.31e-08

CASH_FLOW_~L      .0000158     .0000171       -1.27e-06        2.62e-06

CASH_CONV_~C      .0000698     .0000831       -.0000133        1.55e-06

   RECEIV_TO      .0000834      .000118       -.0000346        3.97e-06

      INV_TO      6.12e-08     .0000152       -.0000151        3.77e-06

      PAY_TO     -4.18e-07    -3.66e-07       -5.18e-08        2.19e-08

   EXP_SALES      7.16e-09     1.17e-08       -4.53e-09        1.70e-09

   EXP_OP_CF      2.46e-08     2.10e-08        3.60e-09        2.82e-09

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     
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Appendix 4 Cash Asset Ratio (Imputed data) Firm level 

Model  

Fixed Model 

 

Breusch and Pagan Test 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191365) =     9.35       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69190168   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292093

       sigma_u    .25913442

                                                                                

         _cons     .4062667   .0095609    42.49   0.000     .3875276    .4250058

           TAX     .0000323   .0000291     1.11   0.267    -.0000247    .0000893

       OP_CASH     .0150342   .0009579    15.70   0.000     .0131568    .0169116

           MTB     .0083281    .000397    20.98   0.000     .0075501    .0091062

           DOA    -.0616409   .0018194   -33.88   0.000     -.065207   -.0580749

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.78e-07   4.55e-08    -3.91   0.000    -2.67e-07   -8.85e-08

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0007835   .0007311    -1.07   0.284    -.0022165    .0006496

           AGE    -.0000202    .000173    -0.12   0.907    -.0003594    .0003189

         SIZE2    -.0263019   .0018716   -14.05   0.000    -.0299703   -.0226336

         SIZE1     .0168214   .0029449     5.71   0.000     .0110495    .0225933

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0183902   .0010999   -16.72   0.000     -.020546   -.0162343

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.81e-06   1.80e-06    -1.01   0.314    -5.35e-06    1.72e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL     1.93e-07   1.53e-06     0.13   0.900    -2.81e-06    3.19e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -4.89e-08   1.37e-06    -0.04   0.972    -2.74e-06    2.65e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.37e-08   4.25e-08     1.97   0.049     3.96e-10    1.67e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000214   5.35e-06     3.99   0.000     .0000109    .0000319

 CASH_CONV_CYC    -1.14e-08   2.79e-08    -0.41   0.683    -6.62e-08    4.33e-08

     RECEIV_TO     .0000123   5.82e-06     2.11   0.035     8.71e-07    .0000237

        INV_TO     .0000173   5.02e-06     3.44   0.001     7.45e-06    .0000271

        PAY_TO    -1.39e-07   6.16e-08    -2.26   0.024    -2.60e-07   -1.85e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0010746   .0014719     0.73   0.465    -.0018103    .0039596

     EXP_OP_CF     .0005261   .0054073     0.10   0.922    -.0100722    .0111244

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0056                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(21,191365)       =    107.24

       overall = 0.0075                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0063                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  2.1e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0545734       .2336096

                       e     .0299016       .1729209

               CASH_AS~T     .0805412       .2837979

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_ASSET[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects
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Random Model 

 

Hausman Test 

 

  

                                                                                

           rho       .64603   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292093

       sigma_u     .2336096

                                                                                

         _cons     .5369396   .0068223    78.70   0.000     .5235681    .5503111

       PRIVATE    -.0904748   .0049331   -18.34   0.000    -.1001434   -.0808061

        GLOBAL    -.0377373   .0038224    -9.87   0.000    -.0452291   -.0302455

           TAX     .0000508   .0000286     1.77   0.076    -5.34e-06     .000107

       OP_CASH     .0166307   .0009378    17.73   0.000     .0147926    .0184687

       DIVERSE    -.0007329   .0001061    -6.91   0.000    -.0009408    -.000525

           MTB     .0099391   .0003789    26.23   0.000     .0091965    .0106818

           DOA    -.0619678   .0017302   -35.82   0.000    -.0653589   -.0585767

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -2.76e-07   4.41e-08    -6.25   0.000    -3.63e-07   -1.90e-07

   SALE_GROWTH     .0002714   .0007049     0.39   0.700    -.0011101    .0016529

           AGE    -.0008907   .0000548   -16.25   0.000    -.0009981   -.0007833

         SIZE2    -.0146742   .0015966    -9.19   0.000    -.0178035    -.011545

         SIZE1    -.0168374   .0020922    -8.05   0.000    -.0209381   -.0127367

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0137087   .0010071   -13.61   0.000    -.0156826   -.0117347

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.22e-06   1.75e-06    -0.70   0.485    -4.64e-06    2.20e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL    -3.78e-07   1.50e-06    -0.25   0.801    -3.33e-06    2.57e-06

    GROWTH_VOL     3.08e-07   1.35e-06     0.23   0.820    -2.34e-06    2.96e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.75e-08   4.11e-08     2.13   0.033     6.87e-09    1.68e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000267   5.26e-06     5.07   0.000     .0000164     .000037

 CASH_CONV_CYC     1.61e-08   2.73e-08     0.59   0.556    -3.75e-08    6.96e-08

     RECEIV_TO     .0000176   5.55e-06     3.17   0.002     6.74e-06    .0000285

        INV_TO     .0000245   4.69e-06     5.23   0.000     .0000153    .0000337

        PAY_TO    -1.39e-07   6.06e-08    -2.30   0.021    -2.58e-07   -2.08e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0021764   .0011944     1.82   0.068    -.0001646    .0045174

     EXP_OP_CF      .001381   .0051006     0.27   0.787     -.008616    .0113781

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(24)      =   3692.95

       overall = 0.0265                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0364                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0104                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    237486

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =      935.72

                 chi2(13) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg
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Appendix 5 Cash Asset Ratio (Imputed data) Industry level 

Model  

Fixed Model 

 

 

  

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191362) =     9.32       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69192071   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17289252

       sigma_u     .2591034

                                                                                

         _cons     .4697761   .0418619    11.22   0.000     .3877277    .5518244

       IND_AVG     .0175992   .0062794     2.80   0.005     .0052918    .0299067

          CONC    -.0076767   .0063406    -1.21   0.226    -.0201041    .0047508

       IND_LIQ    -.1569754    .030754    -5.10   0.000    -.2172526   -.0966983

           TAX     .0000326   .0000291     1.12   0.263    -.0000245    .0000896

       OP_CASH     .0149398   .0009578    15.60   0.000     .0130625    .0168171

           MTB     .0083078   .0003969    20.93   0.000     .0075299    .0090858

           DOA    -.0614183   .0018194   -33.76   0.000    -.0649844   -.0578523

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.76e-07   4.55e-08    -3.87   0.000    -2.65e-07   -8.69e-08

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0007777    .000731    -1.06   0.287    -.0022105    .0006551

           AGE     .0001122   .0002921     0.38   0.701    -.0004603    .0006847

         SIZE2     -.026068   .0018716   -13.93   0.000    -.0297364   -.0223996

         SIZE1     .0160094   .0029469     5.43   0.000     .0102335    .0217852

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0184962   .0010998   -16.82   0.000    -.0206518   -.0163406

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.85e-06   1.80e-06    -1.03   0.304    -5.38e-06    1.68e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL     1.62e-07   1.53e-06     0.11   0.916    -2.84e-06    3.16e-06

    GROWTH_VOL    -3.47e-08   1.37e-06    -0.03   0.980    -2.73e-06    2.66e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.73e-08   4.25e-08     2.06   0.040     4.07e-09    1.71e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000214   5.35e-06     3.99   0.000     .0000109    .0000319

 CASH_CONV_CYC    -1.06e-08   2.79e-08    -0.38   0.704    -6.54e-08    4.41e-08

     RECEIV_TO     .0000124   5.81e-06     2.13   0.033     1.01e-06    .0000238

        INV_TO     .0000168   5.02e-06     3.34   0.001     6.94e-06    .0000266

        PAY_TO    -1.41e-07   6.16e-08    -2.28   0.023    -2.61e-07   -1.97e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0011541   .0014717     0.78   0.433    -.0017304    .0040386

     EXP_OP_CF     .0005861   .0054065     0.11   0.914    -.0100105    .0111827

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0058                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(24,191362)       =     96.62

       overall = 0.0079                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0066                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0120                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Random model 

 

 

 

                                                                                

           rho    .64369696   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17289252

       sigma_u    .23238451

                                                                                

         _cons     .3676393   .0285004    12.90   0.000     .3117796     .423499

        RETAIL     .0782624   .0095293     8.21   0.000     .0595854    .0969394

         TRANS      .075399   .0102027     7.39   0.000     .0554021    .0953959

          TEXT     .0782601   .0132801     5.89   0.000     .0522316    .1042886

           PUB     .0549948   .0113791     4.83   0.000     .0326921    .0772975

          POST     .0972886   .0128366     7.58   0.000     .0721293     .122448

         METAL     .0260128   .0104734     2.48   0.013     .0054852    .0465403

          MANU     .0439372   .0099079     4.43   0.000      .024518    .0633564

         HOTEL     .0319859   .0104031     3.07   0.002     .0115962    .0523756

          UTIL     .0335912   .0137679     2.44   0.015     .0066066    .0605759

          FOOD     .0149008   .0112142     1.33   0.184    -.0070785    .0368802

          CONS     .0719967   .0099369     7.25   0.000     .0525208    .0914727

          CHEM       .01333   .0103446     1.29   0.198    -.0069451    .0336052

       IND_AVG     .0414941    .004277     9.70   0.000     .0331113     .049877

          CONC    -.0038992   .0062055    -0.63   0.530    -.0160617    .0082634

       IND_LIQ    -.0663492    .023415    -2.83   0.005    -.1122418   -.0204565

       PRIVATE    -.0934816   .0049268   -18.97   0.000     -.103138   -.0838253

        GLOBAL    -.0373414   .0038155    -9.79   0.000    -.0448195   -.0298632

           TAX     .0000489   .0000286     1.71   0.088    -7.24e-06     .000105

       OP_CASH     .0168954   .0009379    18.01   0.000     .0150571    .0187338

       DIVERSE    -.0006981   .0001057    -6.60   0.000    -.0009053    -.000491

           MTB     .0099311   .0003787    26.23   0.000     .0091889    .0106732

           DOA    -.0617436   .0017293   -35.70   0.000    -.0651329   -.0583542

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -2.68e-07   4.41e-08    -6.08   0.000    -3.55e-07   -1.82e-07

   SALE_GROWTH     .0004799    .000705     0.68   0.496    -.0009018    .0018617

           AGE    -.0008938   .0000566   -15.79   0.000    -.0010048   -.0007828

         SIZE2     -.017332   .0016249   -10.67   0.000    -.0205167   -.0141473

         SIZE1    -.0160117   .0021297    -7.52   0.000     -.020186   -.0118375

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0136329   .0010098   -13.50   0.000     -.015612   -.0116538

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.24e-06   1.75e-06    -0.71   0.476    -4.66e-06    2.18e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL    -4.74e-07   1.50e-06    -0.32   0.753    -3.42e-06    2.47e-06

    GROWTH_VOL     4.06e-07   1.35e-06     0.30   0.764    -2.24e-06    3.05e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.69e-08   4.11e-08     2.11   0.034     6.35e-09    1.68e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000267   5.26e-06     5.07   0.000     .0000164     .000037

 CASH_CONV_CYC     1.50e-08   2.73e-08     0.55   0.583    -3.85e-08    6.85e-08

     RECEIV_TO     .0000154   5.57e-06     2.77   0.006     4.53e-06    .0000263

        INV_TO     .0000196   4.79e-06     4.10   0.000     .0000102     .000029

        PAY_TO    -1.36e-07   6.05e-08    -2.25   0.025    -2.55e-07   -1.75e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0018144   .0011923     1.52   0.128    -.0005225    .0041513

     EXP_OP_CF     .0013954   .0050964     0.27   0.784    -.0085934    .0113842

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(39)      =   4352.37

       overall = 0.0355                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0461                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0111                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    237486
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Breusch and Pagan Test 

 

Hausman Test 

 

  

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  2.1e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0540026       .2323845

                       e     .0298918       .1728925

               CASH_AS~T     .0805412       .2837979

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_ASSET[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =      791.22

                 chi2(12) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

     IND_AVG      .0175992     .0414941       -.0238949        .0045976

        CONC     -.0076767    -.0038992       -.0037775        .0013019

     IND_LIQ     -.1569754    -.0663492       -.0906263        .0199386

         TAX      .0000326     .0000489       -.0000163        5.14e-06

     OP_CASH      .0149398     .0168954       -.0019556        .0001942

         MTB      .0083078     .0099311       -.0016232        .0001191

         DOA     -.0614183    -.0617436        .0003252        .0005656

OP_CASH_GR~H     -1.76e-07    -2.68e-07        9.24e-08        1.10e-08

 SALE_GROWTH     -.0007777     .0004799       -.0012576        .0001934

         AGE      .0001122    -.0008938         .001006        .0002865

       SIZE2      -.026068     -.017332        -.008736        .0009289

       SIZE1      .0160094    -.0160117        .0320211        .0020368

  TOTAL_ACCR     -.0184962    -.0136329       -.0048633        .0004359

  PROFIT_VOL     -1.85e-06    -1.24e-06       -6.08e-07        4.46e-07

PRD_COST_VOL      1.62e-07    -4.74e-07        6.36e-07        2.89e-07

  GROWTH_VOL     -3.47e-08     4.06e-07       -4.41e-07        2.59e-07

    EARN_VOL      8.73e-08     8.69e-08        4.01e-10        1.07e-08

CASH_FLOW_~L      .0000214     .0000267       -5.33e-06        9.74e-07

CASH_CONV_~C     -1.06e-08     1.50e-08       -2.56e-08        5.86e-09

   RECEIV_TO      .0000124     .0000154       -3.03e-06        1.68e-06

      INV_TO      .0000168     .0000196       -2.83e-06        1.52e-06

      PAY_TO     -1.41e-07    -1.36e-07       -4.37e-09        1.16e-08

   EXP_SALES      1.15e-09     1.81e-09       -6.60e-10        8.63e-10

   EXP_OP_CF      5.86e-10     1.40e-09       -8.09e-10        1.80e-09

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     
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Appendix 6 Cash Asset Ratio (Imputed data) All level Model  

Fixed Model 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191358) =     9.32       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69270603   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17288264

       sigma_u    .25956662

                                                                                

         _cons     .3665582   .0509399     7.20   0.000     .2667171    .4663993

       ECO_INV     .0077504   .0027869     2.78   0.005     .0022882    .0132126

          DEBT    -.0905393   .0365006    -2.48   0.013    -.1620796   -.0189989

      REAL_INT     .1660994   .0379278     4.38   0.000     .0917618    .2404369

           GDP     .0125872    .028248     0.45   0.656    -.0427782    .0679527

       IND_AVG     .0103001   .0068625     1.50   0.133    -.0031501    .0237504

          CONC    -.0065085   .0064979    -1.00   0.317    -.0192442    .0062272

       IND_LIQ    -.0215027   .0431653    -0.50   0.618    -.1061058    .0631003

           TAX      .000033   .0000291     1.13   0.257     -.000024      .00009

       OP_CASH     .0148118   .0009585    15.45   0.000     .0129332    .0166904

           MTB     .0083038   .0003969    20.92   0.000     .0075258    .0090817

           DOA    -.0611894   .0018206   -33.61   0.000    -.0647577   -.0576212

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.77e-07   4.55e-08    -3.90   0.000    -2.66e-07   -8.81e-08

   SALE_GROWTH    -.0007154   .0007315    -0.98   0.328    -.0021491    .0007184

           AGE     .0002548   .0005008     0.51   0.611    -.0007267    .0012363

         SIZE2    -.0260023   .0018719   -13.89   0.000    -.0296712   -.0223334

         SIZE1     .0156814   .0029515     5.31   0.000     .0098965    .0214663

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0185179   .0010998   -16.84   0.000    -.0206735   -.0163624

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.85e-06   1.80e-06    -1.03   0.304    -5.38e-06    1.68e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL     1.14e-07   1.53e-06     0.07   0.941    -2.89e-06    3.11e-06

    GROWTH_VOL     6.60e-09   1.37e-06     0.00   0.996    -2.69e-06    2.70e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.97e-08   4.25e-08     2.11   0.035     6.44e-09    1.73e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000213   5.35e-06     3.98   0.000     .0000108    .0000318

 CASH_CONV_CYC    -9.91e-09   2.79e-08    -0.35   0.723    -6.46e-08    4.48e-08

     RECEIV_TO     .0000121   5.81e-06     2.09   0.037     7.43e-07    .0000235

        INV_TO     .0000167   5.02e-06     3.32   0.001     6.82e-06    .0000265

        PAY_TO    -1.41e-07   6.16e-08    -2.29   0.022    -2.62e-07   -2.02e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0011856   .0014717     0.81   0.420     -.001699    .0040701

     EXP_OP_CF     .0007179   .0054065     0.13   0.894    -.0098788    .0113146

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0226                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(28,191358)       =     83.75

       overall = 0.0054                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0038                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0121                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Random Model 

 
                                                                                

           rho    .64361432   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17288264

       sigma_u    .23232936

                                                                                

         _cons     .4162868   .0499064     8.34   0.000     .3184719    .5141016

       ECO_INV     .0141618   .0024099     5.88   0.000     .0094384    .0188851

          DEBT    -.0661793   .0341406    -1.94   0.053    -.1330937     .000735

      REAL_INT     .1309591   .0358064     3.66   0.000     .0607799    .2011383

           GDP     .0487534   .0268969     1.81   0.070    -.0039635    .1014703

        RETAIL     .0839034   .0095808     8.76   0.000     .0651252    .1026815

         TRANS      .080327   .0102961     7.80   0.000     .0601469     .100507

          TEXT     .0694009   .0133366     5.20   0.000     .0432616    .0955402

           PUB     .0600873    .011556     5.20   0.000      .037438    .0827366

          POST      .121635   .0132937     9.15   0.000     .0955797    .1476902

         METAL     .0178264   .0105495     1.69   0.091    -.0028503    .0385031

          MANU     .0412093     .00998     4.13   0.000     .0216488    .0607697

         HOTEL     .0323246   .0104136     3.10   0.002     .0119144    .0527349

          UTIL     .0600553   .0142278     4.22   0.000     .0321694    .0879412

          FOOD     .0311921   .0114372     2.73   0.006     .0087756    .0536087

          CONS     .0672844   .0100063     6.72   0.000     .0476723    .0868964

          CHEM     .0241635   .0104558     2.31   0.021     .0036705    .0446565

       IND_AVG     .0098951   .0066893     1.48   0.139    -.0032156    .0230059

          CONC    -.0049987   .0063871    -0.78   0.434    -.0175172    .0075198

       IND_LIQ    -.0134596    .042251    -0.32   0.750      -.09627    .0693508

       PRIVATE    -.0945712   .0049293   -19.19   0.000    -.1042325   -.0849099

        GLOBAL     -.038079   .0038168    -9.98   0.000    -.0455599   -.0305982

           TAX     .0000487   .0000286     1.70   0.089    -7.41e-06    .0001048

       OP_CASH     .0167628   .0009385    17.86   0.000     .0149234    .0186023

       DIVERSE    -.0006838   .0001057    -6.47   0.000    -.0008909   -.0004766

           MTB     .0099408   .0003786    26.25   0.000     .0091987    .0106829

           DOA    -.0614296   .0017299   -35.51   0.000    -.0648202    -.058039

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -2.71e-07   4.41e-08    -6.14   0.000    -3.57e-07   -1.84e-07

   SALE_GROWTH     .0006585   .0007056     0.93   0.351    -.0007245    .0020415

           AGE    -.0009277    .000057   -16.26   0.000    -.0010395   -.0008159

         SIZE2    -.0172247   .0016249   -10.60   0.000    -.0204094   -.0140399

         SIZE1    -.0167724    .002134    -7.86   0.000    -.0209549   -.0125899

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0136626   .0010097   -13.53   0.000    -.0156416   -.0116837

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.25e-06   1.75e-06    -0.72   0.474    -4.67e-06    2.17e-06

  PRD_COST_VOL    -5.32e-07   1.50e-06    -0.35   0.723    -3.48e-06    2.41e-06

    GROWTH_VOL     4.56e-07   1.35e-06     0.34   0.736    -2.19e-06    3.10e-06

      EARN_VOL     8.71e-08   4.11e-08     2.12   0.034     6.47e-09    1.68e-07

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000265   5.26e-06     5.04   0.000     .0000162    .0000368

 CASH_CONV_CYC     1.56e-08   2.73e-08     0.57   0.567    -3.79e-08    6.92e-08

     RECEIV_TO      .000015   5.57e-06     2.69   0.007     4.09e-06    .0000259

        INV_TO     .0000193   4.79e-06     4.04   0.000     9.94e-06    .0000287

        PAY_TO    -1.35e-07   6.05e-08    -2.23   0.026    -2.54e-07   -1.64e-08

     EXP_SALES     .0018405   .0011922     1.54   0.123    -.0004961    .0041771

     EXP_OP_CF     .0014367   .0050961     0.28   0.778    -.0085514    .0114248

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000

                                                Wald chi2(43)      =   4407.92

       overall = 0.0357                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0464                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0113                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =    237486
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Breusch and Pagan Test 

 

Hausman Test 

  

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000

                             chibar2(01) =  2.1e+05

        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0539769       .2323294

                       e     .0298884       .1728826

               CASH_AS~T     .0805412       .2837979

                                                       

                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)

        Estimated results:

        CASH_ASSET[BvDIDNumberID,t] = Xb + u[BvDIDNumberID] + e[BvDIDNumberID,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                Prob>chi2 =      0.0000

                          =      785.35

                 chi2(16) = (b-B)'[(V_b-V_B)^(-1)](b-B)

    Test:  Ho:  difference in coefficients not systematic

            B = inconsistent under Ha, efficient under Ho; obtained from xtreg

                           b = consistent under Ho and Ha; obtained from xtreg

                                                                              

     ECO_INV      .0077504     .0141618       -.0064114        .0013996

        DEBT     -.0905393    -.0661793       -.0243599        .0129118

    REAL_INT      .1660994     .1309591        .0351403        .0125068

         GDP      .0125872     .0487534       -.0361661        .0086318

     IND_AVG      .0103001     .0098951         .000405         .001532

        CONC     -.0065085    -.0049987       -.0015098        .0011947

     IND_LIQ     -.0215027    -.0134596       -.0080431        .0088374

         TAX       .000033     .0000487       -.0000157        5.14e-06

     OP_CASH      .0148118     .0167628        -.001951        .0001946

         MTB      .0083038     .0099408       -.0016371        .0001191

         DOA     -.0611894    -.0614296        .0002402        .0005673

OP_CASH_GR~H     -1.77e-07    -2.71e-07        9.36e-08        1.11e-08

 SALE_GROWTH     -.0007154     .0006585       -.0013739        .0001929

         AGE      .0002548    -.0009277        .0011825        .0004975

       SIZE2     -.0260023    -.0172247       -.0087776        .0009293

       SIZE1      .0156814    -.0167724        .0324538         .002039

  TOTAL_ACCR     -.0185179    -.0136626       -.0048553         .000436

  PROFIT_VOL     -1.85e-06    -1.25e-06       -6.03e-07        4.46e-07

PRD_COST_VOL      1.14e-07    -5.32e-07        6.46e-07        2.90e-07

  GROWTH_VOL      6.60e-09     4.56e-07       -4.49e-07        2.59e-07

    EARN_VOL      8.97e-08     8.71e-08        2.65e-09        1.07e-08

CASH_FLOW_~L      .0000213     .0000265       -5.21e-06        9.75e-07

CASH_CONV_~C     -9.91e-09     1.56e-08       -2.56e-08        5.86e-09

   RECEIV_TO      .0000121      .000015       -2.86e-06        1.68e-06

      INV_TO      .0000167     .0000193       -2.65e-06        1.52e-06

      PAY_TO     -1.41e-07    -1.35e-07       -5.89e-09        1.16e-08

   EXP_SALES      1.19e-09     1.84e-09       -6.55e-10        8.63e-10

   EXP_OP_CF      7.18e-10     1.44e-09       -7.19e-10        1.81e-09

                                                                              

                   fixed        random       Difference          S.E.

                    (b)          (B)            (b-B)     sqrt(diag(V_b-V_B))

                      Coefficients     
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Appendix 7 Descriptive Statistics for Cash Sale Ratio Data  

   

Variables N Mean Std. Deviation Skewness Kurtosis

CASH_SALE 190189 0.34 0.52 3.88 18.61

DIV_GROWTH 1024 1.77 12.01 13.57 212.36

EXP_OP_CF 97219 .0103 .18010 -14.612 3275.327

EXP_SALES 190189 .0923 .87576 39.250 2500.396

PAY_TO 183699 109.74 8740.74 331.02 122948.00

DIV_PAY 1299 -3.73 439.39 -7.30 476.56

INV_TO 162262 47.75 107.19 4.65 25.90

RECEIV_TO 175538 29.03 83.66 6.57 51.50

CASH_CONV_CYC 152868 62.96 122.73 44.21 4379.77

CASH_FLOW_VOL 78198 0.27 120.22 -171.61 45708.75

EARN_VOL 152245 -40.70 9433.24 73.66 16102.01

GROWTH_VOL 155115 -2.81 1388.65 -388.37 152308.11

PRD_COST_VOL 157818 1.00 93.94 200.59 45967.07

PROFIT_VOL 163526 0.46 52.90 333.24 122028.82

TOTAL_ACCR 165166 2.56 0.88 0.25 0.77

SIZE1 190189 3.96 0.72 0.63 1.84

SIZE2 190189 4.15 0.68 0.52 1.64

AGE 190105 24.40 21.92 1.69 3.22

SALE_GROWTH 169996 0.12 0.52 8.14 102.25

OP_CASH_GROWTH 75633 57.79 9446.34 175.23 35861.78

DOA 189419 0.05 0.28 -1.94 256.62

MTB 189970 0.99 65.09 300.87 98391.94

DIVERSE 190189 2.38 15.18 24.73 879.71

OP_CASH 69123 3.02 0.74 0.58 2.62

CE 8092 2.11 1.03 -0.18 -0.02

INV 69196 2.26 1.65 -0.69 1.13

NON_CASH_WC 21112 3.22 0.88 0.10 0.59

TAX 168177 0.06 44.95 -376.53 148921.11

RENUM 1959 9.08 94.77 13.09 186.16

IND_LIQ 190189 0.87 0.03 0.27 -0.64

CONC 190189 0.34 0.16 2.12 6.10

GDP 190189 0.01 0.03 -1.08 -0.10

REAL_INT 190189 0.01 0.02 -0.49 -1.11

DEBT 190189 0.18 0.03 -0.06 -0.78

ECO_INV 190189 3.75 0.54 -0.23 -1.52

IND_AVG 190189 4.29 0.22 0.43 1.08

Descriptive Statistics for Cash Sale Ratio Data
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Appendix 8 Model Summary and Results of Cash Asset Ratio 

OLS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

10 .241
j .058 .058 .27549 .000 2.145 1 53237 .143

j. Predictors: (Constant), PRIVATE, PAY_TO, EXP_OP_CF, RECEIV_TO, SALE_GROWTH, MTB, CASH_CONV_CYC, 

AGE, DOA, DIVERSE, EXP_SALES, OP_CASH, GLOBAL, SIZE2, SIZE1

k. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Cash Asset Ratio Firml Level Model Summary

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 248.439 15 16.563 218.224 .000
k

Residual 4040.624 53238 .076

Total 4289.063 53253

k. Predictors: (Constant), PRIVATE, PAY_TO, EXP_OP_CF, RECEIV_TO, SALE_GROWTH, MTB, 

CASH_CONV_CYC, AGE, DOA, DIVERSE, EXP_SALES, OP_CASH, GLOBAL, SIZE2, SIZE1

10

Cash asset firm level data ANOVA
a

Model

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

15 .260
o .068 .067 .27408 .000 2.556 1 53227 .110

p. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

o. Predictors: (Constant), WOOD, PROFIT_VOL, PAY_TO, MTB, GLOBAL, FOOD, SALE_GROWTH, RECEIV_TO, PUB, UTIL, 

CASH_CONV_CYC, METAL, CHEM, AGE, DOA, CONS, HOTEL, MANU, DIVERSE, OP_CASH, PRIVATE, IND_LIQ, SIZE2, 

IND_AVG, SIZE1

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

Cash Asset Ratio Indusrial Level Model Summary

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 290.492 25 11.620 154.678 .000
p

Residual 3998.571 53228 .075

Total 4289.063 53253

p. Predictors: (Constant), WOOD, PROFIT_VOL, PAY_TO, MTB, GLOBAL, FOOD, SALE_GROWTH, 

RECEIV_TO, PUB, UTIL, CASH_CONV_CYC, METAL, CHEM, AGE, DOA, CONS, HOTEL, MANU, 

15

Cash Asset Industrial Level Data ANOVA
a

Model

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

16 .261
p .068 .067 .27407 .000 .871 1 53224 .351

p. Predictors: (Constant), WOOD, PROFIT_VOL, PAY_TO, MTB, TEXT, FOOD, PRIVATE, RECEIV_TO, SALE_GROWTH, PUB, UTIL, 

CASH_CONV_CYC, METAL, CHEM, AGE, DOA, CONS, HOTEL, MANU, DIVERSE, REAL_INT, TRANS, DEBT, OP_CASH, GLOBAL, 

SIZE2, SIZE1, ECO_INV

q. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Cash Asset Ratio All Data Model Summary
q

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error of 

the Estimate

Change Statistics

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 291.228 28 10.401 138.473 .000
q

Residual 3997.835 53225 .075

Total 4289.063 53253

q. Predictors: (Constant), WOOD, PROFIT_VOL, PAY_TO, MTB, TEXT, FOOD, PRIVATE, 

RECEIV_TO, SALE_GROWTH, PUB, UTIL, CASH_CONV_CYC, METAL, CHEM, AGE, DOA, CONS, 

16

Cash Asset All Data ANOVA
a

Model
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .650 .065 9.987 .000 .523 .778

PAY_TO 3.135E-07 .000 .010 2.412 .016 .000 .000 .011 .010 .010 .999 1.001

RECEIV_TO 8.617E-05 .000 .025 5.927 .000 .000 .000 .027 .026 .025 .967 1.034

CASH_CONV_CYC
6.939E-05 .000 .054 12.678 .000 .000 .000 .057 .055 .053 .953 1.049

PROFIT_VOL -7.310E-06 .000 -.007 -1.723 .085 .000 .000 -.003 -.007 -.007 .997 1.003

SIZE1 -.012 .004 -.029 -3.147 .002 -.020 -.005 -.085 -.014 -.013 .205 4.876

SIZE2 -.052 .003 -.129 -15.616 .000 -.059 -.046 -.097 -.068 -.065 .257 3.886

AGE .000 .000 -.037 -8.333 .000 -.001 .000 -.089 -.036 -.035 .874 1.144

SALE_GROWTH .012 .002 .021 5.067 .000 .007 .016 .035 .022 .021 .976 1.024

DOA -.049 .005 -.041 -9.087 .000 -.060 -.038 -.063 -.039 -.038 .862 1.161

MTB .076 .002 .165 37.864 0.000 .072 .080 .185 .162 .158 .919 1.088

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.034 -7.554 .000 -.001 -.001 -.050 -.033 -.032 .879 1.138

OP_CASH .032 .003 .079 10.457 .000 .026 .038 -.043 .045 .044 .305 3.276

GLOBAL -.019 .005 -.026 -3.840 .000 -.029 -.009 .012 -.017 -.016 .389 2.571

PRIVATE -.073 .006 -.081 -12.232 .000 -.085 -.061 -.049 -.053 -.051 .395 2.533

IND_LIQ -.247 .056 -.027 -4.395 .000 -.357 -.137 -.047 -.019 -.018 .477 2.096

IND_AVG .025 .009 .020 2.777 .005 .007 .043 .023 .012 .012 .344 2.907

CHEM -.063 .005 -.055 -12.226 .000 -.073 -.053 -.040 -.053 -.051 .858 1.166

CONS -.021 .005 -.025 -4.421 .000 -.030 -.012 .011 -.019 -.019 .568 1.761

FOOD -.057 .007 -.039 -8.311 .000 -.071 -.044 -.028 -.036 -.035 .798 1.252

UTIL -.080 .012 -.033 -6.648 .000 -.103 -.056 .005 -.029 -.028 .717 1.394

HOTEL -.065 .005 -.057 -11.931 .000 -.075 -.054 -.018 -.052 -.050 .769 1.300

MANU -.031 .005 -.038 -6.376 .000 -.041 -.021 -.030 -.028 -.027 .490 2.043

METAL -.052 .007 -.041 -7.607 .000 -.066 -.039 -.041 -.033 -.032 .592 1.689

PUB -.029 .008 -.018 -3.806 .000 -.044 -.014 .001 -.016 -.016 .804 1.243

WOOD -.079 .009 -.036 -8.420 .000 -.097 -.061 -.033 -.036 -.035 .943 1.060

15

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Cash Asset Ratio Industrial Level Model

Model

Unstandardized Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .517 .013 38.668 0.000 .491 .543

PAY_TO 3.132E-07 .000 .010 2.410 .016 .000 .000 .011 .010 .010 .999 1.001

RECEIV_TO 8.541E-05 .000 .025 5.873 .000 .000 .000 .027 .025 .025 .966 1.035

CASH_CONV_CYC 6.882E-05 .000 .054 12.564 .000 .000 .000 .057 .054 .053 .951 1.051

PROFIT_VOL -7.354E-06 .000 -.007 -1.733 .083 .000 .000 -.003 -.008 -.007 .997 1.003

SIZE1 -.012 .004 -.028 -3.018 .003 -.019 -.004 -.085 -.013 -.013 .205 4.872

SIZE2 -.053 .003 -.131 -15.818 .000 -.060 -.046 -.097 -.068 -.066 .255 3.921

AGE -.001 .000 -.038 -8.445 .000 -.001 .000 -.089 -.037 -.035 .875 1.143

SALE_GROWTH .012 .002 .022 5.256 .000 .008 .017 .035 .023 .022 .974 1.026

REAL_INT .219 .087 .013 2.505 .012 .048 .390 .012 .011 .010 .615 1.625

DEBT -.137 .076 -.015 -1.797 .072 -.286 .012 -.008 -.008 -.008 .238 4.205

ECO_INV .016 .004 .031 3.761 .000 .008 .025 .000 .016 .016 .259 3.855

DOA -.049 .005 -.041 -9.076 .000 -.060 -.038 -.063 -.039 -.038 .861 1.162

MTB .076 .002 .166 37.968 0.000 .072 .080 .185 .162 .159 .919 1.088

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.034 -7.517 .000 -.001 -.001 -.050 -.033 -.031 .878 1.138

OP_CASH .032 .003 .080 10.558 .000 .026 .038 -.043 .046 .044 .304 3.292

GLOBAL -.020 .005 -.028 -4.076 .000 -.030 -.011 .012 -.018 -.017 .384 2.606

PRIVATE -.075 .006 -.083 -12.430 .000 -.086 -.063 -.049 -.054 -.052 .390 2.566

CHEM -.064 .005 -.056 -12.535 .000 -.074 -.054 -.040 -.054 -.052 .875 1.143

CONS -.035 .004 -.042 -8.960 .000 -.043 -.028 .011 -.039 -.037 .810 1.235

FOOD -.051 .006 -.035 -8.030 .000 -.064 -.039 -.028 -.035 -.034 .927 1.079

UTIL -.060 .011 -.025 -5.601 .000 -.081 -.039 .005 -.024 -.023 .895 1.118

HOTEL -.077 .005 -.068 -14.516 .000 -.088 -.067 -.018 -.063 -.061 .795 1.258

MANU -.053 .004 -.065 -13.873 .000 -.060 -.045 -.030 -.060 -.058 .799 1.251

METAL -.078 .006 -.062 -13.976 .000 -.089 -.067 -.041 -.060 -.058 .898 1.113

PUB -.045 .007 -.028 -6.352 .000 -.059 -.031 .001 -.028 -.027 .919 1.089

TEXT -.027 .010 -.011 -2.683 .007 -.046 -.007 -.001 -.012 -.011 .966 1.035

TRANS -.017 .005 -.017 -3.789 .000 -.026 -.008 .026 -.016 -.016 .846 1.182

WOOD -.091 .009 -.042 -9.800 .000 -.109 -.073 -.033 -.042 -.041 .964 1.037

16

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Cash Asset Ratio All Data Model

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Appendix 9 Model Summary and Results of Cash Sale Ratio 

OLS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

7 .583
g .340 .340 .41914 .000 1.782 1 53111 .182

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

g. Predictors: (Constant), PRIVATE, MTB, CASH_FLOW_VOL, EXP_OP_CF, SALE_GROWTH, RECEIV_TO, INV_TO, 

PROFIT_VOL, AGE, CASH_CONV_CYC, TOTAL_ACCR, DOA, DIVERSE, EXP_SALES, GLOBAL, OP_CASH, SIZE2, SIZE1

h. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

Cash Sale Ratio Firm level Data Model Summary

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 4816.716 18 267.595 1523.190 .000
h

Residual 9330.765 53112 .176

Total 14147.481 53130

h. Predictors: (Constant), PRIVATE, MTB, CASH_FLOW_VOL, EXP_OP_CF, 

SALE_GROWTH, RECEIV_TO, INV_TO, PROFIT_VOL, AGE, CASH_CONV_CYC, 

7

Cash sale firm level data ANOVA
a

Model

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

11
.589

k .348 .347 .41694 .000 1.909 1 53100 .167 1.067

l. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

k. Predictors: (Constant), RETAIL, CASH_FLOW_VOL, MTB, EXP_OP_CF, AGE, PRIVATE, CASH_CONV_CYC, RECEIV_TO, 

PROFIT_VOL, TEXT, SALE_GROWTH, UTIL, CONC, FOOD, PUB, INV_TO, TOTAL_ACCR, DOA, HOTEL, DIVERSE, TRANS, 

POST, EXP_SALES, GLOBAL, OP_CASH, SIZE2, IND_AVG, SIZE1, CONS

Cash Sale Ratio Industrial Level ModelSummary
l

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-

Watson

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 4916.318 29 169.528 975.188 .000
l

Residual 9231.163 53101 .174

Total 14147.481 53130

l. Predictors: (Constant), RETAIL, CASH_FLOW_VOL, MTB, EXP_OP_CF, AGE, 

PRIVATE, CASH_CONV_CYC, RECEIV_TO, PROFIT_VOL, TEXT, SALE_GROWTH, 

11

Model

ANOVA
a

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

15 .589
o .347 .347 .41695 .000 1.173 1 53100 .279 1.067

p. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

o. Predictors: (Constant), DIVERSE, MTB, TEXT, CASH_FLOW_VOL, UTIL, POST, RECEIV_TO, FOOD, PRIVATE, PUB, 

SALE_GROWTH, CASH_CONV_CYC, PROFIT_VOL, TRANS, AGE, HOTEL, CONS, DOA, TOTAL_ACCR, EXP_OP_CF, INV_TO, 

EXP_SALES, OP_CASH, GLOBAL, SIZE2, CONC, SIZE1, IND_LIQ, RETAIL

Model Summary
p

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-

Watson

Sum of 

Squares df

Mean 

Square F Sig.

Regression 4916.154 29 169.523 975.138 .000
p

Residual 9231.327 53101 .174

Total 14147.481 53130

p. Predictors: (Constant), DIVERSE, MTB, TEXT, CASH_FLOW_VOL, UTIL, POST, 

RECEIV_TO, FOOD, PRIVATE, PUB, SALE_GROWTH, CASH_CONV_CYC, 

15

ANOVA
a

Model
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .946 .080 11.858 .000 .790 1.103

EXP_OP_CF 0.084-          .000 -.029 -6.601 .000 .000 .000 .000 -.029 -.023 .618 1.617

EXP_SALES 0.016          .000 .027 5.916 .000 .000 .000 -.017 .026 .021 .580 1.725

INV_TO 7.228E-05 .000 .015 3.821 .000 .000 .000 .022 .017 .013 .796 1.256

RECEIV_TO .000 .000 .038 10.511 .000 .000 .000 .042 .046 .037 .961 1.041

CASH_CONV_CYC .000 .000 .103 27.619 .000 .000 .000 .203 .119 .097 .891 1.123

CASH_FLOW_VOL 8.029E-05 .000 .019 5.224 .000 .000 .000 .001 .023 .018 .958 1.043

PROFIT_VOL .000 .000 -.018 -5.055 .000 .000 .000 .004 -.022 -.018 .998 1.002

TOTAL_ACCR .008 .003 .014 2.302 .021 .001 .015 .007 .010 .008 .342 2.920

SIZE1 .655 .007 .915 98.767 0.000 .642 .668 .105 .394 .346 .143 6.990

SIZE2 -.805 .006 -1.062 -131.291 0.000 -.817 -.793 -.185 -.495 -.460 .188 5.325

AGE -.001 .000 -.024 -6.393 .000 -.001 .000 -.044 -.028 -.022 .869 1.151

SALE_GROWTH .010 .004 .010 2.936 .003 .003 .017 .002 .013 .010 .976 1.025

DOA -.229 .007 -.123 -31.778 .000 -.243 -.215 -.133 -.137 -.111 .818 1.222

MTB -9.579E-05 .000 -.012 -3.216 .001 .000 .000 .006 -.014 -.011 .871 1.149

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.032 -8.049 .000 -.001 -.001 -.013 -.035 -.028 .764 1.309

OP_CASH .085 .005 .122 18.035 .000 .076 .094 .073 .078 .063 .269 3.715

GLOBAL -.016 .007 -.011 -2.174 .030 -.030 -.002 .029 -.009 -.008 .469 2.132

PRIVATE -.078 .009 -.042 -8.241 .000 -.096 -.059 -.048 -.036 -.029 .476 2.102

IND_LIQ -.174 .087 -.010 -2.000 .046 -.344 -.003 -.009 -.009 -.007 .448 2.230

CONC -.076 .016 -.023 -4.674 .000 -.108 -.044 -.034 -.020 -.016 .494 2.025

CONS .060 .008 .038 7.550 .000 .045 .076 .019 .033 .026 .478 2.093

FOOD .048 .011 .018 4.461 .000 .027 .069 -.028 .019 .016 .777 1.287

UTIL .144 .018 .032 7.961 .000 .108 .179 .118 .035 .028 .769 1.301

HOTEL .039 .009 .019 4.172 .000 .020 .057 .129 .018 .015 .613 1.631

POST .160 .017 .043 9.695 .000 .128 .193 .035 .042 .034 .633 1.580

PUB .052 .011 .018 4.926 .000 .031 .072 .025 .021 .017 .883 1.132

TEXT .040 .015 .009 2.595 .009 .010 .070 -.006 .011 .009 .961 1.040

TRANS .082 .007 .046 10.935 .000 .067 .097 .027 .047 .038 .703 1.421

RETAIL .085 .007 .077 13.000 .000 .073 .098 -.089 .056 .046 .350 2.854
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a. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

Cash Sale Ratio All Data Model

Model

Unstandardized 
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t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 
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Appendix 10 Model Results of Cash Asset Ratio OLS (Imputed Data) 

  

  

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

12 .202
l .041 .041 .27797 .000 1.540 1 237452 .215

m. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

l. Predictors: (Constant), WOOD, CASH_CONV_CYC, EXP_SALES, MTB, TAX, GDP, OP_CASH_GROWTH, TEXT, 

FOOD, PRIVATE, UTIL, POST, SALE_GROWTH, PUB, RECEIV_TO, DOA, METAL, INV_TO, CHEM, AGE, HOTEL, 

CONS, MANU, DIVERSE, REAL_INT, TRANS, DEBT, OP_CASH, GLOBAL, SIZE1, ECO_INV, CASH_FLOW_VOL

Cash Asset All Data Imputed Model Summary
m

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) .528 .008 64.558 0.000 .512 .544

EXP_SALES 0.0028      .000 .008 3.597 .000 .000 .000 -.023 .007 .007 .810 1.235

INV_TO 3.092E-05 .000 .012 5.347 .000 .000 .000 .027 .011 .011 .788 1.269

RECEIV_TO 3.899E-05 .000 .012 5.631 .000 .000 .000 .020 .012 .011 .955 1.047

CASH_CONV_CYC 4.967E-08 .000 .009 4.269 .000 .000 .000 .009 .009 .009 .998 1.002

CASH_FLOW_VOL 5.403E-05 .000 .050 9.460 .000 .000 .000 .007 .019 .019 .143 6.987

SIZE1 -.058 .002 -.140 -37.853 0.000 -.061 -.055 -.085 -.077 -.076 .296 3.377

AGE -.001 .000 -.057 -27.368 .000 -.001 -.001 -.089 -.056 -.055 .919 1.089

SALE_GROWTH .006 .001 .013 6.281 .000 .004 .008 .021 .013 .013 .990 1.010

GDP .087 .041 .008 2.145 .032 .008 .167 -.001 .004 .004 .329 3.043

REAL_INT .144 .043 .009 3.362 .001 .060 .228 .012 .007 .007 .593 1.686

DEBT -.188 .041 -.021 -4.627 .000 -.268 -.109 -.008 -.009 -.009 .192 5.219

ECO_INV .022 .003 .042 7.355 .000 .016 .028 .000 .015 .015 .123 8.144

OP_CASH_GROWTH -5.452E-07 .000 -.018 -8.738 .000 .000 .000 -.024 -.018 -.018 .997 1.003

DOA -.069 .002 -.066 -30.365 .000 -.074 -.065 -.053 -.062 -.061 .861 1.161

MTB .020 .000 .083 40.926 0.000 .019 .021 .097 .084 .082 .986 1.014

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.030 -13.631 .000 -.001 -.001 -.050 -.028 -.027 .810 1.234

OP_CASH .029 .001 .083 21.789 .000 .026 .031 -.051 .045 .044 .280 3.578

TAX .000 .000 .019 3.738 .000 .000 .000 -.003 .008 .008 .150 6.647

GLOBAL -.030 .002 -.040 -12.249 .000 -.034 -.025 .012 -.025 -.025 .385 2.597

PRIVATE -.086 .003 -.097 -30.070 .000 -.092 -.081 -.049 -.062 -.060 .390 2.561

CHEM -.058 .002 -.051 -23.613 .000 -.063 -.053 -.040 -.048 -.047 .875 1.143

CONS -.024 .002 -.028 -12.263 .000 -.027 -.020 .011 -.025 -.025 .785 1.274

FOOD -.053 .003 -.036 -17.082 .000 -.059 -.047 -.028 -.035 -.034 .921 1.086

UTIL -.015 .005 -.006 -3.030 .002 -.025 -.005 .005 -.006 -.006 .941 1.063

HOTEL -.053 .003 -.047 -21.374 .000 -.058 -.049 -.018 -.044 -.043 .831 1.204

MANU -.045 .002 -.056 -24.840 .000 -.049 -.042 -.030 -.051 -.050 .799 1.251

METAL -.071 .003 -.056 -26.608 .000 -.077 -.066 -.041 -.055 -.053 .900 1.111

POST .027 .005 .012 5.976 .000 .018 .036 .033 .012 .012 .944 1.060

PUB -.025 .003 -.016 -7.529 .000 -.032 -.019 .001 -.015 -.015 .929 1.077

TEXT -.018 .005 -.008 -3.721 .000 -.027 -.008 -.001 -.008 -.007 .966 1.035

TRANS -.010 .002 -.010 -4.280 .000 -.015 -.005 .026 -.009 -.009 .736 1.358

WOOD -.087 .004 -.040 -19.445 .000 -.095 -.078 -.033 -.040 -.039 .963 1.038

12

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_ASSET

Cash Asset Ratio All Data Model (Imputed with Adjusted Colinearity)

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Appendix 11 Model Results of Cash Sale Ratio OLS (Imputed Data) 

          

        

R Square 

Change F Change df1 df2

Sig. F 

Change

4 .577
d .333 .333 .42157 .000 1.846 1 190156 .174 .964

d. Predictors: (Constant), DEBT, CASH_FLOW_VOL, FOOD, GROWTH_VOL, DOA, DIVERSE, TEXT, UTIL, OP_CASH_GROWTH, 

POST, PUB, SALE_GROWTH, PRIVATE, METAL, PRD_COST_VOL, HOTEL, RECEIV_TO, CHEM, AGE, CONS, SIZE2, INV_TO, 

GDP, PROFIT_VOL, IND_LIQ, EXP_SALES, REAL_INT, GLOBAL, TOTAL_ACCR, CONC, SIZE1

e. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

Model Summary
e

Model R R Square

Adjusted 

R Square

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate

Change Statistics

Durbin-

Watson
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Standardized 

Coefficients

B Std. Error Beta

Lower 

Bound

Upper 

Bound Zero-order Partial Part Tolerance VIF

(Constant) 1.808 .038 47.541 0.000 1.734 1.883

EXP_SALES 0.0112      .000 .019 8.998 .000 .000 .000 -.017 .021 .017 .781 1.281

INV_TO .000 .000 .033 15.135 .000 .000 .000 .021 .035 .028 .745 1.341

RECEIV_TO .000 .000 .046 18.752 .000 .000 .000 .020 .043 .035 .591 1.691

CASH_FLOW_VOL 1.197E-05 .000 .005 2.640 .008 .000 .000 .000 .006 .005 .987 1.014

GROWTH_VOL -2.224E-06 .000 -.006 -2.723 .006 .000 .000 -.008 -.006 -.005 .678 1.476

PRD_COST_VOL -2.419E-05 .000 -.008 -4.004 .000 .000 .000 .007 -.009 -.008 .920 1.087

PROFIT_VOL -4.906E-05 .000 -.018 -7.777 .000 .000 .000 -.001 -.018 -.015 .653 1.532

TOTAL_ACCR .007 .001 .016 5.130 .000 .005 .010 .006 .012 .010 .373 2.682

SIZE1 .748 .003 1.046 252.533 0.000 .742 .754 .105 .501 .473 .205 4.885

SIZE2 -.831 .003 -1.096 -267.789 0.000 -.837 -.825 -.185 -.523 -.502 .209 4.774

AGE -.001 .000 -.039 -19.941 .000 -.001 -.001 -.044 -.046 -.037 .920 1.087

SALE_GROWTH .012 .002 .013 6.864 .000 .009 .016 .001 .016 .013 .985 1.015

OP_CASH_GROWTH 5.545E-07 .000 .011 5.930 .000 .000 .000 .014 .014 .011 .989 1.011

DOA -.192 .003 -.104 -54.970 0.000 -.199 -.185 -.132 -.125 -.103 .986 1.014

DIVERSE -.001 .000 -.023 -10.887 .000 -.001 -.001 -.013 -.025 -.020 .801 1.248

GLOBAL -.028 .004 -.019 -6.985 .000 -.036 -.020 .029 -.016 -.013 .459 2.177

PRIVATE -.085 .005 -.046 -16.710 .000 -.095 -.075 -.048 -.038 -.031 .466 2.145

IND_LIQ -1.121 .043 -.068 -26.197 .000 -1.205 -1.037 -.009 -.060 -.049 .527 1.897

CONC -.091 .013 -.028 -7.050 .000 -.116 -.066 -.034 -.016 -.013 .224 4.471

CHEM -.069 .004 -.034 -15.354 .000 -.078 -.060 -.008 -.035 -.029 .731 1.369

CONS .012 .004 .007 3.180 .001 .004 .019 .019 .007 .006 .647 1.545

FOOD -.035 .005 -.013 -6.554 .000 -.046 -.025 -.028 -.015 -.012 .894 1.119

UTIL .032 .009 .007 3.476 .001 .014 .050 .118 .008 .007 .855 1.170

HOTEL -.053 .004 -.026 -12.082 .000 -.062 -.045 .129 -.028 -.023 .773 1.294

METAL -.023 .007 -.010 -3.362 .001 -.036 -.009 -.030 -.008 -.006 .420 2.383

POST .072 .010 .019 6.997 .000 .052 .092 .035 .016 .013 .470 2.127

PUB .026 .006 .009 4.452 .000 .015 .038 .025 .010 .008 .813 1.229

TEXT .016 .008 .004 1.913 .056 .000 .032 -.006 .004 .004 .946 1.058

GDP .342 .047 .017 7.279 .000 .250 .434 .005 .017 .014 .668 1.496

REAL_INT -.347 .076 -.012 -4.586 .000 -.495 -.198 .019 -.011 -.009 .518 1.930

DEBT .364 .045 .023 8.093 .000 .276 .453 -.014 .019 .015 .442 2.261

4

a. Dependent Variable: CASH_SALE

Cash Sale Ratio Full Data (Imputed adjusted with collinearity) Model
a

Model

Unstandardized 

Coefficients

t Sig.

95.0% Confidence 

Interval for B Correlations Collinearity Statistics
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Appendix 12 FE Model of Sales risks measure with Control 

variables in cash asset model 

Expected Operating Cash Flow 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69200852   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e      .172922

       sigma_u    .25920096

                                                                                

         _cons     .3849299   .0097844    39.34   0.000     .3657528    .4041071

       ECO_INV     .0097252   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070292    .0124212

          DEBT    -.0875387   .0241349    -3.63   0.000    -.1348425   -.0402349

      REAL_INT     .1912594   .0275679     6.94   0.000     .1372269    .2452918

       OP_CASH      .010204   .0007979    12.79   0.000     .0086401    .0117679

           MTB     .0083021    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075241    .0090802

           DOA    -.0586935   .0017986   -32.63   0.000    -.0622187   -.0551682

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.07e-08

         SIZE2     -.024436     .00184   -13.28   0.000    -.0280423   -.0208297

         SIZE1     .0183755   .0029096     6.32   0.000     .0126727    .0240783

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182771   .0010994   -16.62   0.000    -.0204319   -.0161223

     EXP_OP_CF     .0023877    .005367     0.44   0.656    -.0081314    .0129068

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0076                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.61

       overall = 0.0071                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Expected Sales 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69202262   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292177

       sigma_u     .2592092

                                                                                

         _cons     .3851022   .0097872    39.35   0.000     .3659195     .404285

       ECO_INV     .0097229   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070269    .0124189

          DEBT    -.0875456   .0241345    -3.63   0.000    -.1348486   -.0402426

      REAL_INT     .1914441    .027569     6.94   0.000     .1374095    .2454787

       OP_CASH     .0102116   .0007976    12.80   0.000     .0086484    .0117748

           MTB     .0083021    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075241    .0090802

           DOA    -.0586916   .0017986   -32.63   0.000    -.0622169   -.0551664

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.81e-07   4.55e-08    -3.98   0.000    -2.70e-07   -9.17e-08

         SIZE2     -.024481   .0018408   -13.30   0.000    -.0280889   -.0208731

         SIZE1     .0183564   .0029097     6.31   0.000     .0126534    .0240594

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182836   .0010993   -16.63   0.000    -.0204382    -.016129

     EXP_SALES      .001223    .001462     0.84   0.403    -.0016425    .0040885

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0078                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.66

       overall = 0.0071                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0058                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Payable Turnover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69199293   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292161

       sigma_u     .2591909

                                                                                

         _cons     .3849454   .0097841    39.34   0.000     .3657689     .404122

       ECO_INV     .0097229   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070269    .0124189

          DEBT    -.0874963   .0241343    -3.63   0.000    -.1347989   -.0401936

      REAL_INT     .1912048   .0275678     6.94   0.000     .1371725     .245237

       OP_CASH     .0102801   .0008001    12.85   0.000      .008712    .0118483

           MTB     .0083022    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075241    .0090803

           DOA     -.058733    .001799   -32.65   0.000    -.0622589   -.0552071

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.08e-08

         SIZE2    -.0244631   .0018402   -13.29   0.000    -.0280698   -.0208564

         SIZE1     .0183448   .0029098     6.30   0.000     .0126417    .0240479

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182714   .0010994   -16.62   0.000    -.0204261   -.0161166

        PAY_TO     4.50e-08   4.38e-08     1.03   0.305    -4.09e-08    1.31e-07

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0073                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.69

       overall = 0.0072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Inventory Turnover 

Receivable Turnover 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.42       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69195087   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17291725

       sigma_u     .2591588

                                                                                

         _cons      .384084   .0097868    39.25   0.000     .3649021    .4032658

       ECO_INV     .0096851   .0013755     7.04   0.000     .0069891    .0123812

          DEBT     -.087876    .024134    -3.64   0.000    -.1351781    -.040574

      REAL_INT      .190225   .0275688     6.90   0.000     .1361908    .2442592

       OP_CASH     .0101894   .0007976    12.78   0.000     .0086262    .0117526

           MTB     .0083062    .000397    20.92   0.000     .0075282    .0090843

           DOA    -.0588149   .0017989   -32.69   0.000    -.0623407    -.055289

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.95   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.06e-08

         SIZE2    -.0248242   .0018438   -13.46   0.000    -.0284379   -.0212105

         SIZE1     .0188334   .0029127     6.47   0.000     .0131245    .0245423

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182779   .0010993   -16.63   0.000    -.0204324   -.0161233

        INV_TO     .0000164   5.02e-06     3.27   0.001     6.58e-06    .0000262

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0065                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    204.58

       overall = 0.0074                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0062                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.42       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69198574   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17291973

       sigma_u    .25918372

                                                                                

         _cons       .38467   .0097843    39.32   0.000      .365493     .403847

       ECO_INV     .0097134   .0013755     7.06   0.000     .0070174    .0124094

          DEBT     -.087616   .0241341    -3.63   0.000    -.1349183   -.0403137

      REAL_INT     .1910091   .0275677     6.93   0.000     .1369772    .2450411

       OP_CASH     .0102122   .0007975    12.80   0.000     .0086491    .0117754

           MTB     .0082988    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075207    .0090768

           DOA    -.0587214   .0017986   -32.65   0.000    -.0622466   -.0551961

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.09e-08

         SIZE2    -.0245841   .0018411   -13.35   0.000    -.0281926   -.0209756

         SIZE1     .0184984     .00291     6.36   0.000      .012795    .0242018

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182577   .0010993   -16.61   0.000    -.0204124    -.016103

     RECEIV_TO     .0000131   5.73e-06     2.28   0.022     1.85e-06    .0000243

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0070                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    204.07

       overall = 0.0072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0060                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Cash Conversion Cycle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69201122   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292201

       sigma_u    .25920263

                                                                                

         _cons     .3848397   .0097847    39.33   0.000     .3656619    .4040174

       ECO_INV     .0097243   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070283    .0124203

          DEBT    -.0874569   .0241344    -3.62   0.000    -.1347596   -.0401541

      REAL_INT     .1912801   .0275681     6.94   0.000     .1372472    .2453129

       OP_CASH     .0102133   .0007976    12.81   0.000     .0086501    .0117765

           MTB     .0083024    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075243    .0090805

           DOA    -.0586941   .0017986   -32.63   0.000    -.0622193   -.0551688

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.08e-08

         SIZE2    -.0244684   .0018418   -13.29   0.000    -.0280782   -.0208586

         SIZE1     .0184328    .002912     6.33   0.000     .0127253    .0241402

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182875   .0010994   -16.63   0.000    -.0204422   -.0161328

 CASH_CONV_CYC    -3.41e-09   8.27e-09    -0.41   0.680    -1.96e-08    1.28e-08

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0077                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.61

       overall = 0.0071                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Cash Flow Volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.42       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69194871   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e     .1728892

       sigma_u    .25911545

                                                                                

         _cons     .3885598   .0097915    39.68   0.000     .3693686     .407751

       ECO_INV     .0096838   .0013753     7.04   0.000     .0069883    .0123794

          DEBT    -.0876973   .0241298    -3.63   0.000    -.1349911   -.0404036

      REAL_INT     .1875206    .027566     6.80   0.000     .1334918    .2415494

       OP_CASH     .0146739   .0009534    15.39   0.000     .0128053    .0165425

           MTB     .0083018   .0003969    20.92   0.000     .0075238    .0090797

           DOA    -.0609622   .0018178   -33.54   0.000     -.064525   -.0573994

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.76e-07   4.54e-08    -3.88   0.000    -2.65e-07   -8.71e-08

         SIZE2    -.0253132   .0018425   -13.74   0.000    -.0289245    -.021702

         SIZE1     .0153059   .0029313     5.22   0.000     .0095607    .0210511

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0184978   .0010994   -16.83   0.000    -.0206525    -.016343

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000149   1.75e-06     8.53   0.000     .0000115    .0000184

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0051                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    210.29

       overall = 0.0076                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0065                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0119                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Earning volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69200033   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292016

       sigma_u    .25919323

                                                                                

         _cons     .3849524   .0097839    39.35   0.000     .3657762    .4041286

       ECO_INV     .0097241   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070281      .01242

          DEBT    -.0874227   .0241341    -3.62   0.000     -.134725   -.0401205

      REAL_INT     .1923774   .0275732     6.98   0.000     .1383347    .2464202

       OP_CASH     .0102477   .0007977    12.85   0.000     .0086842    .0118112

           MTB     .0083025    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075245    .0090806

           DOA    -.0587394   .0017987   -32.66   0.000    -.0622649    -.055214

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.06e-08

         SIZE2    -.0244793   .0018401   -13.30   0.000    -.0280858   -.0208728

         SIZE1     .0183822   .0029095     6.32   0.000     .0126796    .0240848

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182767   .0010993   -16.63   0.000    -.0204313   -.0161221

      EARN_VOL     8.32e-08   4.03e-08     2.06   0.039     4.20e-09    1.62e-07

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0075                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.99

       overall = 0.0072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Growth Volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69200032   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292206

       sigma_u    .25919607

                                                                                

         _cons     .3849423   .0097862    39.34   0.000     .3657615    .4041231

       ECO_INV     .0097231   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070271    .0124191

          DEBT    -.0874624   .0241344    -3.62   0.000    -.1347652   -.0401597

      REAL_INT     .1912047    .027568     6.94   0.000      .137172    .2452375

       OP_CASH     .0102156   .0007976    12.81   0.000     .0086524    .0117788

           MTB     .0083021    .000397    20.91   0.000      .007524    .0090801

           DOA    -.0586978   .0017986   -32.63   0.000     -.062223   -.0551725

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.95   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.06e-08

         SIZE2    -.0244344     .00184   -13.28   0.000    -.0280407   -.0208281

         SIZE1     .0183682   .0029102     6.31   0.000     .0126643    .0240721

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182801   .0010994   -16.63   0.000    -.0204349   -.0161254

    GROWTH_VOL     3.03e-08   1.20e-07     0.25   0.801    -2.06e-07    2.66e-07

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0074                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.60

       overall = 0.0072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Product Costs Volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69200165   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292208

       sigma_u    .25919691

                                                                                

         _cons     .3849128   .0097858    39.33   0.000     .3657329    .4040927

       ECO_INV     .0097234   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070274    .0124194

          DEBT    -.0874656   .0241344    -3.62   0.000    -.1347684   -.0401628

      REAL_INT     .1912159   .0275681     6.94   0.000      .137183    .2452487

       OP_CASH     .0102151   .0007976    12.81   0.000     .0086519    .0117783

           MTB     .0083021    .000397    20.91   0.000      .007524    .0090802

           DOA    -.0586974   .0017986   -32.63   0.000    -.0622227   -.0551722

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.06e-08

         SIZE2    -.0244322   .0018401   -13.28   0.000    -.0280387   -.0208256

         SIZE1     .0183743   .0029105     6.31   0.000     .0126697    .0240789

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182818   .0010994   -16.63   0.000    -.0204365    -.016127

  PRD_COST_VOL     1.47e-08   1.18e-07     0.12   0.901    -2.17e-07    2.46e-07

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0075                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.60

       overall = 0.0072                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Profit Volatility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(46099, 191375) =     9.43       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho     .6920167   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .17292113

       sigma_u    .25920463

                                                                                

         _cons     .3851775   .0097859    39.36   0.000     .3659974    .4043576

       ECO_INV     .0097228   .0013755     7.07   0.000     .0070268    .0124188

          DEBT    -.0873228   .0241344    -3.62   0.000    -.1346257   -.0400199

      REAL_INT      .191351   .0275678     6.94   0.000     .1373187    .2453833

       OP_CASH     .0102305   .0007976    12.83   0.000     .0086672    .0117938

           MTB     .0083015    .000397    20.91   0.000     .0075234    .0090796

           DOA    -.0586957   .0017986   -32.63   0.000    -.0622209   -.0551704

OP_CASH_GROWTH    -1.80e-07   4.54e-08    -3.96   0.000    -2.69e-07   -9.07e-08

         SIZE2    -.0246138    .001844   -13.35   0.000    -.0282281   -.0209995

         SIZE1     .0184742   .0029102     6.35   0.000     .0127703    .0241781

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0182771   .0010993   -16.63   0.000    -.0204317   -.0161225

    PROFIT_VOL    -1.88e-06   1.29e-06    -1.46   0.145    -4.40e-06    6.46e-07

                                                                                

    CASH_ASSET        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.0079                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(11,191375)       =    203.79

       overall = 0.0071                                        max =        10

       between = 0.0059                                        avg =       5.2

R-sq:  within  = 0.0116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     46100

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    237486
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Appendix 13 FE Model of Sales risks measure with Control 

variables in cash sale model 

Expected Operating Cash Flow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69653454   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27166125

       sigma_u    .41157066

                                                                                

         _cons     .9583109   .0445944    21.49   0.000     .8709068    1.045715

       ECO_INV     .0195773   .0027462     7.13   0.000     .0141947    .0249598

           GDP     .1877997   .0409942     4.58   0.000     .1074519    .2681476

       IND_AVG      .044925   .0110132     4.08   0.000     .0233393    .0665107

          CONC    -.0308125   .0109967    -2.80   0.005    -.0523659   -.0092592

       OP_CASH     .0077502   .0012483     6.21   0.000     .0053036    .0101968

           MTB     .0002331   .0000443     5.26   0.000     .0001463      .00032

           DOA    -.1197389   .0032101   -37.30   0.000    -.1260306   -.1134471

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.89e-07   7.23e-08     3.99   0.000     1.47e-07    4.30e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098391   .0051841  -211.88   0.000    -1.108552    -1.08823

         SIZE1     .9296976   .0059293   156.80   0.000     .9180762    .9413189

    TOTAL_ACCR     -.006355   .0019501    -3.26   0.001    -.0101772   -.0025328

     EXP_OP_CF     .0208004   .0084853     2.45   0.014     .0041694    .0374314

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2601                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4205.65

       overall = 0.3125                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3479                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2525                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Expected Sales 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69634482   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27165836

       sigma_u    .41138163

                                                                                

         _cons     .9601245   .0445992    21.53   0.000      .872711    1.047538

       ECO_INV     .0194562   .0027467     7.08   0.000     .0140727    .0248396

           GDP     .1873805   .0409943     4.57   0.000     .1070326    .2677285

       IND_AVG     .0451158   .0110134     4.10   0.000     .0235297    .0667019

          CONC    -.0309779   .0109968    -2.82   0.005    -.0525314   -.0094245

       OP_CASH     .0080512   .0012447     6.47   0.000     .0056116    .0104907

           MTB     .0002292   .0000443     5.17   0.000     .0001423     .000316

           DOA    -.1197833   .0032099   -37.32   0.000    -.1260746   -.1134919

OP_CASH_GROWTH     3.25e-07   7.35e-08     4.43   0.000     1.81e-07    4.70e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098829   .0051864  -211.87   0.000    -1.108995   -1.088664

         SIZE1     .9293403   .0059305   156.71   0.000     .9177166     .940964

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0064799   .0019496    -3.32   0.001     -.010301   -.0026588

     EXP_SALES     .0080374   .0026511     3.03   0.002     .0028414    .0132335

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2587                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4206.01

       overall = 0.3128                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3482                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Payable turnover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69659554   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27165711

       sigma_u    .41162377

                                                                                

         _cons     .9580813   .0445936    21.48   0.000     .8706787    1.045484

       ECO_INV     .0196249   .0027461     7.15   0.000     .0142426    .0250072

           GDP     .1877112   .0409936     4.58   0.000     .1073645    .2680578

       IND_AVG     .0448007    .011013     4.07   0.000     .0232154    .0663859

          CONC    -.0307498   .0109966    -2.80   0.005    -.0523029   -.0091968

       OP_CASH     .0079549   .0012445     6.39   0.000     .0055157    .0103942

           MTB     .0002321   .0000443     5.24   0.000     .0001453     .000319

           DOA    -.1198202   .0032099   -37.33   0.000    -.1261115   -.1135289

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.77e-07   7.23e-08     3.83   0.000     1.35e-07    4.19e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098096   .0051845  -211.80   0.000    -1.108258   -1.087935

         SIZE1     .9295784   .0059294   156.78   0.000      .917957    .9411999

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0065737   .0019498    -3.37   0.001    -.0103953   -.0027521

        PAY_TO    -2.76e-07   8.50e-08    -3.25   0.001    -4.43e-07   -1.10e-07

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2601                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4206.16

       overall = 0.3123                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3477                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Inventory Turnover 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.72       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69650959   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27166505

       sigma_u    .41155212

                                                                                

         _cons     .9576456   .0445958    21.47   0.000     .8702388    1.045052

       ECO_INV     .0195935   .0027463     7.13   0.000     .0142108    .0249762

           GDP     .1878158   .0409951     4.58   0.000     .1074662    .2681654

       IND_AVG     .0447561   .0110135     4.06   0.000     .0231699    .0663424

          CONC     -.030762   .0109969    -2.80   0.005    -.0523157   -.0092083

       OP_CASH     .0080723   .0012461     6.48   0.000       .00563    .0105147

           MTB       .00024   .0000449     5.35   0.000     .0001521     .000328

           DOA    -.1199709   .0032118   -37.35   0.000    -.1262659   -.1136758

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.85e-07   7.23e-08     3.94   0.000     1.43e-07    4.26e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098642   .0051887  -211.74   0.000    -1.108812   -1.088472

         SIZE1     .9300792   .0059358   156.69   0.000     .9184452    .9417133

    TOTAL_ACCR     -.006623   .0019529    -3.39   0.001    -.0104507   -.0027953

        INV_TO     .0000134   9.87e-06     1.35   0.176    -5.98e-06    .0000327

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2604                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4205.19

       overall = 0.3125                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3480                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2525                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Receivable Turnover 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.72       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69653577   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27166114

       sigma_u    .41157168

                                                                                

         _cons      .957453   .0445948    21.47   0.000      .870048    1.044858

       ECO_INV     .0195244   .0027465     7.11   0.000     .0141414    .0249075

           GDP     .1870227   .0409963     4.56   0.000     .1066708    .2673746

       IND_AVG     .0449892   .0110133     4.08   0.000     .0234033    .0665751

          CONC    -.0308231   .0109967    -2.80   0.005    -.0523765   -.0092697

       OP_CASH     .0073019   .0012749     5.73   0.000     .0048031    .0098007

           MTB     .0001786    .000049     3.65   0.000     .0000826    .0002746

           DOA    -.1194889   .0032128   -37.19   0.000    -.1257858    -.113192

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.88e-07   7.23e-08     3.98   0.000     1.46e-07    4.30e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098927   .0051893  -211.77   0.000    -1.109098   -1.088756

         SIZE1     .9301193   .0059317   156.81   0.000     .9184933    .9417453

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0055092   .0019877    -2.77   0.006    -.0094051   -.0016132

     RECEIV_TO     .0000256   .0000103     2.48   0.013     5.35e-06    .0000459

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2603                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4205.67

       overall = 0.3126                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3480                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2525                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Cash Conversion Cycle 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.69       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho     .6958196   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27145352

       sigma_u    .41056148

                                                                                

         _cons     .9452792   .0445679    21.21   0.000     .8579269    1.032631

       ECO_INV     .0199708   .0027441     7.28   0.000     .0145924    .0253492

           GDP     .1907776   .0409631     4.66   0.000     .1104908    .2710645

       IND_AVG     .0443966   .0110048     4.03   0.000     .0228275    .0659658

          CONC    -.0309377   .0109883    -2.82   0.005    -.0524746   -.0094008

       OP_CASH     .0165914   .0013645    12.16   0.000      .013917    .0192657

           MTB     .0008538   .0000601    14.20   0.000      .000736    .0009717

           DOA      -.12443   .0032215   -38.62   0.000    -.1307441   -.1181159

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.56e-07   7.23e-08     3.54   0.000     1.14e-07    3.97e-07

         SIZE2     -1.08882   .0052172  -208.70   0.000    -1.099046   -1.078594

         SIZE1     .9235927   .0059382   155.53   0.000     .9119539    .9352315

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0185844   .0021025    -8.84   0.000    -.0227053   -.0144636

 CASH_CONV_CYC     .0000496   3.24e-06    15.32   0.000     .0000432    .0000559

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2579                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4231.15

       overall = 0.3137                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3498                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2537                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Cash Flow Volatility 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho     .6966681   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27164459

       sigma_u    .41167547

                                                                                

         _cons     .9619452   .0445986    21.57   0.000     .8745328    1.049358

       ECO_INV     .0196384    .002746     7.15   0.000     .0142564    .0250204

           GDP     .1880897   .0409915     4.59   0.000     .1077471    .2684323

       IND_AVG     .0449544   .0110125     4.08   0.000     .0233701    .0665387

          CONC    -.0309778   .0109961    -2.82   0.005      -.05253   -.0094256

       OP_CASH      .011669   .0014511     8.04   0.000     .0088249    .0145131

           MTB     .0001504   .0000472     3.19   0.001      .000058    .0002429

           DOA    -.1218921    .003237   -37.66   0.000    -.1282365   -.1155476

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.91e-07   7.23e-08     4.03   0.000     1.50e-07    4.33e-07

         SIZE2    -1.099955    .005194  -211.78   0.000    -1.110135   -1.089775

         SIZE1      .926908   .0059561   155.62   0.000     .9152343    .9385818

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0053675   .0019622    -2.74   0.006    -.0092134   -.0015215

 CASH_FLOW_VOL     .0000184   3.72e-06     4.93   0.000     .0000111    .0000257

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2607                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4207.70

       overall = 0.3125                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3479                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Earning Volatility 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69655106   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27166663

       sigma_u    .41159487

                                                                                

         _cons     .9579908   .0445953    21.48   0.000      .870585    1.045397

       ECO_INV     .0196233   .0027463     7.15   0.000     .0142407     .025006

           GDP     .1880291   .0409953     4.59   0.000     .1076791    .2683791

       IND_AVG     .0448609   .0110136     4.07   0.000     .0232745    .0664472

          CONC    -.0307796    .010997    -2.80   0.005    -.0523334   -.0092258

       OP_CASH      .007985   .0012446     6.42   0.000     .0055457    .0104243

           MTB     .0002304   .0000443     5.20   0.000     .0001436    .0003173

           DOA     -.119835   .0032102   -37.33   0.000    -.1261269   -.1135431

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.85e-07   7.23e-08     3.95   0.000     1.44e-07    4.27e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098363   .0051844  -211.86   0.000    -1.108524   -1.088202

         SIZE1     .9297218   .0059297   156.79   0.000     .9180998    .9413438

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0064688   .0019496    -3.32   0.001    -.0102901   -.0026476

      EARN_VOL     2.45e-08   7.82e-08     0.31   0.754    -1.29e-07    1.78e-07

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2602                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4205.00

       overall = 0.3124                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3478                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2525                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Growth Volatility 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69655721   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27166264

       sigma_u    .41159482

                                                                                

         _cons     .9588122    .044596    21.50   0.000     .8714049     1.04622

       ECO_INV     .0196432   .0027461     7.15   0.000     .0142608    .0250256

           GDP     .1882827   .0409944     4.59   0.000     .1079346    .2686309

       IND_AVG     .0448468   .0110132     4.07   0.000     .0232611    .0664325

          CONC    -.0307942   .0109968    -2.80   0.005    -.0523477   -.0092408

       OP_CASH     .0082375   .0012501     6.59   0.000     .0057873    .0106877

           MTB     .0002227   .0000444     5.01   0.000     .0001356    .0003098

           DOA    -.1199524   .0032105   -37.36   0.000    -.1262449   -.1136599

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.84e-07   7.23e-08     3.93   0.000     1.43e-07    4.26e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098685   .0051865  -211.83   0.000    -1.108851    -1.08852

         SIZE1     .9298706   .0059299   156.81   0.000     .9182481     .941493

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0067897   .0019555    -3.47   0.001    -.0106223    -.002957

    GROWTH_VOL     1.07e-06   5.06e-07     2.12   0.034     7.98e-08    2.06e-06

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2605                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4205.48

       overall = 0.3124                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3479                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2525                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Product Cost Volatility 

 

 

 

  

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69652019   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27165459

       sigma_u    .41154659

                                                                                

         _cons     .9592398   .0445944    21.51   0.000     .8718356    1.046644

       ECO_INV     .0197113   .0027461     7.18   0.000     .0143289    .0250937

           GDP     .1886393   .0409933     4.60   0.000     .1082932    .2689854

       IND_AVG     .0447876   .0110129     4.07   0.000     .0232025    .0663726

          CONC    -.0308647   .0109965    -2.81   0.005    -.0524176   -.0093118

       OP_CASH     .0080205   .0012445     6.44   0.000     .0055813    .0104597

           MTB     .0002289   .0000443     5.17   0.000     .0001421    .0003157

           DOA    -.1198376   .0032098   -37.33   0.000    -.1261289   -.1135464

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.80e-07   7.23e-08     3.87   0.000     1.38e-07    4.22e-07

         SIZE2    -1.098946   .0051865  -211.89   0.000    -1.109112   -1.088781

         SIZE1     .9299539   .0059296   156.83   0.000     .9183321    .9415758

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0063978   .0019496    -3.28   0.001     -.010219   -.0025765

  PRD_COST_VOL    -.0000207   5.67e-06    -3.65   0.000    -.0000318   -9.60e-06

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2603                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4206.47

       overall = 0.3124                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3480                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189
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Profit Volatility 

 

 

 

 

F test that all u_i=0:     F(40803, 149373) =     7.73       Prob > F = 0.0000

                                                                                

           rho    .69654485   (fraction of variance due to u_i)

       sigma_e    .27165307

       sigma_u    .41156829

                                                                                

         _cons     .9582969    .044593    21.49   0.000     .8708956    1.045698

       ECO_INV     .0196803   .0027461     7.17   0.000     .0142981    .0250626

           GDP     .1884215   .0409929     4.60   0.000     .1080762    .2687668

       IND_AVG      .044881   .0110128     4.08   0.000     .0232961    .0664659

          CONC    -.0308451   .0109964    -2.81   0.005    -.0523979   -.0092924

       OP_CASH     .0079714   .0012445     6.41   0.000     .0055322    .0104105

           MTB     .0002306   .0000443     5.21   0.000     .0001438    .0003174

           DOA    -.1198006   .0032098   -37.32   0.000    -.1260918   -.1135094

OP_CASH_GROWTH     2.84e-07   7.23e-08     3.93   0.000     1.42e-07    4.26e-07

         SIZE2     -1.09862   .0051843  -211.91   0.000    -1.108782   -1.088459

         SIZE1     .9298523   .0059293   156.82   0.000      .918231    .9414736

    TOTAL_ACCR    -.0064613   .0019495    -3.31   0.001    -.0102823   -.0026402

    PROFIT_VOL    -.0000183   4.72e-06    -3.87   0.000    -.0000275   -9.03e-06

                                                                                

     CASH_SALE        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                                

corr(u_i, Xb)  = -0.2602                        Prob > F           =    0.0000

                                                F(12,149373)       =   4206.66

       overall = 0.3125                                        max =        10

       between = 0.3479                                        avg =       4.7

R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: BvDIDNumbe~D                    Number of groups   =     40804

Fixed-effects (within) regression               Number of obs      =    190189


